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The Senate Committee
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At 97
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White Shirts !

MILLETT & LITTLE.
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METAPHYSICAL·
Spool Silk and Twist
—

MENTAL HEALING
I shall visit Portland about May 22cl, to give a
course of lessons in Mental Healing ; any lady or
gentleman who would like to learn a profession
which will enable them to earn a handsome compensation would do well to learn the

SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALING.
A metaphysician can
which will be entirely

easily procure a practice
satisfactory to hiiu as re-

cures are miraculous.
is easily learnt ; my students can
this method of healing successfully after
taught by me ; only persons of good moral

gards remuneration, as their

Healing

Mental

{iractice
letng
character

accepted as students. For informaregards formation of classes and terms,
address D., Boston Postofflce.
ap29snl\v*
are

tion as

DR. Ε. B. REED,
MEDICAL. ROOM*

ST., POKTLAM, ME.

l>r. Keed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homœopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full naine and place of residence and
one 2-eent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
OAlre Hour*-a.
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indigo Prints !
MILLETT k LITTLE, j
Blue

Prints,

all

6 1-4 cents per

Indigo
styles, at

one case
new

yard.

90 EXCHANGE

ST.,
BAM.
OPPOSITE PORTLAND SA» eodlm
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Auction Laees]
—

TURNER BROS.'
from (lie great sale in IVew York.
Wool Laces 2 cents per yard and upward.
Hand made Flouncing· £1.50; former

price $6.00.

The above are the most remarkable bargains we have ever seen in laces.
1 case of Wide Stripe Seersuckers 6 1-4
cents.
ψ
1 case of Mikado Suitings 50 cents; sold
elsewhere for 62 1-2;
exceedingly

stylish.

Opening of Imported and Domestic
Wraps and Jackets tor Ladies, Misses and Children.
Beautiful Styles and Low Prices.
Centemerl Kids jnst received for Easter.
JSilcsins 8 cents. Cambrics 4 cents.

Every Department

!

488 Be 490

«HESS STREET.
dtt

NEW GOODS

IN MEMORIAL
have in warerooins and for sale, tlie best selected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties intending to erect memorials
to tlieir loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,
I

Congress Sts,

THOMPSON.

H. F

IV. Β.— I have no agent*.
what yon are buying.

Call nud

see

d2m

aprl9

iPositively Cured 1„
tiieso Little Pills.
Thev also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia
I η d i g e etion and Tor

IYTLE

Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongne,

IVER
PILLS.

Pain In the Sidr. Αλ
They regulate the Bow1MB··—·»
k;1h and prevent Constiand easiest to take.
Tfoio
Piles.
pation and
Only one pill a dose. 40 In avid, Purely Vegvin!»
5
25
cents*
by ::;;uifor$1.00.
Price
etable.

Smallest

CARTER MEDICINE CO., tVop'rs, NewYtffc.

on

MORNING

anil beautiful designs in

Fancy Velvets,
to be ustid

SILK

as

OR

trimmings and to combine with

WOOLEN

GOODS.

These goods are very scarce and desirable.

NEW CREAM

WOOL GOODS

CheTrMHi; Pprsinu Caehraeree, CanvaH
Clolh, Etetuincs nu<l Cnim-Γ» ISuir.
Prices from 3>0 eta* to $1.00 per yard.

iu

Seersuckers,
Salines,
Shirred
Seotcli Giiifiliams and Embroidered Cliamforaye
in great Variety.

GHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,
No. 451

Majority and Minority Reports of the
Ohio Investigating Committee.
Columbus, O., April 28.—The reports of the
Ohio legislative committee which has been investigating the Senatorial elections in Hamilton
county, have been completed and an agreement
has been entered into by the committee that they
shall be submitted to the Senate to-morrow, be
printed and come up for final action next week,
l'lie confidence of members of the committee lias
been abused and the leading points of the reports
have already leaked out. The Republicau members of the connnittec review the frauds in Hamilton county in general, and concentrate on speeilied frauds claimed to have been shown in the
fourth word of Precinct A. the sixth wards of
Precinct 1) and Precinct G, and the Ninth ward
of Precinct F. These give the Democrats 1,858,
and the Republicans 170 votes. The report shows
by an accumulation of evidence that the returns
from these precincts were so perverted by fraud
So it recommends that
as to be wholly worthless.
tinner the first agreement of the committee of six,
which provided that the committee should throw
out the whole vote in precincts where there was
evident fraud by the officers of the election, the
entire vote of these four precincts be thrown out.
This would cut down the vote of the Democratic
candidates 1,858 and of the Republican candi (fates
159, and thus elect all the Republican Senatorial
candidates.
The report of the Democratic members, claims
that there were both Republican and Democratic
that under the second proposifrauds, and states
tion adopted by the committee of six, which provided that in the precincts where frauds were
committed by others than officers of the election,
the committee should ascertain the extent of such
frauds, and eliminate them. The fraudulent votes
returned lu four Democratic precincts, including
the notorious Precinct A, Fourth ward, and in
nine Republican precincts should be thrown out.
By throwing out these 18 precincts, a majority of
about 1000 is given for the Democratic Senators
Therefore all
now sitting for Hamilton county.
the Democratic members of the Senate are entitled
to the seat.
Both reports agree in some respects as to the
precincts which shall be thrown out under the
rule adopted by the committee.
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and

"YANKEE DOODLE."
Death of a Noted Character in Boston
Boston, April 28.—Hiram F. Sawteil, better
known to the Boston public as "Yankee Doodle,"
died last night from paralysis of the brain, at the
For many years he was a conspicuous
age of 74.
character of the Hub. Clad in blouse and overalls of blue denims and wearing an old white
beaver hat. his shoulders laden with old boots
and shoes, lie paraded the streets in inarch step,
constantly whistling the tune of our daddies,
Whisiling
from which le derived his nickname.
"Yankee Doodle" was his method of advertisng,
and admirably it served him. He has been known
often to stop his tune in the middle of a line to
speak to some one, and then start the tune just
where lie left off, and resume his march. He was
a very industrious cobbler, working early and
late at his bench, and collecting and delivering
his jobs on his daily rounds. He amassed a snug
little fortune by his hard work and whistling, and
for the past few years lias not been much in puliu..

....
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twnfh

and

sold

"Yaukee Doodle" was an example of honest industry, promoted by eccentric out persistent adBOARD THE TRAIN AND

Roughs

Beat and Rob the

FICHT.

Assessed

on

the

Telegraph

Telephone Companies-Other

Creat Destitution Among Coal IVlin
ers in West Virginia.

pany

Beedy & Linscott

$1,875
1,125

Maine Telegraph Company
Western Union
Great Northwestern
Eastern
Internationa]

$1,250
2,500
125
500

1,250
175
175

American Union

Atlantic & Pacific
Frank P. Noble, Esq., appeared before the
Council today, asking pardon for John Spaulding,
who went to jail ten months ago from Lewiston
under a sentence of eighteen months. The confinement was occasioned by an act done while intoxicated. They were trying to arrest him when
a pistol which he held in his hands exploded. The
ball grazed the forehead of the woman with
whom he had lived. The matter was tabled.
B. F. Chadbourne, Esq., appeared before the
board in favor of a pardon for James McCune
and Victor Seymour of Biddeford, now serving
sentences of five and six years resnectivoiu in
state prison. They were sentenced in October,
1883, for assaulting and robbing William McKenzle. This matter was also tabled.
A commission was withheld from Detective
Davis of Portland until the next meeting of the
Council.
The board adjourned to the 10th of May.

METHODISTS.

Sixty-Second Session of the Maine
Conference in Bridgton Today.
Biîidgton, April 28.—The Maine Methodist
Conference opens its sixty-second annual session
at the Methodist Episcopal Church in this village
tomorrow. Many delegates arrived today and the
session promises to be one of the beet of this notable body. The presiding bishop will be H. W.
Warren, D. D., and the presiding elders, C. F.
Allen, D. D., A. W. Pottle and W. S. Jones.
Places of entertainment for over 200 delegates
and visitors have been provided by our citizens.
Today was occupied with the preliminary exam_
ination of classes. The first year probationers,
J. M. Buflum and J. H. Roberts, examined by
Itevs. Sterling, Andrews and Holt; class of second year, J. P. Roberts and W. E. Morse, exam
Stone and Chandler;
ined by Ilevs. Luce,
and
Hamilton
A.
first class of
deacons,
S.
examined
Record,
by Eevs. Holmes
Pillsbury, Bragdou ; Candidates for elder's orders,
H. E. Foss, W. Canliam, C. S. Cuminings, examined by Revs. Clark, F. W. Smith, G.D.Holmes;
Candidates for admission on trial, Messrs. I'arlin
and Lunt, examined by Revs. Foster, G. F. Cobb,
and Timber. The conference prayer meeting this
evening was under the charge of Rev. E. Martin,
former presiding elder of the Lewiston District.
The programme for the week is as follows :
Thursday—8 a. m., Missionary sermon, C. W.
Bradlee; 9.30 a. m., organization of conference;
2 p. m.. Freedmen's Aid Anniversary ; 7.30 p. m.,
lecture. Theo. Gerrisli.
Friday—8 a. ni., Semi-centennial sermon, C. C.
Cone; i) a. m., business session; 2 p. in., memorial service, conducted by C. J. Clark; 7.30 p. m.,
Sunday School Union anniversary, addressed by
J. M. Freeman, D. D.
Saturday—a. m., business session; 2 p. m.,
Woman's Foreign Missionary anniversary,address
by Miss E. U. Yates; 7 p. in., church extension
anniversary, address by W. A. Spencer, D. D.
Sunday—0 a. m., love feast; 10.30 a. m., sermon by Bishop Warren and ordination of deacons ;
and ordination of el2.30 p. m., sermon by
ders; 7 p. m missionary anniversary address by
J. H. Reid, D. I)., and Wm. Butler, D. D.
Monday—a. ni., business session; 2 p. m., Woni■

..ηηίνΰΐ-ϋαν.Γ.

7

9(1

r»

m

temperance.

Tuesday—a. m., business session.
MAINE.

Normal School.
Farmington, April 28.—The catalogue of tlie
Farmington State Normal School to be published
in about four weeks states that 1851 students
have entered since the institution was organized
twenty-two years ago; 519 have graduated; 395
ladies, 124 gentlemen, and 30 graduates have
died. The number of graduates teaching the past
year was 180. There are also reported 14 lawyers, 13 doctors, 4 clergymen and 4 civil engineers among the graduates.

Farmington

Class Day Officers.
Middlkton. Conn., April 28.—Among the class
day officers electcd today by the senior class at
TVesleyan University were the following: Historian, C. II. Stackpole, Auburn, Me. ; marshal, J.
A. Morse, Bath, Me. ; toast master, Ε. M. Ball,
Bellows Falls, Yt. ; advice to class, li. C. Strout,
Livermore Falls, Mc.
Drove aSmart Trade.
Montreal, April 28.—The case against Mr.
and Mrs. D. It. Smart and G. A. Smart, accused of
bringing stolen money into Canada was amicably
settled today. They returned .«3000 and were
allowed to keep the remainder.

THE INDIANS.
Ranchmen Murdered

Lee Disaster.
Bittsfield. Mass.. April 28.—The inquest In
the matter of the East Lee reservoir disaster beJohn Richgan today before Judge Branning.
ardson, the contractor who built the dam. testlned to sinking the foundation as he thought to a
solid hard pan bed, but he now found that the

Investigating the East

nardpanlie struck was only a comparatively
tlnn layer and he thought the frost might have got

Ocean Mail Service.

which could be manufactured at a cost of less
than ten cents per pound, and presented figures
showing the decrease in the exports of butter
from the United States, which he claimed was
due to this cause. The hearing will be continued
tomorrow. The same bill was today favorably
reported in the House.
Mr. Frye today presented a petition of Yar"
mouth Grange and of 45 wholesale dealers of
Portland in favor of the bill.
The Ocean Mail Service.
Debate on the post office appropriation bill was
begun today in the Senate. The chief interest
centres in Senator Frye's amendment increasing
the appropriation for ocean mail service between
the United States and South American States.
Senators Plumb and Frye*made strong speeches
iu its behalf. Senator Beck made the point of or
der that the amendment proposes new legislation
which under the rules cannot be placed on the
appropriation bill but he will not ask a ruling on
the point until be has spoken on it tomorrow. The
same point was made in the last Congress against
Mr. Frye's amendment appropriating $400,000
for the ocean mail service, but was overruled by
the Senate. The chairman will probably refer
the point to ttie Senate tomorrow, and Mr. Frye is
confident that Itjvill be voted down by an even
larger vote than last year. Several Southern
Democrats are expected to vote against 1 lie point
of order.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
The House today passed the bill making Mt.
Desert Ferry a port of entry.

Sympathy

for Ireland.

called by a number of Congressmen and business men' of Washington to
with
the
efforts
of Gladstone to secure
sympathize
a free Parliament for Ireland, met tonight and
was presided over by Samuel J. Kandali.
Oil the
platform were many Senators and Congressmen.
were
Van
made
Senators
Speeches
Wyck
by
and Hiddleberger, Representatives Phelps, lieliinley and others, expressing sympathy with the
A

mass

movement.
Letters were read from Samuel J. Tilden. Senators Sherman. Logan and Blair, Governors Perry
of Florida, O'Neal of Alabama, Abbett of Newand Oglesby of Illinois expressing regret
Jersey
at inability to be present.
Resolutions were adopted extending to Gladstone and Parnell earnest assurances of confidence in their patriotism and approval of their
wise and noble efforts.
Two More Maine Postmasters.
The following Maine postmasters were appointed, Wednesday:
Mayheld, Somerset county established. Mary E. Flanders; Perkins' Pond,

THE LOSS OF THE RACER.
of

Capt-

28.—The trial of Capt. Gerrior
the schooner Racer, charged with barratry In
of
that vessel off Cape Elizabeth,
causing the loss
was resumed this morning in the United States
Circuit Court before Judge Carpenter. The court
came in at 10 o'clock, and evidence for the government was continued by the testimony of Captain Walter M. Fait of Gloucester, who said the
Racer was built iu 1852 at Essex and he had
owned her up to the time of her loss ; she was
last repaired four years ago, receiving a new deck
and transom, and being made practically new
from her water line up ; this was supposed to be a
thorough examination of the vessel ; all her iron
work was renewed at that time ; her iron work
should be good for fifteen years ; she was insured
at the time she was lost ; have known Gerrior for
about a year ; he had been t\vo voyages in her as
cook under lier old master. He came to take
command through the leaving of the crew, liim""" —"-'-ί-β Mm
again later
as master. His first voyage was ιυ uffe nanus,
and lie was gone about .three weeks. Then he
fitted out for the last voyage, asking for more
trawl gear and boats and getting them from me.
There were live boats on the Racer when she
sailed and a complete outfit of fishing gear. The
vessel was let to Gerrior in the customary way of
"fifths," that is, one-fifth of the gross receipts·
The vessel left Gloucester on the 17th of September, the agreement being that he should fish off
Cape Sable Island. She was 53 tons register,
new measurement, being about 70 feet long and
20 wide. First heard from her as being in IlaliTax in the latter part of September or the first of
October. Heard from lier later in Sidney and
Canso, drafts being sent me for vayment as having
been drawn on me by Gerrior. Also received a
letter from him saying lishing was poor on the
Banks, ana another from him on October 2C,
dated at Sydney, and saying lie was getting plenty
of fisli ; I heard nothing direct from him after
that, and did not know where the vessel was until
I saw her reported in the papers as being at Port
Clyde, Me. ; then heard of Gerrior at Portland
soon after Christmas, and went there to look for
him ; was there when he was arrested ; Gerrior
said the vessel "busted out leakiug" and went
down ; lie also said that he sold $200 worth of
fish at Cranberry Island : he gave the draft to the
City Marshal when asked for it; he also told the
Marshal that there was 35,000 pounds of fish on
board the vessel when she went down, and that
lie lost his boats and trawls in a gale of wind iu
the Bay of Fundy. On cross-exaniuiation by Mr.
Burdette, witness said lie hired Gerrior on the

Boston, April

of

reputation give· him by the previous master.
Gerrior knew nothing about the insurance on the

vessel.
Catherine Sherman testified that she was living
in Sydney last autumn with her husband ; lie
shipped aboard the Racer and she came to Portland on the vessel with him ; the vessel got to
Portland on the 22d of December; Gerrior said
would never
once in Sydney that the vessel
reach Gloucester again; he said lie would send me
home from Portland because if anything should
want any women
happen to the vessel he didu't
aboard; we left Sydney oil the 10 th of November
several
at
and stopped
places before reaching
Portland; at one of these the vessel struck
and
on a sand-bank
stayed there from Saturday to
Monday when she was pulled off; she went
Menan and was got off in
Petit
at
ashore again
about the same time ; there were no fish left
after
sh« left Cranberry Island;
the
vessel
aboard
I
on the night after we got to Cranberry Island
one
some
heard
pounding on the outside of the
vessel ; asked the captain what was the matter,
and he said a plank was split and ho had put two
spikes in it; the vessel went ashore at Port Clyde,
dragging her anchors, and was got off again.
At this poiut in the witness's testimony the
Court, seeing that she was evidently suffering
from the close and confined air of the court room,
ordered a recess until 2 o'clock.
After the recess the direct testimony of Mrs.
Catherine Sherman was resumed. In response to
Mr. Almv she said that they reached Portland In
the morning ; there were then on board five men
and two women, the others having left at two places on the coast ; all stayed aboard that night ;
Captain Gerrior and another man went ashore
for about two hours; w itness never saw the vessel
afterwards, she heard the captain say that if he
vessel nie owners wvuiu uei. m» uuuiwhen at the
a new
and he would
ol
write a note 011 a
the
saw
it on the floor, and Ida
and tiien

by Hostiles

in

Arizona.
Chicago, April 28.—Indians made a raid in the
most thickly settled portion of Pima county, Arizona, Monday, and killed the Owen brothers,
the wife and child of
prominent ranchmen, andcarried
off Mr. Feck's
A. L. Peck. They also
fired
was
Feck
upon and severely
Mr.
niece.
Ho carried
wounded, but managed to escape.
the news of the massacre to the nearest settlement.

Hail Eight Inches Deep.
San Antonio, Texas. April 28.—An extraand Moore's
ordinary hail storm visited Calaveros
belt
Hollow, in this county, yesterday, covering a in
miles wide and many miles long. Hail fell
such quantities that every vestige of vegetation
the hail
was demolished, and in some places
covered the ground to the depth of eight inches.
two

A Fatal Explosion.
while a
Chicago, April 28.—This afternoon
iron lard
gang of men were working around an
tank
the
house
tank in l'obey & Booth's packing
exploded. James Sanford was instantly killed.
inwere
seriously
Fat Muldoon and Mat Acton
jured, and six others were hurt more or less. All
were burned by the hot lard.

jail

me

captain

get

vessel;

piece

drop
newspaper,
Williams picked it up and burnt it after reading
it; when they were at Portland she saw the captain go down into the "run" and cut a piece of
board with an axe ; when he went ashore he was
drinking most of the time.
Cross-examined by Mr. Burdette: She described the size and location of the hatch opening;
she was in the locker under the cabin when «he
saw the captain go down and cut a piece of wood ;
the place where this occurred was not where
;
they were in the habit of cutting kindling wood
Ida Williams was in the locker with lier at the
the
that
hatchet
was
a
it
rusty
time;
captain used to chop the wood with; she
heard him chop but did not see him ; the piece of
wood which he chopped was about two inches
thick j nobody said anything to him at the tinielhe
chopped the piece of board ; she did not know that
when the Captain cut the piece of wood it was to
prove to her husband that the vessel was sealed ;
the chopping which lie did at Portland took about
ten minutes; after leaving Sydney there was a
good deal of head wind; it was in consequence
of this that they put into the various ports ; Jdid
not remember they put Into Halifax because of
severe wind; In the neighborhood of Petit Menan
they had very severe weather ; the night before
the vessel struck at Petit Menan they liad head
winds; she was on deck at the time the vessel
struck; the vessel was running under boom and
riding sail; they could see the shore on either
side ; tne vessel did not go on to the shore where
the lobster rocks are ; remained on the vessel
about an hour after she struck ; saw the captain
sell one of the dories ; did not know if the dories
were badly injured; tin* captain told her that if
the ship should be lost before getting to Portland
that she would be all right; the vessel was pumped several times before they reached Cranberry
Island : the water did not come up as far as the
cabin floor.
New

England

Cotton

Manufacturers'

Association.
Boston, April 28.—The New Euglanil Cotton
Manufacturers'Association met here today and
elected the following officers: President, J. S.
Ludlow, Lowell: vice presidents, W. 1'-. tai'K,
Lawrence, and Ιί. B. Borden, Kail Itlver; directors, II. S. Howe, Biddeford, Me.; 0. S. Brown,
Salmon Kails, Ν. H. ; Henry K. Lippitt, Woonsocket, R. I. ; W. A. Stiles.Newburyport ; Stephen
X. Bourne, Manchester, Ν. H., and Robert McArthur, No. Grosvenor Dale, Ct.
Women's Foreign Missionary Society.
PiTTSBUBQ, Pa., April 28.—The sixteenth annual assembly of the Women's Foreign Missionary Society began at the Kirst Presbyterian church
Delein this city at 10 o'clock this morning.
gates were present from nearly every State in the
Union. The reports presented showed the receipts for the past year $110.878. Total number
of auxiliary societies, 1267.
During the year
85,000 Band question books were printed and
distributed.

Eight
Day's

Will

Hours

for a

Work.

Notes and Comments on Labor Matters.
Wheelino, W. Va., April 28.—The suffering
anil destitution among tlie coal miners of the
George's Creek region in West Virginia, is becoming terrible. For a year past nothing lias
been done In the mines, anil hundreds of families
are without the commonest necessaries of life.
Committees of the men have gone to all the surrounding cities, even as far as Baltimore, Pittsburg and Wheeling, in the hope of securing contributions.
Condition of the Strike on the

employes on the Third Avenue road.
Recorder Smyth, Foreman Brown and Assistant
were

in

consultation this

morning. It was said that the consultation was
in regard to the grand jury's investigation into

the strike 011 the Third Avenue railroad. The indications were that indictments would be found
today against some of those who participated in
the recent riot on Third Avenue, in the general

"tie-up" of last week.
Tlie grand jury returned a number of indictments later, but the exact number or particular
class indicted was ordered kept secret until after
the arrests are made.
There was no change today in the situation of affairs in the Brooklyn
A Striker Sent to Jail.

St. Louis, April 28.—A verdict in the case of
John Holland, a striker, tried in the court of
criminal correction, for assaulting Warren Stillwell, a brakeaian in the Missouri Pacific railroad
yards, was rendered today. It finds Holland

guilty, and fixes his punishment at 30 days in
jail. This is the first case in which the State has
won against the strikers, except in the police
courts.

All Will Shut Down.
Chicago, April 28.—The furniture manufacturers resolved tonight to close all their factories
icmn-1

ιι ■ twi

μαυι

employes for ;a
May 1st,
The

me uciunuu uimuc

20

uj
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per cent advance in wages

Struggle

on

Ended.

St. Louis, April 28.—The committee appointed
at the recent citizens' meeting to try and settle
the Missouri Pacific railroad strike.ihas been hard
at work, and as a result the strike will be declared olï before the week is out.
The particulars of
the terms of settlement are as yet unknown.

Eight-Hour Agitation

in

Chicago

Chicago, April 28.—One of the morning papers
publishes interviews with all the leading iron and
Bteel manufacturers of the city.
They declare
that the present eight-hour movement among
their men has been badly conceived; that the
real laboring men are not back' of it, but that it is
fomented by non-laboring agitators; therefore
(lie manufacturers will not accede to the demand.
The movement has taken a firm hold of the men,
employed in the brass foundries and finishing
shops of Chicago, and by the end of the present
week all of the firms in that business will have
heard from committees of their men, and have
taken a stand for or against the adoption of the
short day. Some of the larger manufacturers of
brass and copper goods have already received notice from their employes that they want eight
hours of work with the pay now given for ten
hours of work.
Labor Notes.
The special committee of the House of Representatives charged with the duty of investigating
the labor strikes on the Southwestern railroad,
left Washington for St. Louis at 9.45 yesterday

morning.

Several of the strikers at the mills of the Edwards Manufacturing Company at Augusta, have
returned back to work.
The District Executive Board of the Knights of
Labor of Maine, have gone to Fairfield to settle a
JiCttculty about wages in the pulp mill there.
An association of western boot and shoe manufacturers was formed in Chicago Tuesday night.
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mutual protec-

KLlXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, April 28.
Mr. Call, rising to a question of privilege, read
statement
published
purporting to have been
nade, he said, by the Receiver of the Florida
The statement
&
Company.
iailway Navigation
•eflected on Mr. Call's cours» in the Senate, in
•onnectiou with a claim of the company to cerain lands in Florida. Among other statements in
ilie article was one to the effect that when asked
vhy he (Mr. Call) bad pursued the course he had
u opposition to that company, he had replied that
le was obliged to do so because he had no money,
the article further stated that when Mr. Call was
η Florida he had no money, but that now lie was
juilding a fine residence ill Washington. Mr.
Jail, with great warmth and indignation, delounced the whole article as an absolute falselood and slander.
The post office appropriation bill was then laid
before the Senate, but was temporarily laid aside
;o permit Mr. Mitchell, according to previous noice, to speak on the memorial submitted by the
•onference of the New York Methodist Episcopal
ihurch, praying for the protection of the Chinese
Mr. Mitchell said-there
u the
united States.
îad been no outrages upon the Chinese in Oregon,
md statements to that effect were mtsappreheulions.
Mr. Mitchell said he had been assailed by eastHe
;rn enemies and even by eastern statesmen.
ienied that the people of the Pacific coast were
lot friendly to the Chinese government and said
hat the reported insult to the new Chinese
ninister would be found to be no insult at all. He
lesired to have inserted in the Congressional
iecord the memorial on the subject of Chinese
mmigration adopted at a recent meeting of cititeiis in Sacramento, Cala., but several Senators
it once interposed objections.
Mr. Ingalls said consent had some days since
>een given to have printed in the Records on the
■equcst of the Senator a memorial from the
vomen of Utah.
It turned out to be "vulgar, proane, obscene and indecent document," and Mr.
concluded
had
that he for one would not
ngalls
igain consent to having any thing printed in the

''by

uuanimous

consent

unless

some

would vouch for its contents. Mr.
Hitcliell at once vouched for the contents of the
locumeiii out
is a document

iniaiiy

agreeu

10 11»

HOUSE.
In the House this morning the Senate bill was
passed establishing a port of entry at Mt. Deserl
Π
Ferry, Me.
At the conclusion of
the morning hour tut

House went into committee of the whole oil the
river and harbor appropriation bill.
Mr. Hepborn of Iowa, offered an amendment
for the expenditure of the appropriation
tor the Missouri river by the secretary of wai
without the intervention of the Missouri rivei
commission. He attacked the commission charging that their salaries, amounting to $11)2,000 pel
annum, were more than one-third of the entire
appropriation made in the section under consider

providing

atlon. He asserted, aud challenged contradiction,
that there was no commerce worthy of the name
on the Missouri river, and only ten steamboat*
hadlpassed Council Bluffs in Ave years.

A Creat Demonstration in

appropriation

bill

was

Montgom-

ery, Alabama.

Davis,

the Leader of the

Rebel-

lion, Speaks.
Montgomery, Ala., April 28.—Today will ever
be memorable in the history of Alabama.
Every
locality was represented and many adjacent
towns and villages poured their entire population
into the steeets and at an early hour the sidewalks were so densely packed that locomotion
was difficult.
It had rained all night au'd poured
down until 11 o'clock, and the hour for delivering
the addresses by Davis and General Gordon was
changed to 2 p. m. Instead of going to the park
it was decided to go to the capitol grounds and for
the speeches to be made from the very spot where
Davis took the oath of office as President of the
Confederate States. This change was made because of the
muddy condition of the park. The
entire city was gaily decorated and city hall had
the United States Hags fluttering out of every
window. Pictures of Confederate generals were
fastened to the outside walls, while the names of
Stonewall Jackson, Albert Sidney Johnson, ltobfluttered to the breeze on streamers. The capifol
was beautifully decorated from the topmost point
of the high dome; towering above everything in
the city floated the Stars and Stripes.
Private
houses and business houses all had a liberal supply of decorations and devices and words of welcome to Davis.
The scenes around Davis this morning and the
great desire to see and shake him by the hand
were iudeseribable. People were packed in the
Exchange like sardines and it was with difficulty
that there was eutrance and exit.
They wanted
to see their old president and nothing would satisfy them until they had done so, but being feeble
it was more than he could stand and he had to retire. A military escort formed in front of the hotel and extended far up the avenue leading to the
capitol. Λ carriage w ith four white horses was
drawn up to the door and promptly at two o'clock
Davis, escorted by Mayor Keese, Gov. O'Neal and
ex-Gov. Walls formerly of his cabinet stepped
from the hotel and entered the carriage, and the
shouts of tiie multitude as he was seen to emerge
from the hotel were louder than ever before heard
in this city.
The next carriage contained Gen.
John B. Gordon and Capt. W. !.. Bragg, Miss
Minnie Davis, youngest daughter of Jèffersou
Davis, and Miss Keese, the Mayor's daughter.
Other carriages followed with distinguished
guests, and amid the waving of hats and handkerchiefs, booming of eaunon, and playing of
bands of music, a scene was presented rarely
witnessed in any country, the
demonstration
being in honor of a man proscribed by the United
States government ana as a tribute to the dead
soldiers of the cause that was lost. Having arrived at the Capitol, Davis was seated 011 about
the historic spot he occupied February 18,1861.
People—men, women and children—were packed
from the steps to the front gates, forming a vast
multitude, when order had been secured—and,
for such a vast throng, it was the most orderly
ever seen here—Mayor Eeese advanced to the
front and said:
"My Countrymen : It is with profound emotion that I present to you the foremost type of
Southern manhood, Hon. Jefferson Davis, exPresident of the Confederate States of America."
The scenes heretofore enacted were Igone over
as Davis advanced, and it was some minutes before he could proceed, but the shouts fluallv dying away Davis, leaning on his cane, and with the
Federal flag over him and Confederate veterans
before him who had come hundreds of miles to
hear and see him, in a clear ringing voice showing
the deep intensity of his feelings, out without a
tremor or pause, except when interrupted by the
shouts of his hearers, said;
My Friends:—It would be vain if I should atit
tampt to express to you the
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Commander Samuel W. I.ane of the Department
Maine, Grand Army of the Republic,has issued
the following orders in regard to the observance
of Memorial Day:
GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC'.
Headquarters Department or Main*, ι
AUGUSTA, April 26, 1880. J
General Orders, No. 4.
Τ he awakening of nature from its annual sleep
reminds us of the near approach of the time when
the beautiful and patriotic service of decorating
the graves of the fallen defenders of our country
should be reverently observed.
The 30th of May next, falling upon Sunday, in
conformity with tne Rules and Regulations, and
the laws of|the State.Monday,the 31st day of May,
will be observed as Mcmerial Day by the Grand
Army of the Republic in this Department.
Let the grave of no comrade wno served In the
army or navy in defence of the Union of the United State!, rest beneath the skies of Maine at the
•unset hour of that day. above which shall not
wave the tiny flag of our country, and have mingled with its green mantle, spread by nature'»
Hand, the tender tribute of flowers exhaling to
heaven the fragrance of memory and of love.
It Is also recommended to til· Posts in this department, to observe the 3<Jth of May as Memorial Sunday, by assembling in a body, when possible, in some church and holding public service»
appropriate to the day.
Let the deportment of all comrades be such that
all observers shall be impressed with the sense of
a sacred hour, that even the thoughtless and unheeding, who knew not our dead, may realize how
strong are the ties which unite us with our departed comrades.
God forbid that the time may ever come, when
the generations who will All our places,shall cease
to remember the patriotic dead of our country,
and to consecrate anew, year by year, the sacred
soil where they lie, with reverent tread and solemn services ; but should that dark hour ever
brood over the laud, may the memory that a traitor's hand rendered necessary the sacrifice which
filled these graves with the noblest sous of any
race or age oe first consigned to oblivion, and the
rebellion itself be obliterated from the pages of
οf

Incendiary

The Birthplace of Christopher Columbus Said to have been Discovered.
Columbus' Birthplace Discovered.
PAltts. April 28.—The Abbe Casanava, a Corsican archaeologist has discovered archives which
show that Christopher Columbus was boru in the
town of Calvi, in Corsica, whence he emigrated to
Genoa. President Grevy being satisfied of the
authenticity of these archives, has authorized the
authorities of Calvi to celebrate by an oflicia! holiday the four hundredth anniversary oi the disTiie Inhabitants, therefore,
covery of America.
will hold a fete on May 23, when a commemorative Inscription will be placed on the house In
which Columbus was born.
Affairs in Creece.
Athens, April 28—A royal decree has been
issued disbanding the reserve forces. The minister of war is returning from Thessaly.
Greece will not disarm |unless the ultimatum
It is alsent to her by the powers is withdrawn.
so said that King George threatens that he will
abdicate unless the ultimatum be withdrawn.
The Ureek government has telegraphed to all
its representatives abroad that the assurance
Greece lias given to France about keeping the
and disarming ought to suffice without more
eing demanded by the powers.
M. Delyannis replying to a deputation which
presented resolutions adopted by a citizens' meeting said the government had not promised France
It nad accepted the
that (iieece would disarm.
mediation of France on condition that an early
settlement of the Gieek question would be effected. The government disclaimed any intention of
yielding to the powers or of disarming and unless
her claims were settled very soon Greece would
declare war acd would yield only when the powers
bed sunk the Hellenic fleet and bombarded the
Greek towns.
London, April 28.—A despatch received from
Athens this evening says the Greek government
insists upon the withdrawal of the ultimatum.
If it is maintained the ministry will resign as a
portest against the menace to the independence
of Greeze implied by the ultimatum of the pow-

history.

If the cause in which, and for which they died
the cause of wrong, oppression and injustice
then are the services of Memorial Day unholy,
and the annual re-consecration of their graves an
insult to heaven.
But their sacrifice was for
country, for the enduring principles of justice,
tor the emancipation of man from every yoke of
bondage, from the darkness of Ignorance, from
the enslavement of conscience, from that galling
oppression which would fetter the press and th·
free discussion of human rights; they fell that
•government of the people, for the people, and by
the people might not perish from the earth." As
you stand by their hallowed graves with uncovered heads and uplifted hands to render your silent
but tender tribute of memory and of love, register
the heart the
anew in the sacred chambers of
>ath you took with them to defend your country
'rom all its enemies ; and Invoking the favor of
Heaven, promise that the hours of Memorial Day
iliall be forever sacred and holy; that no holiday
revelry shall intrude: and that their crumbling
:lay shall be evermorè guarded as reverently, as
η those first sad hoursavlien tenderly you placed
;hem where now they lie.
So observe the day, that the generation born
since their great sacrifice, shall not enquire with
wondering eyes, why these services? but inspired
t>y the lesson of your devotion, and taught by
four example, shall learn that the sacrifice was
for them and for their posterity; that it is their
sacred duty to renew tne consecration, again and
igain forever, when your ashes shall for ages
have mingled with the dust of our comrades who
was

ers.

The Greek minister here had a long interview
today with Lord Roseberry, minister for foreign
affairs, l'he great difficulty has become the absorbing topic at the foreign office and the temper
of the population of Athens is causing alarm.
It
is understood that the show of resistance by the
Greek government lias been prolonged with a
view to appeasing national pride.
LATER.

The powers, in view of the willingness of Greece
to submit to the wishes of Europe, have decided
to order the combined fleet to retire from the
Greek waters.

Bugs

in Austria.

Vienna, April 28.—News of a wholesale conflagration conies from several parts of Austria.

The town of Friedland inMoravla has been almost
fire during the progress of
which 10 persons wereki'led. The towns of Bajaulee, Doblownay and Chyrow have been completely destroyed and the town of Sanok has been
greatly damaged. At Chyrow a man was caught
in the act of setting lire to a building.

totally destroyed by

Foreign

DAY.

Monday, May 31 et. Designated by
Department Commander Lane.

More

Fires in Austria.

Fire

CENTS-

MEMORIAL

Matters in Creece Assuming
Peaceful Aspect.

now

rest

"In their little green tents
Whose curtains never outward swing."
Post Commanders are charged to promptly forward to these headquarters the usual reports In

Notes.

The l'rince of Wales has been re-elected Grand
Master of the Free Masons in England.
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By Command of

uaj.

Samuel W. Lane,

Department Commander.
L. B. Hill.
Assistant Adjutant General.

MEXICO.

Deadly

Row Over

the

Election of

a

ATHLETIC SPORTS.

Jefe Politico.

Base Ball.

City of Mexico, April 28.—A rebellion, said
to be ol large size." tas broken out at Cusi
huerla, an important town in the State ol t'bihuatua, situated a considerable distance west of tbe
Mexican Cen.ral railroad. The federal government annulled the local election for ajqie politico,
and sent a man oi Its own choosing to act as
such. The people under the leadership of Don
Xeadoro Cusav.inies rose en masse, killed the
federal appointee and reinstated Don Pedro
Yrigoyen, who had been legally elected. A large
force of Mexican troops is on the way to Cusihueria to quel! the rebellion.

CAME TODAY.

This afternoon the Portlands play their second
;ame on the home grounds with the Hartfords,
ind If the weather is favorable there is every Inllcat'on o" a great gaine. Hickman and Kelllv
vill be the Portlauas' battery, and It Is expected
hat one of the regular New England League umlires will
officiate. The Haru'ords, smarting
iver Tuesday's defeat, will play to win, and the
lome club will also play to prevent them from
vinning. Game will be called at 3 o'clock.
NEWBCRYPORTS, 8 ; HARTFORDS, 1.

The Hartfords were defeated yesterday afterιοοη by the Newburyports, in an exhibition game,
it Newburyport. An Associatca Press despatch
ays: The v'sitors were unable to bit Clarke, an
imateur pitcher from Providence (who will sign
vith Newburvport), and in addition they played
miserable fielding game.'' Ti e core, however,
hows they hit him nard, though not safe :

The Broadway Franchise.
New York, April 28.—Henry W. Jaehne. the
alderman who is accused of accepting a bribe of
&2υ,υ00 from Jake Sharp for his vote on the
Broadway franchise, was arraigned in this city today. The trial was llxed for May 10.
Ex-Alderman Charles B. Waite, with his guardian, Detective French, has got back to New
York city from Essex. His return is said to bode
i!l for the Broadway bribe-givers. It is believed
that Waf.e s testimony a'one is necessary to complete the cases on which the grand jury will be
asked to indict till to and nermms ttv,' lunu.. uwu
tasf rùair
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deeply

because it is a sentiment far dearer to
than myself. You have passed through the
terrible ordeal of a war whicli Alabama did not
seek. When she felt lier wrongs too grievous for
further toleration she sought a peaceable solution, but that being denied |ber the thunders of
Then her peowar came ringing over the landple rose in their majesty and gray haired sires

grateful

THREE

FOREIGN.

Eeace

Jeff

Demg printeu

and

beardless
rushed
to
boys eagerly
was
that
which
front.
It
war
alone
approved, a holy war
for
defense.
Well do I remember
seeing
your gentle boys, so small, to use a farmer's
phrase, that they might have been called seed
corn, moving on with eager step and fearless
brow, to the carnival of death. I have also looked
upon them when their knapsacks and muskets
seemed heavier than the boys, and my eyes, partaking of the mother's weakness,tilled with tears.
These days have passed.
"any of them havi
found nameless graves, but they are not dead.
They live in the memory, and their spirits stand
out as the grand reserve of that column which is
inarching 011 with unfalteriug steps toward the
It
goal of constitutional liberty. (Applause).
should attempt, as 1 have alwere in vain, if I
ready said, to express my gratitude to you. I am
standing now very nearly on the spot where 1
stood when I took the oath of office in 1861, but
exceeds
now
that
demonstration
your
which welcomed me then, and this shows
that
the
spirit of Southern liberty is
not dead.
(Loud and continued applause).
Then you were full of joyous hopes ; you had every
all you desired,and now you
offachieving
prospect
are wrapped in the mantle of regret ; and yet that
regret only manifests more profoundly and does
not obliterate the expression of your sentiments.
I felt last night when coming to Montgomery that
I was coming to my home ; coming to the laud
where liberty dies not and serious sentiments
will live forever. (Applause). I have been promised, my friends, that I should uot be called 011
to make a speech and therefore I will only extend
to you my heartfelt thanks.
God bless you one
and all, old men and boys, and the ladies above
all others, who never faltered in our driest needs.
(Loud and long continued applause.)
When he retired the shouts were so long and
loud that Davis had to go to the froet again and
he bowed his acknowledgements and thanks.
Governor O'Nell.when it was possible to be heard,
introduced Gen. John B. Gordon, the orator selected to deliver the address, as in Davis' feeble condition it was uuderstood he could ouly speak a
Gen. Gordon also received a grand
few minutes.
welcome as many soldiers that he had commanded
were present.
Gordon's speech was received
witli great pleasure, and at many points he was
interrupted by the approving shouts of the multitude.
As Davis started from the Capitol portico the
artillery fired a salute of 100 guns and the same
scene of cheering and waving of handkerchiefs
was enacted as when the procession moved up
the avenue. Davis was carried to City Hall where
a general handshaking was iadulged 111.
This
ended the day's demonstration.
To-morrow the corner stone of the monument is
to be laid with impressive ceremonies in which
Davis, Gen. Gordon and other distinguished Confederates will be present and take part. Tho
Masonic fraternity will lay the corner stone and
Davis will put the stone in place.
the

Christianity

instead or in tlio Record, and it was
irdered printed In that way.
The interstate commerce bill was unfinished
msiness but it was temporarily laid aside and the
>ostofllce
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The glass-ware manufacturers of Pittsburg,Pa.,
îave formed a pool to regulate the prices and pro
iuction, and at a meeting of the American l· lint
md Lime Glass Association in that city yosterlay, the agreement was to be ratified. Seventeen
:iut of twenty factories in the country have joined
;he pool, and others can come in if they desire,
ihe association controls 43 furnaces, with a daily
>utput of 1000 tons of glass ware.
A Rochester. Ν. H., despatch says, that commencing May 27th, the Norway Plains Company
An advance in
«ill adopt fortnightly payments.
ivages and shorter hours have already been conand
the
local
labor agitaceded by tills company,
;ion brought about these results.

tecord
Senator

Mr. Beck said he would to-morrow answer Mr
Fire's argument.
The Senate then at 4.40 p. m. went into execu
live session, and at 5.30 the doors were reopenei
and the Senate adjourned.

New

York Street Railway.
New York, April 28.—Cars began running 011
tlie Third Avenue surface road at 7.15 o'clock
this morning, and at 11 o'clock G8 cars were movine on Third Avenue, 10 on the 125th street line,
and G 011 tlie Cable road.
Twenty new drivers
came to work today, and 100 men applied for poTlie strikers began runsitions as conductors.
ning a tally-lio wagon at 9 a. m., and it was
crowded at every trip. The police were on hand
as usual, but everything was reported to be quiet.
Tlie Empire Protective Association has secured
the old charter, granted 40 years ago, for a line
of stages up Third Avenue to 44th street, and
will now start a line of coaches in opposition to
the Third Avenue street car line, extending the
route to Harlem, if the legislature will permit.
This action is the result of the recent strike of
District Attorney Davis

and other products of Soutli America, admitted
them free of duty and so gave her people work. A
tariff of 40 per cent prevented the bringing ol
such goods here upon whi«li our people couli
work.
Mr. Fryc continued at some length to show thai
mail facilities lay at the root of commercial activity, making mady citations from commercia
statistics to snow the popularity of Americai
goods in South America. He said that one-half o:
the English goods sold to South America were
fraudulently marked "American manufacture s(
as to secure a more ready acceptance among th<
1

Not

One of the St. Louis Strikers Sent to
Jail.

meeting,

Continuation of the Trial

Manufacturers

Chicago

Take

(Special to the Pkess.)
Washington, April 28.—At the hearing before
the Senate committee on agriculture today on the
anti-oleomargarine bill representatives of dairy
interests from New England. New York, Pennsylvania and Maryland made strong arguments in
favor of its adoption. They said it was a case of
life or death to the dairymen of the country; that
the dairies could not compete with oleomargarine

sauK
auce

gers ors a Western Road.

Thomas ef Ballard county, was knocked down
and beated with brass knuckles. Brown returned an hour later, and with officers soon picked up
two strangers asleep in a saloon on the levee, who
as tlie guilty parties.
were at once identified
in jail, and the money belong
They were placed found
on
them. At a prelimining to Brown was
both men
ary examination yesterday afternoon,
Tlie prisoners are
bonds.
.«500
were held in
of a cirin
the
wake
a
to
gang
to
belong
t hought
cus now exhibiting here.
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New England Telephone & Telegraph Com-

THE

Running on the New York Street
Railways.

Increasing the Appropriation

TELEPHONES.

Unmn

Cars

The

Augusta, April.28.—The Governor and Council
have assessed the tax on the telegraph and telephone companies as follows :

Passen-

Cairo, 111., April 28.—Yesterdaylinoruing at 1
o'clock, tlie South Beiul passenger train on the
Illinois Central, while at Incline was boarded by
three men who began shouting and crowding the
passengers, occasioning great confusion. The rethe car added to the conport of a pistol through
fusion. During the excitement I». s. Brown of
liallard county, Kentucky, was knocked down
and robbed of $G3, while State Attorney Charles

The Senate Discusses Senator Frye's

Matters.

The

vertising."

—
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Taxes

HAMILTON COUNTY FRAUDS.

TUESDAY

Wind

d8t

ap28

Occan Tickets and €oal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
; the
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers
Cunard, White Star, tiuion. Anchor, National, InHamNorth
German
Star.
lied
Lloyd,
State,
man,
burg American. Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
England
and Scandinavian exchange.
C'OA I,—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal. Nova Scotia,Coarse and Culm,Patent Fuel,
ill for immediate shipment, for sale by .1. I..
ap24tf
tAB.HER, 22 I£xrbauge Nt.
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MILLETT & LITTLE.

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and

ting.

apl5

same

TELEGRAPH.

Has just returned from New
York with a fine lot of Imported German, French and
English Cloth, bought much
below the market price or
their real value, and is willing to give his customers
the benefit of his purchase.
Mr. Leveen, who presides at
the cutting table, is an artist
and allows no garment to
leave the establishment that
is not perfectly satisfactory.
Leave your measure at once
and I guarantee to get you up
the best suit of clothes for
the least money. Cloth sold
by the yard at manufacturers'
prices. No charge for cut-
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I sit vat ion

M.)

10.00 P.

Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

te!7snly

—

(April 28, 1886,
Observations taken at the
at all stations.

B. A.

90 Exchange St.,

Bargains

meteorological REPORT.

29.87
Norfolk. Va. 29.87

499 Congress St., Corner Brown.

CO.,

MATHIAS,

in

Maximum ther.
Minimum ther..,
Max. vel.wiud...
Total precip

bar...29.894

in 1843.

Telephone 701.

AT

daily

dally ther.. 45.4
daily d'w pt.39.0
dally hum..78.7

oz.

Single skeins 2 cts., two skeins 3 cts.,
three skeins 5 cts., twenty-live skeins

We offer to-day

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Acoident Insurance.

—

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

for 5 cents.

Belding's Best Knitting Silk, 1-2
spools, 35 cents.
Belding's Enibro idery Silk, 8 cents.

SI EXCHANGE STREET,
i:«tubli»hed

Weather..

Place of

aplGsntf

INSURANCE.

Hear

Amendment

Washington, April 29.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—Cooler
weather and light rain.
Indications for New England today are slightly
cooler, northeasterly winds and light rains.

l'.Thermo'teri

Belding's Best Sewing Silk, 8 cents.
Belding's Best Twist, 3 cjs, 2 spools

C. P.

GlairvoyantandBotanic Physician
592 COMRESS
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ArguAgainst Oleomargarine.

WEATHER.

THE

Velocity...

—

ments

LABOR QUESTION.

THE

CLASS*!!AÎlf;'hATtËE}

1886.

Address all communications to

Ladies about to purchase Dress
Buttons of the latest styles can see
our stock at a glance.
Large size new Dress and Cloak
Uutton? a specialty.
Dress
Goods and Cloakings
WE OFFER TO-MORROW
matched correctly.
Last year's Buttons cheap.
50 dozen Gents' White Unlaunder250 dozen last year's 25c to 35c !
ed Shirts, all sizes, at 44 cents
Cloak Buttons at 5 cents per dozen.
each. Our regular 62 cent qual500 dozen Dress Buttons 5 to 19
ity. Goods displayed in window.
cents per dozen.
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taken up.

Some

lehate arose on the appropriation for the foreign
lin il service.
Mr. Plumb denied that it was intended to subsilize American vessels,
lie said the American
jeopti' had been so engrossed In the development
>f tne great empire west of the Mississippi, that
hey had seemed to eliminate from the problem of
heir national development! the factor of commercial intercourse with the world outside our own
•epublic. The proposed amendment was intended as a step toward doing for American commerce
vith foreign countries what we had been doing
or international commerce in the facilities for
nail communication. He appealed to the Senaors to aid in
doing something that would lift
Vmerican commerce to its proper plane.
Mr. Frye, wliu followed on the same subject,
laid we saw the workingmen of the republic in
rreat confusion.
In a sort of daze we heard of
itrikes, boycott, and other disturbances. Accord11g to t'ol. Carroll 1). Wright, of the Labor Bueau. we had a million of idle laborers, conseluently when Knights of Labor stopped work,
vhicli they had a right to do, they found to their
imazement. just as many men ready to take the
.acant places as there were places vacant. Then,
iniong tne more thoughtless of the idle men,came
lie temptation to resort to violence, and then to
■lot. Then came an appeal, perhaps to courts or
ο arbitration, but
possibly to arms. The great
piestion was, how did it happen that there were
enough men to take the places of strikers. It
•anie from the fact that the products of ourfacories, farms and mines, was more than we could
ise.
Last year we produced fifteen billion dolars' worth of goods, and exported only two per
:ent of the whole.
We imported from Great liri;ain last year $37."00,000 worth of cotton goods,
he cotton for which had been raised in the United
States. The last tariff commission made a rcducion of from l(i to 33 per cent in the
duty on coton goods.
That increased importation, but
The present Morrison tariff bill
(topped work.
jroposed another reduction of from 1 β to 33 per
:ent of the duty, and if it passes, the
importation
>f cotton goods instead of §37,000,000, will be:0111e S75,u00,ooo a
year. Last year we imported
>48,000,000 worth of woolen goods, $40,00··,000
vortli of iron and steel manufactures, and $17,)00,000 of linen gouds, every dollar's worth of
which we could just as well have made in the
[Jnited States. If we had made those goods here,
3ol. Wright would not have been able to say one
nillion of our people were out of employment,
nul the President would not have been
o'bliged
;o send a
message to Congress for a commission
>f arbitration. Mr, Frye
then proceeded to show
that for every surplus yard of cloth in the United
States there was a surplus of 10 yards in Engand and that France, Germany, Russia, etc., had
ariifs against us. Where then, he asked, could
Λ-e sell our surplus manufactures. We could send
,liem to Mexico and to Central and South Ameri:a which needed them and whose products we
îeeded in return. The Argentine Republic three
,-ears ago appropriated sniU.OOO for the carriage
if its mails to the United states but the Denio:ratic party of the United States and the postnaster general refused to pay more than $2,000
ο carry the United States mails to the
Argentine
Republic.
Mr. Reck replied that the reason why England
•ould trade with South America was that 111 réuni for English goods England took copper, wool

BROKEN LEVEES.
The

Mississippi

Above

Highest

the

Point Reached in '82.

Two Men

Killed by a Train

Into

a

Running

Washout.

Memphis, Teiin., April 28.—Only meagre details have

becu received of the break which occurred last evening at Austin, Miss. The water
in the bottoms rose three ieet last night and Is
now witldn two feet of the track of the Louisville,
New Orleans and Texas railroad track. The officials fear the break will cause a suspension of
travel over that line within the next two days.
The country that will be overflowed is one of the
most productive in the Mississippi valley, and
planters in the lowlands will it is feared lose
Steamboat
many of tLelr stock by drowning.
men from below report oceans of
water in the
neighborhood of Helena, and as far north as Commerce, Miss., which is only 30 miles below here.
New Orleans, April 28.—A despatch from
Helena, Arkansas, says the river is now above
the highest point reached in 1882. Both the Santo
Francis and Mississippi rivers are now at a stand.
There was a general break up in the Arkansas
levees from the break on the Rabb place ten miles
below here down to where the levee ends at Eldtown, a distance of twenty miles, and all efforts
to hold the remaining parts of (lie levee from the
Iîabb crevasse south have been abandoned and
the water is now sweeping through in numerous
places, the breaks ranging from Ιου feet to half a

mile wide.
Jackson,Miss.,April 28—Rain'ended at daylight
this morning after an almost continous fall for 48
hour· doing much damage to crops. All trains
are delayed.
The Illinois Central road lias a bail
washout south of Jackson, and a special train
sent to repair the damage ran into the washout.
Conductor Aird and the fireman were killed and
the engineer was badly hurt.

THE

FISHERIES.

The New Arrangements Not Satisfactory to Nova Scotia Fishermen.

Ottawa, Ont., April 28.—The House of Comassembled yesterday. Dr. Cameron, M. P.,

mons

Inverness, N. S., states that there is much excitement in Nova Scotia over the fishery troublas.
He says it Is necessary that Canadians in order
to obtain employment, should be allowed to purthe expiration
sue the practice, in vogue before
of the Washington treaty of shipping on board of
American vessels. If they do not they will be
compelled to remove to the United Slates and
ship from there. He argues that it would be
much better, all tilings considered, to permit
Americans to frequent the bay of St. George and
the Gulf of St. Lawrence for the purpose of obtaining men and supplies than to drive them oil.
The other members from the Maritime Provinces
are not disposed to view the question in the same
light as Dr. Cameron.
of

Totals

Arthur II. Dealand, postmaster at East Rocliester, Ν. II., was arrested Tuesday night by Special
Inspector Davis, of the postoffice department,
witli abstracting the contents aud delaycharged
ing the transit of registered letters. Dealand has
been shadowed by lue use of decoy letters.
He
admits his guilt, saying that he was short of money.
John Dubois of Dubois, Clearfield county, Pa.,
has sold his^estate valued at nearly $15,000,000,
to his nephew John E. Dubois for one dollar. Mr.
Dubois is fatally ill aud resigns all his business to
his nephew, who is 23 years of age.
A mad dog was loose in Pullman, Illinois, Tues
day afternoon. He bit several children, two dogs
and a police officer who killed the dog after a desperate struggle. The children and officer will be
sent to Paris foe treatment by Pasteur at once.
Thomas Merrill, who disapjpeared from East
Woburn, Mass., 25 years ago, leaving a wife and
children and some property, and who was supposed to be dead, turned up Tuesday in Woburn.
He is 85 years old and is in good health.
He has
been eut west.
Professor Brooks of Phelps, New York, sent a
telegram Tuesday night to Dr. Swift, director of
ihe Warren observatory at Rochester, Ν. Y., announcing his discovery of a new comet in Ca»siopeia in the field with Kappa. It is a pretty large,
faint, nebulous object, having neither nucleus nor
tail. Its motion is slow and nearly eastward.
H. H. Klcliardson, one of the foremost architects
in the country, died in Brookline, Mass., Tuesday
night, aged about 48. He designed Ti inity Church
in Boston and
many other uotable buildings
throughout the country.
Great excitement has been caused at Far Rockaway, L. I., by an attempt to burn three of the
largest hotels there Tuesday night. The fire was
discovered in all cases before any damage was
done.
The grand lodge of Good Templars of New
Hampshire is in session at Portsmouth. Sixtyfive lodges, representing +,000 members have
delegates In attendance.
InClaremont, Ν. H., yesterday, Charles Straw,
while driving a fast horse ran over Mrs. Lena
Lusian, breaking two of her ribs and liar collar
bone and inflicting other serious injuries.
Mr. Horatio Moore, president of tie American
Watch Company, died in Waltham, Mass., last
night, from a complication of diseases, aged 75
years. He had been president of the Waltham
Savings Bank for several years.
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Innings
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Three-base hits—

balls—Murphy, 3; Kreig,
First base

itches—Clarke, 2.
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1
3
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hits—Morrison.

Passed

A.
ο

on

1.

Wild

balls—New-

uryDorts, 3; Hartfords, 6. First bas» on errors—
iewouryports, 8; Hartfords, 7. Struck out by
Double plays— Morrison,
larke, 3: Henry, 5.
Vhitely and Murphy. Umpire—Hayes of the
lartfords.

Time—2 hours.

9; DARTMOUTHS, 6.
Dartmouth's first game on the home
rounds, In Hauover, Ν. H., was played with the
laverhills yesterday, 700 spectators being presnt. The features of the game were the steady,
ven playing of the visitors and the batting of
handier and McCarthy of the Dartmouths. The
HAVERHILLg,

The

core:
HAVERHILLS.
AB.

all, ss
Iresnahan.lb
ooney, 2b

larmon, cf
lattery, If
lcKeever, c

arrigan,
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K.
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0
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Innings

Tae Maine Central Railroad Company is much
pleased with the steadily increasing business at
their Congress street station.
During the month
of March over 550 passengers took their traies
from this depot and probably a thousand arrived
at the same place.
These travellers are complaining of insufficient hack accommodation and
it would seem that the growing number of arrivals would warrant the establishing of regular
lines of carriages by the enterprising hackmen oi

city.

ss

treig, c
fenry, ρ
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0
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laverhills
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 Ο— β
lartmouths
Earned rims—Haverhills, 2; Dartmouths, 2,
ioBie
Three-base hit—
runs-Chandler, 2,

First base on balls—Haverarrigan, 1 ; Vlan. 2.
First base on errors—
HIs, 5 ; Darmouthj, 1.
laverhill». 8; Dartmouths. 3. Struck out—by
arrigan, 3; byViau, 6. Umpire— L. D. Gove,
ime—2

hours.

YESTERDAY'S GAME8.
Base
At St. Louis—Browns, 7 ; Cincinnatis, 3.
its—Browns, 12 ; Cincinnatis, 6. Errors—Browns,
; Cincinnatis, 2. Pitchers—Foutz and Murpby.

CALIFORNIA RATES.

Passenger rates to California points are being
gradually restored, and all rebates were withdrawn on the 27th, but west-bound travellers can
still avail themselves of exceedingly cheap rates,
the latest quotation from Boston to San Francis,
co being $75, a reduction of nearly $40 from the
rate in cffect previous to the railroad war.

'mpir·—Kelley.
At Jersey City—Bostons, 4; Jersey Citys, 3.
At Exeter— Phillips Academy, IS; Clippers, 2.
At Staten Island—Brooklyns.4: Metropolitans,3.
At Baltimore—Athletics, 8 ; Baltluiores. 7.
At Philadelphia- Philadelphia», 14; Buftalos, 4.

SUBBURN NEWS.

The Bowdoins play the Dartmouths, in llanoer.N. 11., today and tomorrow.
"Freshness" from the Newburyport Herald:
The Hartfords dropped a game to the Portlands

At Broektou—Uticas, 8 ; Brocktons, 3.
At New York-New Yorks. 2; Newark*, 1,
At Louisville—Lonisvilles, 2 ; Plttsburgs, 1.
NOTES.

OORIIAM.

At the annual meeting of the School street
Methodist Sunday School the following officers

Tuesday, the
^InSNewbnryport.
nated the Providences, 7 to 1.

were chosen :
ouperiiiteuueuL—runvaiu

-v.

lucnenney.

Assistant Superintendent—Joseph Cobourn.
Librarian—Oscar Drown.
Assistant Librarian—Miss Gerty Moody.
Treasurer—Miss Mary C. Harding.
Secretary—Miss Hattie Files.
Kev. Mr. liragdon lias closed a successful year
as pastor and lias been invited to return fer another year.
IN THE RINKS.
BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.

The benefit to the aids at the Bijou last erening
was largely attended.
An attractive programme
had been prepared. There was a good acrobatic
performance by Kerry, excellent banjo playing
by Bean and Armand and an Interesting exhibition of polo playing. Saturday evening there will
be general skating at the rink, closing this year s
season.

The State Board of HealthDr. Young of the State Board of Health, some"
time in December, setit out circulars to tlio older
physicians of the State, making inquiries lelative
A
to the approach and progress of diphtheria.
large number of replies of an interesting character have been received, enabling the State Board
to gain much valuable information In regard to
the epidemic. Some twenty years ago a wave of
diphtheria swept over the State and investigatlons are being made to obtain some light of the
origin of this. It is probable that Dr. Young, the
coming summer, will visit certain portions of the
State, among which will be Washington county
to learn as much as possible about this epidemic,
The auuual report of the board has just been is.
sued, an abstract of which has already been pul>lished. Among other interesting features of the
report is a lieat map, drawn by Dr. Young, of the
region in Canada which was infected bv small-pox.
It shows the towns which suffered.
The map illso Includes the State of Maine and a portion of
the
New Brunswick, clearly showing
great danger In which our State was through its nearness
to the Infected district.

1

1

J

J

home club do-

McKeever, of last year's Biddefords, has signed
rith Haverhill.
The Boston Blues defeated the Institute of
The Blues
'echnology nine, Tuesday, 9 to O.
ave signed Kent Howard, and released F. Sulllan anu Harry Taber.
The opening game for the National League
bamplouship will be played today at the polo
rounds in New York, when the New Yorks will
Mayor Grace
■y conclusions with the Boston.
as accepted an invitation to witness the game,
overnor Hill sent a letter to the manager rerettlng that lie would be unable to be present
«nig to a pressure of official business at Albany
The Sporting Life

a η

engagement.

now

says Fulnier Is open to

Watson, of last season's Portlands, and Cody,
° [ the Haverhllls and Newburyports. are playing
ii the Duluth, Minn., nine in the Northwestern
ι eague.

Aquatic.
special meeting of the American Yacht Club
w as held in New York
city Tuesday night, to
îcide upon a design for the club's cup which in
be given for the prize in the international
»' earn yacht race.
The design adopted will cost,
* hen executed,
$10,000. It will bo a handsome
A

ise.

Bicycling.
The Kennebec wheelmen bave organized with
t| le choice of the following officers : President, G.
j, Dunton: captain. H. L. Stone; secretary and
t easurer, M. 8. Campbell; bugler, A. 1 iukham;
1 tst lieutenant, A. C. Walker; second lieutenant,
^ J. w. Ladd. The club voted to Join the league
[ American Wheelmen.
The State College.
class
The following membors of the Sophomore
been appointed
a : the Maine State College have
Γ
for the best
compete for the Prentiss prize
commeuccs· iphonmre declamation at the coming
Exeter:
John R
Bachelder,
η ent: George S.
Β aardman, Augusta; Francis S. Brick, Biddeford:
E.
Campbell,
A lbiou H. Buker, Kocklaud ; Dudley
S ortli liar us well; Edward H. Elwell, Jr., l)eerh g;John w. Hatch, Presque Isle; elude L
U owes. Boston, Mass.; Ralph H. Marsh. BradleyΚ ,'yraore F. Miller, Burlington ; Frank L. Small'
I1 reeport; Frank A. Smith, East Corinth

PBES8.
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read anonymous letters and eoinmunare
The name ami address of the writer

We do not

eations.

indispensable, nut necessarily
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good
u

all eases

cannot undertake to return

We

communications

that

are

or

for

pub-

faithfully observed.

The Argus yesterday contained alleged
and Miss
portraits of President Cleveland
whom rumor says, he is

to

marry.

The Argus remarks that the "marked face"
of President Cleveland indicates that they
a
will make a handsome couple. For such
compliment as that our esteemed contemporto the wedding
ry ought to get an invitation
at least.

Grand Master Workman Powderly, whom
enthusiastic admirers have been nominating
for Governor of Pennsylvania has again displayed a level head in denying that he is a
candidate for that or any other office, He
says he has no political aspirations whatever, and sees the utter folly of dragging the
Knights into the field of politics. Mr. Powderly is not infallible, but he enjoys the esteem and confidence of the public for his
intelligence, good sense and moderation.
We are not disposed to quarrel with the
Argus as to whether a permanent board of
arbitration such as the President suggests,
or boards chosen as occasion for them arises
will prove the better plan. If arbitration
can be made popular and brought into general use we care little about the method. It
seemed to us, and we have yet seen no reason to change our opinion, that the decision
of a board selected by the parties to the dispute would be more likely to be acquiesced
in than the decision of a permanent board.
Hut experience may show that a permanent
board is better, all things considered.
danger of guns, pistols,
fire and brimstone in this fishery war, but
there is no harm in this expression of the old
spirit which still lives in the fishermen of
Cape Ann. The Cape Ann Bulletin says :
The present attitude of Canada on the fishery
question is very peculiar. 8he evidently wishes
lo pose as a second England—the mistress of the
of
sea, or that part ol it which lies in the vicinity
the fishing grounds. This position is untenable.
Because John Quincy Adams got into a tight
There is really

Tuesday and Thursday, Apr. 27 & 29.
tiauic called

no

place over iu G uent, in those days when it took a
mouth to reacii this side of the globe, and so was
unable to tell how much fight was iu the government at home—is no reason for us to brook insults from England's jtrotege that we will not
from the old lady herself. The idea of Canada
talking about guns, pistols, fire and brimstone!
Where would she be if the American government
should chance to get mad? She would be in a
pretty fix.
the Journalist, a New York publication, devoted to newspaper men, authors, artists and publishers, Mr. Cyrus II. K. Curtis,
the publisher of The Ladies' Home Journal
of Philadelphia, a paper that is understood
Iu

to have met with great success, relates some
of his experiences when a newsboy selling
The I'ltEBS and Evening Courier in this city.
The stories are amusing, and show that Mr.
Curtis was as enterprising and energetic
when a boy as he has been since arriving at
man's estate. There are some errors of geFor instance, we
in his narrative.
are told that Fort Preble is at the extreme
The story, too, he
end of Cape Elizabeth.
tells about some newsboys stopping the press

N. Y. Sun.
It is a great thing to know how to yield
with grace and dignity when resistance is
hopeless and persistance a mistake.

didn't see it in that light.
Chicago Times
Mr. Garland didn't take but a very small
lot of l'an-Electric stock, and what he took
wasn't worth anything, it would seem therefore, to have been an easy matter for him to
resist the temptation—the very small temptation—to take it at all, and it would seem to
BUT 1IK

have been an easy matter for him to return
it after realizing the situation in which it

placed him.

The Createst Losers.

[Providence Journal.]
When the strike is ended, as it sooner or
later will be, it will be found that there are
are places
many more workers than there
for workers. Who, then, has been or will
be coerced ? The railroad corporations have
suffered loss ; the public lias suffered loss ;
but the greatest relative not to say absolute
loss lias been suffered by the workingmen
themselves.
In the first place, through the decree of the
authorities of the Knights of Labor, the men
employed on the southwestern railroad lines

have lost an immense amount of money never
to be regained. Other persons have, in consequence of the strike, lost employment temporarily, and of course wages. The iurden
of the loss has been borne by men and womThe
en who belong to the'laboring class.
coercion, then, has resulted in injury to that
most
be
to
the
class which
Knights profess
friendly to. And to-day the serious question
is whether the men who struck shall be taken back, or those who have been wronged by
their strike shall have their places. In other
words, when there was a superabundance of
labor the Knights coerced as many as they
could into idleness.
There is another point. The state will see
that the property ol' the state and its defenders arc protected. Strikers can go only so
far in their coercion of capital ; but there is
no protection for the member of an organization who has solemnly bound himself to obey
the ordersof an irresponsible head. The coercion, therefore, of the Knights of Labor, is
the coercion of worKingmen and women.
Every day that business is at a standstill advances the cost of living of the laborer. The
men who stand at the gate of a mill and prevent, by gibes or violence, the help from going to work, are waging war not upou capital, but upon labor. It will soon be asked
wheth'er the laboring man has any rights
which his fellow laborer is bound to respeçt.

POOR, WHITE & GREEN000H
Proprie-

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Kxcliauge and
tors of

POOR'S MANUAL· OP RAILROAD».
Itailway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
for cash or on
always on hand. Orders executed

margin.

Interest

nvlted.

is a good story.
E. McNeil, Secretary of the
Massachusetts Knights of Labor, speakinj
at a meeting of the Boston Congregationa
Club the other night, defined a "scab" as ί

George

"regarded as a moral, social or econom·
ical leper." That is the labor union défini
nôfhmg rffôrëof Κ&Τϊίίβί f3niiu&i 'ÎHKftiUl
not belong to a labor union, and is willing t(
work wherever or whenever he can get i
chance. If a number of men strike for highei
wages and leave their places the men that fil
them become, in the eyes of the strikers
"scabs," that is, "moral, social and eco
nomical lepers."
They may be just as
good men or better than the strikers
man

they

may be as good or better workmen, but the mere fact of their accepting
places which the strikers have vacated, converts them into "moral, social and economical lepers." It will be a good while, we are
inclined to think, before the Knights of Labor will induce the public to accept their def-

011

Correspondence

deposits.

45 Wall Slrecl, New York.

apCdUm

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.

ography

of The Puses on the morniag of Lee's surrendsr, after they had got their papers, tc
prevent rival newsboys from getting any, bj
putting a piece of rope among the rollers
has an apocryphal sound.
Nevertheless, it

allowed

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

245 Middle St.

Easter Cards ! Easter Cards !

FURNISHINGS !

Easter Novelties, Cards and Souvenirs of every Description,
ArHandsome Easter Books with Hand Painted Covers and
assortin
within
Large
many designs.
tistically Decorated
Prang's, Tuck's
ment of Novelties at reasonable prices.
in
Cards
Manufacturers'
large variety. Reand many other
or
member that we furnish Envelopes or Boxes for all Cards
Ν ovelties over five cents.

FRANK B. CLARK. 515 CONGRESS ST.

From (liis date we, the undersigned, agree
upon tlie following schedule of prices:

OVERCOATS.
i

MESISTS

PANTS.

1.00
MAIN SPRINGS,
.50
CASE SPRINGS,
.10
!
WATCH CRYSTALS,
All Work Warranted..
TVÏI. F. TODD,
OEORGE A. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

CARTER BROTHERS,
A. M. WENT WORTH,
A. WALKER,
C. H. LAM SON,
apr3

—

———————————————————————————————

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.
eoutf

PULLEN, CROOKER & CO.,

fund : "About the time
the campaign opened the World was negotiating for a new press from II. Hoe & Co., tc
be paid for in weekly installments of $5,000.
In payment of one of these installments Mr

Pulitzer presented and had accepted the
check in question.
The same day severa:
members of the Republican National Committe called upon Mr. Hoe for a subscriptior
to the campaign fund. Mr. Hoe, who has al
ways contributed liberally to the cause, said
he was just in receipt of a check for $5,000,
which he would be glad te tender them.'
That check was Mr. Pulitzer's.
Editor
Dana, who of late has taken a deep interest in the matter, denies this story, and
the good work of fighting still goes on—onlj
at a

longer range.

The paper on sewerage and plumbing, bj
Mr. E. C. Jordan, published elsewhere, oughl
to receive attentive consideration.
It is s
plain statement of some of the fundamental
principles of house plumbing, which anybodj
can understand whether he has had any pre vious knowledge on the subject or not. The subject is one that has not yet received the attention itdeserves,notwithstanding the fact that
Tin

thpmp has hpp.n

liinro

wriften ahmif nf liitn

years. If a sanitary engineer should inspect
our Portland houses, even the best of them,
there is little doubt that he would pronounce
the great majority
of them imperfectly
plumbed, and liable to be contaminated with

poisonous gases from the sewers. The chief
causeof this stateof things is ignorance. The
number of plumbers who thoroughly understand even the fundamental principles of
their science we suspect is very small. The
most of them probably do the best they know
how, but that best, judged in the light of recent researches, is frequently very bad indeed.
Some of the trouble no doubt,
results from the desire of builders to con-

any offensive odors. The most poisonous of
sewer gases are odorless.
His eyes will give
him much more correct information. If a

soil pipe terminates inside his house, no
matter how well trapped it may be, he can
conclude that the plumbing has not. been
properly done, and he can be pretty sure
that at times sewer gas will find its way into
the house. In many of the large cities o]
the country plumbing is now officially inspected. The only reason that it is not ir
Portland is that public opinion has not beer
sufficiently «roused on the subject. Th<
time will come, no doubt, when our citj
fathers will consider it just as importanl
to guard against the erection of houses which
by reason of their defective drainage endan
ger the health of their inmates and that ol
the neighborhood, as to guard against the
erection of tinder boxes in populous dis·
tricts. When that time comes perhaps if

w
COMIC
OPERA COMPAMY.

We feel confident in asserting that we can show a larger assortment
in the
of Men's fine ready made Pantaloons than any similar concern
in the
choicest
the
styles
have
selected
we
care
With
city.
special
finfor
fit,
and
style,
to
$8.4)0,
market. Our prices range from $2.00
ish and general excellence we challenge defeat.

—TO—

MEASURE.

REPERTOIRE.

large assortment

ly.
_

Fancy
Ready in Handkerchiefs, Canes, Umbrellas, Gents' Jewelry,
Shirts. Late styles in Collars and Cuffs.

eodtf

LADIES' WATCH AND CHAIN FREE

I

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY
AT MORRISON&00S NEW JEWELRY STORE.
of Ability and ExFine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen
perience. No apprentices employed.
schedule of prices :
From this date we agree upon the following
$1.00
CLEANINC WATCHES,
1.00
MAIN SPRINCS,
.75
CASE SPRINCS,
.10
WATCH CRYSTALS,
All Work Warranted.
■

NOVELTIES

MORRISON"& CO.,

Me.
565 Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland,
apl3eodtf

Prtvattt. Wn?v.

το

Manufacturers, Retailers and Jobbers
MEN'S CLOTHING

YORK CORRESPONDENTS,

We have » large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
TRIAL· CASE, together
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S
with the OPTHAEMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
of the eye and deterdefects
all
optical
methods known for detecting
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

4s

Anson

Curtains, Window
, &c., &e.

are

rs

INVESTMENTS

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

<i3m*

FOR APRIL·, DIVIDENDS.

—

H.

FOR SALE

BY

cents.

50

"

Glasses for 25
Eye
"
h

cents.
"

50

ALSO A.

The Long

eodtf

—

—DURING—

Is that

we are

DAILY

and

Short

TOE MTU1ÏD it OCMBlWi

of

disposing

some

ing

May 5, 1886.

Round Trip, from
Portland and Westbrook,

Fare for

Ο Ο

ONE

FARE

FROM

OTHER

STATIONS

CHAS. Π. FOYE, G. Τ. Λ.

ap26dlw

MEDAL, PAEIS, 18V8.

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.

tOOLD

Warranted absolutely pure
of
tcoa, from which the excess
1 has been removed. It has three
mixed
ties the strength of Cocoa
th Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
d is therefore far more economi1, costing

less than

one

cent

a

delicious, nourishing,
rengthening, easily digested, and
mirably adapted for invalids aa
ell as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

p.

It is

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

J.

JË\

Clothing for GENTLEMEN, YOUNG MEN and BOYS, Our

BROWN CORKSCREW WORSTED SUITS

KO. Ill MAINE

STREET^

SACCARAPPA, ME.

public that I am
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
or
Tine Caskets at
Wiiitewood
Rosewood, Walnut,
he lowest prices. Having had experience in the
manufacture
many of these goods
slîa11
y HiviuKt,ie purchasers a reduction
«
»re. P"ces·
funerals
attended Free of
is
Carrta8es and Flowers furnished at short notice.

I

LESS THAN WHOLESALE.
styles than usual in MEN'S
BUSINESS SUITS at $8, $10, $12 and $15.
We are now opening some fine lines of Boys' Flannel
Blouses at 75c, $1, $1.25 and $1.50. Boys' STAR Shirt
Waist at 50c, 75c and $1. Boys' Waists 25c, not star.
We

showing

are

more

Flannel Wftists 75c

REMEMBER,

fe'r this season's

RESPECTFULLY inform

GENTLEMEN'S SPRING OVERCOATS.
all wool garment, in all sizes,
"PURITAN,"
44, ONLY $5. Large stock of SPRING OVERCOATS for Men, Boys and Children.

The
35 to

an

Carpet Department
Is complete with

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
PEBBLE EYE GLASSES Tor $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (best quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

W. Β—A. good Une of Picture Mouldings constantly on liand. trames furnished at low trices
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for uast
1
favors.
j. p, speab.
mar31dlm»
i "LifiC· F» & GS!S> 'jS un filtta Phtladelpbla
t κ So rflrC istt the Newsimper Adver.
?» twin* Agency cf Messrs.
5 iZZZL Γ
cjt amho^zed agentc

Tlic Drama,

PHILOSOPHY;

TRUE

City Girl» on η Vacation in the ('ouatry."
Harry M. Nickerson, solo selection ; Maud Hawkins, reading selection. Ten Beautiful Tableaux.
Matinee, adults 16 cents, children 10 cents; No
reserved seats. Evening, adults 25 cents;children
15 cents. Keserved seats (evening) 35 cents, at

ap26dlw

MONDAY, MAY 3.

under the auspices of the Ladies' Association ο
the New Church. Some of the features of the fair
will be Kate Greenaway 5 o'clock Tea,Flower and
Candy Booths, Glpsey Tent, Gentlemen's Table,
also many articles of use. Refreshments in Reception Hall. Admiiwion Afternoon Free.
In the evening the Dramatic Club will present their
very successful and entertaining play In 3 acts

Κ venins Ticket»* 25 ct«.; Reserved Nrau:U
cte.
For sale at Stockbridge's on and after Tnesap2li.27.28.2'.Vmyl&3
day, April 27.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Nights—Tuesday and Wednesday, May

4 and 5.

May Blossom,
THE FISHERMAN'S BRIDE,
WITH

—

and others of the Original Cast, and Scenery from
the Madison Square Theatre.
I

3E3VE3JMI3VC3-S.

BOSTON &

PORTLAND"CLOTHING CO.,

'255 Middle

St., Portland, He.
-

W. C. WARE,
ap27

Manager.
tttf
__

DU.

m A Y ©

AWNINCS, TENTS, &c.

s
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■
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A pleasant and perfectly harmless anaesthetic for
the painless extraction of teeth.

dr. c. m. TALBOT,

«function of Free nnd middle Streets, Portd3m
Innd,IUe.
rnarll

assortment of the latHouse nnd I.nira
a
Awoian» specialty. Drop me a postal and!
wili sliow samples at house. Tenu on hand,
f»r«nlt or to let.

Have just received a fine
est styles of awning goods.

J. E. FICKETT, 179 COMMERCIAL ST.
eocl3m
apl7

PRIMARY CADETS'
Reception,
EXHIBITION, PRIZE DRILL MD BALL
CITY

HALL,

Evening,

Wednesday

May

3th.

ΡΒΟΙίΚΑΙΜΕ.
Concert, Chandler's Band, 8 to 9.
Primary Cadets' reception and presentation by
the Portland Light fnfantry, (Co. A.,) Mechanic
Blues, (Co. Β.,) Montgomery Guards. (Co. E„) and
the Portland City Cadets, at 9 o'clock.
Exhibition ana Prize Drill, 9 to ll>.
Grand Promenado Concert and Ball under the
management of the four military companies. Music, Chandler's Orchestra.
Admission 50 cents. Keserved seats only front
tier Balcony, 65 cents. Those buying admission
tickets can exchange by paying the difference.
Keserved seats and admission tickets at Stockbridge's. Give the boys a crowded house.
dlw

apr22

CITY

TUESDAY

HALL,

EVENING, MAY 11.

GEORGE
CORNER
Ieb23

FRANKLIN

AND

O.

FRYE,

CONGRESS

STREETS.
eod3m

We are

now

exhibiting the best line of

Room Papers and Ceiling Decorations
that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans anu
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also the
largest stock of common papers in the State.

We

guarantee
as

JUST

ARRIVED.
JNTHTW

SPRING

OVERCOATS,
SPRING SUITINGS,
CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS,
EASTER NECKWEAR.
Best Line in the City.
KTE3W

STORE.

FRED R. FARRINOTON,
THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

208 Middle Street* Portland.
OPEN evenings.

Lecture by the KEV. HENRY WARD

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

prices

our

as

oS!

"TECHNIGON"

American.
English, Lowell

^omle?

BODY BRUSSELS.

Worcester, Homers
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

Higgfns'iiÎ alidades

HlKShl]
°f
gegÔ"d*, Che"P

aml

KIDDEMINSTERS
ART SQUARES
FOR ΕI UN and
AMERICAN RUGS
LIGNUM
LINOIIIUM
SHEET OIL CLOTH
OILCLOTH
MATTINGS
MATS Sc., &c.

CURTAIN
?rYi?2
MADRAS
NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES
WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Large Stock

of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

}"

1° feet,

'eet.and 12 feet
.J1'0
12,15,18 and 24 feet

In

all widths
J"
of all kinds.

DlPARTMEAT.

—

SHI R Till»,

Of patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

Buy these goods of
and save money.

Block, Portland.
dtt

febi)
a

us

H. J. BAILEY S CO.,
iltf

Instant relief. Final cure in 10
days, and never returns. No purge
Sufferers will learn of a
no salve, no suppository.
simple remedy Free, by addressing C. ,1. MASON,
mar25eod6m
78 Nassau St., Ν. Y.

piC
PIT
-IT L_U.Eik3·

their technique.
Herman Itotzsch*
References:
S. B. Mills,
mar, W. II. Sherwood,
Win. Mason.

No. 3 Free Street

All qualities and in
Great Variety

190 & 192 Middle Street.

A perfect GYMNASIUM for FinKcrs, Hands and Wrists. All I'iano
A great
Students should use it.
iu perfecting
aid to ARTISTS

CEN. AGENT,

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting the best at the
lowest prices.

nuirliu

"REIGN OF THE COMM PEOPLE."

Fmrtioh

WILTON,

EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

SUBJECT.

Reserved seats 35 and 50 cts.. according to location. Admission 25 ets. Tickets sold at Stockbridge's Miisie Store Thursday morning, April 20.
Half fare on M. (J. K. li. Late train on (ί. T. Κ. K.
ap27dlw
Special on 1\ & R. R, R.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
AXMINSTER,
MOQUETTE

BEECHER,

low

the lowest.

THE MANUFACTURERS.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

the

«Ιΐκϊί·■t îiSiîses;·

"ROUGH AND TUM-

BLE" all wool SUITS for Boys we are headquarters.
Our order of 500 suits given several weeks ago is now
being delivered. Sizes 4 to 14 years.
NORFOLK JACKETS in all sizes, prices and qualities,
for Men, Young Men and Boys.

S3PEA.Fl,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,

LINING.

written by Fred Adams.

*

Big Bargains in

in men's sizes, in either Sack or Four Button Cutaway
Frock at $9.00 is the same that sold last season for
815, in quality. We bought a lot of the goods this season, made them in our own workshops and now offer
ll.lt. tlieni to the public at

will cell ISxcureion Tickets (ο Bi-idgtoii
and Return «luring the mcsmiou of the 1T1. E.
M tale Conference. Male of ticket» coiumenand includce* April 27, and continuée to
91 a y 1. Tickets good for return passage

ALL

Our

fore purchasing elsewhere.

of it.

M. E. CONFERENCE.

«t» Q

the public well know.

New Designs and Colorings.

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

CO.,

Bridgton and Return

to

as

and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices be-

EXCU RS IONS
TO

for 25
Spectacles
"

Harmonize

We have the largest and best stock in the State,

32 Ëxchauuc Street.

—

Persons to whom the above lines do
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye.
which common spectacles will
not appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection
the
to
correct
deformity of their corneas. This
not improve.
They must have special lenses ground
defect Is called ASTIGMATISM.

6s
-7s
5s
-4s
6s
ôs
6s
-5s
5s
7i

—

&

PAYSON

M.

λτμΊ

The Drama,

SILVER

Seats 75 and 00 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Sale ο
ap29td
seats commences Saturday, May 1.

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

Allen County, Ind.
Portland Water Co.,
Biddeford & Saco Water Co.,
Putnam, Conn., Water Co.,
Maine Central B. R.,
And other securities.

Hudson.

BENJ. MAC IΝ LEY

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

■

Operetta written by Wm. H. Putnam ; Music com120 voices
posed by Frank L. Collins: Chorus of
from the Public Schools ; Pianist, Miss Alices.

FRATERNITY

More
by the Kliow-nlter mot-tease Co.
than fi/ty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
also
Insurance
and
Rhode
Vermout
Island,
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

■

The J uvenilc Operetta, entitled

MAY MORNING !

GEORGIA CAYVAN,

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,

We

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

City" of Portland,
Chicago,
4*
Urbana, Ohio,
"
Zanesville, Ohio,
Darke County, Ohio,

Chand·

Frank Ij. Collin*, Musical Director.

—

prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles andget our prices. We
have selected our

104 ItirDIHLE STREET, Portland.
lanl-dtf
January 1.1884.

marG

HALL,
MAY DAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING.

CITY

Daniel Frohman's Exquisite Company, in Balasco's Comedy Drama,

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.
Laee

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

7

AT

%

VERTICAL +|0o

6s & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 5s
6s
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ

6s & 4s
Eockland
No. Pacific Goid..6s

May Day Carnival !

SUCCESSORS TO

EYE CLASSES.

BOSTON,

BONDS!

BOSWORTHRELIEF CORPS NÔJ

Two

H.J. BAILEY & CO M

eocltf

dot

mimic « ν chandler.

NO. 204 MIDDLE STREET,

Frank C. Crockeb.

PROPERTIES, Jtc.

NEW COSTUMES,
apr21

SHAKESPEARE WATER CURE,

OF

CREEN & BATEMAN.

Stanley T. Pulls»,
decl

OLIVETTE.

Pirates of l'enzance.
THE MIKAUO.

Fair and Dramatic Entertainment

mar20

LEE, HIGGINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

THE MI Κ ΑΠΟ.

Friday,

Saturday,
Wed. Matinee,
Sat. Matinee,

CITY HALL,

ALLEN & CO.,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
NEW

TBE MASCOT.
Monday,
GIBOFLE UIROFLA.
Tuesday,
Handkerchief.
Lace
Wednesday, Queen's
CHIMES OF NORMAXDY.
Thursday,

Stockbridge's.

York and Boston.

Nttcw

4-0

PEOPLK

40

OUR OWN ORCHESTRA AND BRASS BAND.

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.

struct their

buildings as cheaply as possible.
Good plumbing costs more than bad, and so
long as a large portion of the public do not
know tlrt difference or do not care if only
the liquids drain out of their houses and
there are no positively offensive smells about
them, there will be builders who will turn
this ignorance or unconcern to their own
advantage. It is possible with a very little
study for any man of ordinary intelligence
to judge whether the house he lives in is
properly plumbed or not. But he cannot rely
entirely on his nose. A house may be very
imperfectly plumbed and still not eontain

U

——————————1

No.

publican campaign

OENNEIf & flOULTON'C

to make
In connection with our Fnrnisliing Department we continue
Elegant
fine Custom Shirts. Our lowest priced we sell β for $9.00.
Fan300
styles
Fit
guaranteed.
in Style, Workmanship unsurpassed,
executed
orders
and
prompttaken
cy Shirtings now ready. Measures

SHIRTS

Bankers and Brokers,

inition of a "scab."
Editor and ex-Congressman Pulitzer ha:
iust sailed for Europe, to escape, for a time,
the cares of running a Democratic daily, and
to regain the strength lost in his short bul
eventful Congressional career. Before going
he entrusted the duty of explaining thai
35,000 check affair to his .Republican neighbor, the Mail and Express. That paper thue
tells how the eheck was found in the He-

SEVENTH ANNUAL TOUR.

and Drawers.
We show a'l sizes in Men's French Balbriggan Shirts
in quality.
The most desirable goods to be had, perfect in fit, durable
Underwear.
Silk
Thread
Underwear,
Lisle
Fancy English Underwear,
Better grades
Large assortment of Men's fine English Hose, 50 cents.
in
stock.
and extreme patterns

AND

CENTS.

SO

%\i>

Reserved Seats 10 eents extra.
For sale at Theatre, Fit I Oi l', April gtfd.
People attend our Per for ra10 (|Π(| auce*
every week.
Ivjwv

qualities.

UNDERWEAR
—

ΙΟ

of elegant styled Neck Dressings have been received and is now open to the trade. Light colored Checks, Plaids,
For styles the four in hand
Stripes and broken Checks take the lead.
for Puffs, Flats and
demand
the
while
favor
into
lias sprung
general
stock in new and
in
above
shapes
Tick Knots is unabated. All the
desirable colorings.
tend to MaThe most popular colors in Men's Gloves for street wear
colors so
the
match
to
shades
shades. Light
; hogany and deep Tan
show in fine
much in vogue for Gentlemen's Spring Oversaeks we
Gloves fitted at the counter and warranted.

MEN'S GLOVES.

$1.00

The originator»* of lirMt-claM» €omic Oprra
nt the People'* Price» of AdauiM»ion,

in quest of a gentleel and stylish Oversack for immeline of
diate wear, should not fail to visit our store and examine the
trade. Neat and conservaseason's
this
we
have
secured
for
garments
Also
tive patterns cut in medium length are shown for gentlemen.
the snort covert or extreme styles for young men.

NECKWEAR.

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

VOL' ALL KEMEITIBEK US.

Any gentleman

A

WATCHES.

One Week-Commencing Monday, April 26. Matinses
Wednesday and Saturday at 2.30.

comprehensive

SPRING

apr27d3t

teu ccntw.

PORTLAND ΤΙ! Ε ATRE.

Snits, Frock Suits,
Elegant styles in Fancy Checked Worsted Sack
Suits ; also
desirable and stylish for young men's wear. Fancy Scotch
ranging
Suits,
Cutaway
Whipcord
4-Button
a most complete* line of
the most
from the lower qualities to the best made, making altogether
in the State.
line of Men's and Young Men's Suits

SUITS.

FINEST DISPLAY IJV THE CITY.

Adiuixmiou

♦

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

octl

examine'

....

d4t

FAIR !

FiSe

CLEANING WATCHES,

'«-> ( rnu.

The ladies of this society would call the attention of all friends to their sale of aprons and fancy articles, at the rooms of the Y. SI. C. Α., Wed·
uradny ami Thurxlity, April 'Js iiud il».
There will be among the many booths and tables,
Λ novel feature of
a quilt and rug department.
the fair will be a New Kngland kitchen, "of ye
olden times." Dinner and supper served at all
hours. On the evening of the 29th there will be
an entertainment.

Younir Mon cnn find
Just îeccijed l>y the fashionable Hatter tlie Latest Noveltv
sDeeialtr.
Inst the Style for Soring Hats in all Colors. Children's «oods a
"
Brown, Grey and Blaek Goods in the Latest Styles. Call

E:,N. PERRY,

Ailmi^ion

.'l.ttO.

THE FIRST FREE BAPTIST

MEN'S FINE CLOTHING

—

Si

end

hi

ap26

SO THE FISH WARDENS SAY.

Manchester Union.
Between the lobster of to-day and the loban immense
come
ster of our youth has
shrinkage in size.

GROUNDS.

BALL

BASE

HARTF0RD8 ¥ PORTLANDS,

MEN,

FOR YOUNG
AT

OPENING

SPRING

irai), Brown £ Black Derby Hats

THE η Κ MOCK AC Γ TO ME. CLEVELAND.

successfully.

Mr.

PORTLAND

—

boycott

Congressmen Foran and O'Neil spent an
hour in the House Tuesday exemplifying the
truth of Chief Engineer Arthur's assertion
that professional labor reformers are pretty
certain to be demagogues, and they did it

Foisom,

are

ΑΜΒ8ΚΒΗΒ1*Τβ.

DIieCKLLJlNKOVtl

IflMCKLLMûOiH.

CURRENT COMMENT.

not used.

go to Waterville.

very

they

that

preserve

at Colby lias been
settled by arbitration and the work of grindhowing in the college mill resumed. Strikes,
nine
ever, are cxpected when the Bowdoin
The Freshman

will not be necessary for the general publie ;
to give much attention to plumbing, inasmuch as the matter will be put in the charge
of competent men, but until it does come the
only safe way is every for householder to
inform himself upon the vital principles at
least of house plumbing, and see for himself

TO CONTRACTORS.
PROPOSALS for furnishing material
and labor required In the erection of a shoe
factory at Freeport, Maine, for E. li. Mallett, Esij.,
will be received until May 1. 18.S6. Plans and
specifications may be examined at the office of the
architects, where all necessary information will he
given. The right is reserved to reject any and all
bids.
FA88ETT & TOM PSON, Architects,
1)3 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

SEALEI)

apl9dtd

April 17,188G.

COLUMBIA BYCICLKS !
The best in the world.

The

"Expert,"''Standard" and Light
Roadster." New improvements.
New maand prices reduced.

chines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.

C. H. 1AXS0N, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 Scud far t'ntnlogue, Free, d&wtf

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 29.
WIT AND WISDOM.
'•Your life must be very monotonous," said Uus
De Smith, looking ill the window of the AHsttn
postoflice at the clerk stamping letters.
"What makes you think »o!,r
"It would drive me crazy to be everlastingly
pounding letters with a hand-stamp; it's the same
thing over and over again every day."
"Oil, 110, it's not," replied the clerk; "yesterday
I was stamping 27 oti the letters, to day it's 28,
and to-morrow I'll be stamping the 29th of the
month ; so you see it's not so monotonous after
all."
Women with pale, colorless faces, wliofeel weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using Carter's Iron Pills, which
are made for the blood, nerves and complexion.
Lon"One wet. miserable, foggy, autumn day
don, Charles Lamb was accosted by a beggar
woman with, "Pray, sir, bestow a little charity
for
upon a poor destitute widow who Is perishing
lack of food. Believe me, sir, I have seen better
in

days."
•'So have
ture

a

I." said Lamb, handing the poor creashilling: "So have I ; it's a miserable day!

Good-by I good-by!"

Vegetinei9a specific for all diseases of the
blood which appear in spring.
"Shine 'em uppa?" said an Italian bootblack to
Pat, just landed.
"What's the charge?" asked Pat.
"Five centa."
"Begorra," said Pat, as he seated himself in
the chair, "it is a fluecounthry, is Ameriky, where
a
a poor Oirisliinan can get his boots blacked by
giiillem.au wid gooid rings in his ears!"
Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter's
Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner. Don't
forget this.
A paragraph went the rounds of the newspapers
of a

some time ago describing the novel invention
Salt Lake jeweller. It is a timepiece in the shape
of a steel wire stretched across a show window,
left to right,
on which a stuffed canary hops from
hours of the day by pointindicating as it goes the''ial
beneath the
stretched
ing with his beak at a
wire and having the figures from one to twentylatter
the
figure it glides
four. When it reaches
There is no meeh
across the wire to one again.
it all being inl»e
can
seen,
that
auism whatever
side the bird. The inventor says lie was three
it
out.
years in studying

Scolt's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver

with Hypophosphites—In General
JMOility and Emaciation.—Is a most valuable
food and medicine. It tends to create an appetite for food.—It strengthens the nervous system
and builds up the body.
Oil

Little Joliunv was saying his prayers before retiring, and when lie came to "Give us this day our
daily bread," he stopped.
"Give us this day," suggested his mother ill a
whisper.
"Yes'm, I know it, but I don't want to say that
Dart." he replied.
"Wnynoiy xou always say il.
"I know it, but 1 don't want to say it tonight."
"Tell mamma, why you don't want to say it."
"Because—because—if I said tliat God might
up, and ask me why the mischief I didn't eat the
bananas I stole off the front stand oft the corner
and hid in the alley, and not be asking him for
bread all the time."
Mrs. .Joseph Heap, the wife of Constable Heap,
of this city, was troubled with rheumatism for
live yaars, and could not use her arms. Four
doses of the Athlophoros cured her. I). R. Smith,
druggist, 135 South Main street, Fall River,
Mass.

Tragedian (after delivering his speech, waiting
for servant to announce, "The carriage waits, my
lord") : Where in thunder is that amateur?
(Espying him in the wings). Come on, you idiot ;
the stage waits.
Amateur (after a stupid entrance, thoroughly
frightened) : The stage waits, my lord!
Fou Burns, Scalds, Bkuises and all pain and
soreness of the flesh, the grand household remedy
Be sure you ge
is Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil.
the gentiiue.

"They will have to get some new benches in the
English parliament, now, I suppose," observed
Mrs. Snaggs.
"What makes you say that ?" asked her h usband.
"The paper said thai when Mr. Gladstone had

finished ills speech the English and Scotch benches
broke into cheers, and of course they'll either
have to repair them or get new ones."
Flutter

Among

Wbolcnalc
the
Denlei-M.

Liquor

The discovery of the Moxie Nerve Food Plant,
ami its acceptance by the retail dealers on account
of a better profit, make tiie wholesale rum trade
Extract
very uneasy. In Lowell, where the Moxie
is prepared from the plant, the sale of liquor lias
fallen off nearly one half, and growing worse evemore palry day. Tlio old drinkers iiud the Moxie
atable; satisfies their nervous system better ; utnercures
stimulants
thirst
for
the
;
terly destroys
vous exhaustion ; leaves no reaction or slavish apand
hungry,
them
makes
strong,
vigorous
petites;
and capable of enduring double labor with less
fatigue. This naturally weans them from liquor.
The church .clergymen and all the moral associations advocate the Moxie by every means in their
power. Its results have created the most intense
excitement all over New England and the Middle
States, and to help along, the proprietors have
agreed to sell it at the .smallest possible profit.
2 0,000 bottles have been used in Lowell in nine
months. The wholesale druggists predict the
It
country will use 12.000,000 bottles this year.
is appearing in the druggists' windows now,
everywhere.

FINANCIAL

ÂNDJOMMERCIÂL.

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, April 28.
Some improvement is reported in the volume of
trade, but transactions continue light for the seaseason. Flour is unchanged, the demand ruling
quiet, with prices steady. In Provisions, the
market has experienced little or no change. Sugar advanced during the week to 7 ϊί c for granulated and 7Vic for Extra C, afterwards the market became weak and declined ; no demand. For
Grain, Oats liave been strong and higher figures
prevail, wliil&^Ioru and Meal have dropped off ;
some change will also be noticed in Feed. The
demand for Mackerel is very dull and prices are
barely sustained. Dry fish quiet and easy. Fresh
fish in large supply and selling at low figuresMolasses firm; stock
lb from boats.
Vî®%c
small witli a good inquiry at previous quotations.
Potatoes have been quiet and easy at 50gG0c p·
bush. Butter is weak and 0g8aunder last week's
orices. The Elgin, 111., dispatch Tue day quoted
butter dull and weak, all sales being at 20c,
against 2δ@26c one week ago and lil V2@32c two
weeks ago. At St Albans, butter has declined 5
@Gc φ lb. The Cheese market closed easier in
sympathy witli butter, but quotations remain
unchanged. In round numbers the aggregate exTT-. I*„ .1
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:ida since May 1, 1885, were 2,925,000 boxes,
against 3.251,000 boxes during the previous seaThe Liverpool market for cheese is lower at
son
50s. Apples move slow at 1 00@1 25 for Baldwins and 1 50@1 75 for Russets. Eggs are fairly
steady. Oranges and Lemons have advanced.
Fresh Beef firm and higher. Turpentine is easier
at 48@55c. In Drugs, &c., Beeswax is lower at
33@35c, Oil Lemon 25c off and quoted at 2 75@
3 00, and Iodide 2 75 83 00. Hay is firm at full
ton witli straw highprices, loose selling at SI 8
er at

do pref
Missouri Pacific
New J ersey Central
Northern Pacific
do pref
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref
Oliio Central
Ohio & Miss
Out. & Western

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND.April 28.188G.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Fort
and 39 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 95 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of slock* are rooeiwd
dailv:
Portland Water Co. 1st Cs. 1888
Continental Mills
Sonora7s
Boston Λ Maine Railroad
A tell., fopeka and Santa lfe Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
New York and New England Railroad.

dopref
Flint & fere Marquette
do pref

Railroad com

05

78
100
35
128
20
95
7

381,:,
41

189%
127%
coin....

33

1β'/3
125%
126%

New York Stock and Money Market

fBy Telegraph.]
on call
NEW YORJC, April 28. 1880.—Money
at
1%@2 per cent.: Prime mercaneasv
continues
and
dull
Exchange
tile paper at 4f<È5 percent.
for 60-day bills and
steady ; actual rates at 4 88%
continue
bonds
4 881/2 for demand. IGovernmeut
dull and steady.
dull and steady. Railroad bonds
m was quiet with
The stock market after 2 15 ρ
but
especia ly weak
irregular,
prices somewhat
and

Nash.,
strops
tor Lackawanna. Louisville
irThe market closed somewhat or
for Reading.
cases and at
of
regular, but weak in majority
the
of
day.
lowest
aiear the
prices
The transactions at tlie Stock Exchange aggregated 237.120 shares.
Xne lonowiug are to-day's quotations of Govern&

ment securities :

101
1201,4
126%
112%
112%
115%
122%

United States bonds. 3s
4s, reg
New 4s, coup
New4%s, reg
New 4%s, coup
Central Pacific lsts
R. Or. lsts
Denver
99%
Erie 2ds
104%
Kansas Pacific Consols
112%
Oregon Nav..lsts
117%
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
^he following New York stock market is received daily, bv private wire, by I'ullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 83 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
New

Adams impress
American Express
Central Pacific....
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande
Erie
Erie preferred
Illinois Central
Ind., Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
—

40%

9
138
155

132%
99

125%
16%

24%
57 %
137
22%

11%

80
38 %
127
G6

19%

ÎSo1·^
lOlVa
»

1f,,

β3Va

Pacific Mall

·}<*

I'anama

Pullman Palace
Heading
Koek Islaud
St Louis & San

«S.,

,20%
IftY?
3 <%

—125

Fran

ao"pref

'■S®,,
88Vi

1st pref
St, I Paul
St. Paulpreferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man

St Paul &-, Omaha
uo'rpref
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S. lExpress
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph

118%
I13
39-ys
101 Va
8%
49%
02

:

7

16%
68%

Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,April 28,1886.-The|following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
22ÎOO
Colorado^Coal
New York

29 00

Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred

20 50
19 00
7 75

Ilomestake
Silver Kine
Hale & Norcroas
Eureka

2 45
1 25

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.Aprfl 28. 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Sc. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00@ 1 IÎ 25; short cuts 13 00
13 50 ;backs 13 500,14 00; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00® 13 25; pork tongues at $13(gl3 25;
prime mess at $12 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 50
;s?10 00; mess, old. at 10 75@11 00; do new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75fi.ll 75.
lb in tierces ;7@7%c In 10
Lard at 8%@6%c
tb pails ;7%@7%c in 5-lb pails; 7%ia7%c In 3-lb

pails.

Hams at 10%@11%C pib, according to size and
: smoked shoulders 7@7V2C; pressed hams

cure
lie.

Dressed hogs, city, 0@@VeC ψ lb; country 5% ;
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—New York extra fresh made creamery
nominal; do extra firsts 23c; do firsts 20@22c;
do imitation creamery, extra, 20c; do extra firsts
at 18@19c ; do fresh factory extra at 18@—c ; do
extra firsts at 15®17c;do common old lots 0@10c ;
Vermont new milk dairyl extra 22c ; do extra at
firsts 20^2 lc.
Cheese—Northern extra lligll%c ; do good to
choice at 9%@loyac; lower grades according to
quality; Western, job lots Vac higher.
Eggs—Neai by at 14c; Eastern extra at 13%C;
New York and Vermont extra 13Vic: Western
choice at 12ya@12%c.ei
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55®
1 60 ψ bush ; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 40jt l 45 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at

70®l75.
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins, at 61®125;
Maine Baldwins 1 50; fancy at; $1 75; No 1 New
1

apples 1 25 ; No 2 apples 50@76c.
Hay—Choice prime hay at f@{20 00: fair to
good at $17!&$19; choice Eastern fine $15@$17;
fair to good do at $14®$16: poor to ordinary $13
Eye straw, choice,
@$14: East swale $10@$11.
2150@22 00; oat straw$10@.?ll ρ ton.
York State

Central, Hebrons and Rose at 63@65c ; Me
Burbank seedlings at G3@6ôc; No2do55g60c;
Ν Y Hebrons 55c; do rose at 55@60c; do prolif
ics 55c.
Me

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.J
CHICAGO, April 28,1886—Cattle—Receipts 5,000. shipments 1800; lower; shipping steers at
4 30 25 80 ; stockers and teeders at 2 85@5 00 ;
cows,bulls and mixed 2 00@4 00; through grass
Texans at 2 50@3 00
Hogs—Keceipts 18,000; shipments 4,500; the
market is lower; roueh and mixed at 3 60@4 15;
packing and shipping at 3 90®4 25; light 3 5<>@
4 20; skips 2 60@8 35.
Sheep—Receipts 1600: shipments 500; market
higher ; natives 2 75®5 GO.
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. April 28.1886.—Flour market—
Keceipts 16.400 bDls;exports 1384 bbls and 5151
dull
and heavy and in instances a shade
sacks,
lower; sales 10,500 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25@3 00; superfine
Western and;State at 2 60® 3 35 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 25^3 65; good .to
choice do at 3 70(®5 25 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00® 5 10; fancy do at
at 5 15 «5 25; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
(B5 10; common to choice extra St l.ouisiat 3 25®
i)25; patent Minnesota extra good to prime;at
4 75(ij5 00; choice to double extra do at 5 10®
5J20, including 600 bbls |city mill extra at 4 60®
4 65; 800 bbls line do 2 25K3 00 ; 600 bbls superfine at 2 60«3 40; 700 bbls extra No 2 at 3 25
cl'A 65 ; 2600 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 25 a,
5 25; 370o bbls Minnesota extra at 3 25® 6 8υ.
Southern flour steady ;common to fair extra 3 25@
3 60; good to choice do at 3 65@5 35.
Kye Flour
is quiet at 3 25 S3 45.
Wheal—Keceipts 6600
bush ; exports 33',401 bush : spot lots firm with a
fair business in good, part for exports; sales 253,000 on spot ; No 2 Reu at 91 VhIcl'JI V2c ; No 1 Red
Barley is
9Se; No 1 State 96e. Rye nominal.
steady. Corn—spot lots V*@3/sC higher and ac66,823
bush;
tive; receipts 3,600 bush; exports
sales 320,000 bush spot; No 2 at 45λ/ί rï,4f):uc
elev. Oau VivS>3Vbc lower and heavy; receipts
bush; sales 130,000 bush
75,050 bush; exports
spot; No 3 at 38®39c ,do White 39@39i/2C; No 2
at 39@40e ; No 2 White at 40@40%c ;Mixed Western
α.41 I ·> ; do White 40@46c; White State at
43c.
Coffee firm at 9c. Sugar is dull; refined is
easier; Cat 5'/8@6Vfcc; Extra C at 0y8!®6%c ;
White Extra at C 6V2®6%c ; Yellow at 6Mj<s>5% ;
Off A 6%@67/sC; standard A at 7c; granulated at
7ye(à71/ic; cut|loaf and crushed at 7%c; DowderPeroleiiui—united at
ed at 7%c; Cubes 7%c.
72%e. Tallow steady. I'ork is easier ; family
Beef is dull. Lar<l opened lower
mess at 11 00.
and closed stronger with more doing; Western
steam spot 6 17%@6 20; refined at 6 40 for Continent : 0 75 for S. AT Β11 ucr easier ; State at 17
&25c;;Western 10®25c ; Elgin Creamery 23&25C.
VKW

—

quiet—Stale at 7@10ya ; Western 7fe9c.
Freights firm ; wheat steam 3% d.
CHICAGO, April 28. 1886.—Flour is quiet;

Cheese

Winter Wheat 4 40 ft 4 75; Wisconsin at 4 O'Yg
65; Michigan at 4 50@4 75; soft Spring Wheat
80@4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
60:25 00 ; low grades 2 00'ft3 00 ; Kye F lour'at
30®5 50 in bbls. Wheat lower; April 77Vn®
77%c;No 2 Spring at 77s,ic. Corn lower at 36Ve
®36%e. Oats easy at 29 7-16c. Kye is quiet;
No2at64e. Barley is dull; No 2 at 59c. Fork
easier at 8 92Vi®8 95. Lard quiet at 5 90. Boxed
meats steady—shoulders at 4 00@4 10; short ribs
25 ; short clear at 5 55®5 60.
Keceipts—Flour, 17,000 bbls; wheat. 19,000
Λ113Ι1; corn, 289,000 bush; oats, 182,000 bu; rye,
2,000 bush ; barley, 22,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, ;7,000 bbls; wheat, 132.000
bush:; corn, 98,000 bush; oats, 100,000 bush;
rye, 2,000 bush ; barley, 16,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, April 28. 1886.—Flour—choice a
3 65 a.3 75; fancy at 4 15®4 30: extra fancy at
4 45ô;4 70; patents at 4 90®5 25. Wheat lower;
N"o 2 Red at 87c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed 32>/s.
Lard easier at
Oats easy; No 2 Mixed at 2'JVic.
4
3
4
3

5 75.

Keceipts—Flour,3,000 bbls; wheat, 32,000 bu;
46,000 bush; oats, 27,000 bush; rve, 0,000
bush, bailey 5,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat 2.000 bu;
corn,ISO,000 bush ; oats 16,000 bu ; rye, 1 .OOOIbu ;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 28, 1«86.—Wheat—White at
85c ; Mich Red 8«c ;No 2 Red at 85l/ie ; No 3 lîed

com,

at 81c.

Receipts, GOOO bush.
NEW ORLEANS, April 28,1886,-Cotton firm;

middling 8V«c.

MOBILE, April 28,1886.-Cotton is dull ; mid
dliig 8%c.
SAVANNAH. April 28, 188G.—Cotton steady;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON, Apr 23, 1880.—Cotton quiet;
middling

9c.

MEMPHIS, April 28, 1886,-Cotton is Ann;

middling 8'/ec.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, April 28, 1886.-U. S. 4Vas, 1X4%
LIVERPOOL, "April 28, 188G.-Cotton market
firmluplaiids 6 1-1 (id; Orleans at CVed ; sales 10,000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

Portland—Liverpool

Apl 29
New York Havre
Apl 29
New York..Liverpool....Apl 29
New York..Hamburg—Apl 29
New York..Liverpool... .Apl 29
Boston
Liverpool ...Apl 29

Republic..

Hammonia
Botnnia

Cepbalonia

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sunrises
Sun sets'
Length of day
Moon rises

4.3C atoll water
nalel

...

ιί.42
14 07 Holwiit

2.Û4

Λi A i M XΚ

106%
190|
85%

7%

Water Power Co

Boston
Boston Laud Company
Mexican Central 4s
Mexican Central R 7s
Boston & Albany Railroad
Boston & Lowell Railroad
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. R.,
Wisconsin Central
Eastern Railroad Os
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R

103%

4°%
24%
Γ ο'4

Orecon Transcon

Sardinian
St Germain

$10@§12.

*03

····

...

APRIL 29.
7.51
I

J

!·■·

\

...

8.18
7 ft 6 in
7 ,t 8 in

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
WEDNESDAY, April 28.
Arrived.
Paine, Wiley, Virginia—oysters to Tiiu-

Sell S A
mons & Hawes.

Sell American Team, Handy, Philadelphia—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sell 1«"C Allen. Godfrey, Philadelphia—coal to
G R Raiway Co.
Sell Chas Ε Sears, Pratt, Philadelphia—eoal to
Casco Iron Works.
Sell Mattie J Ailes, Crockett, Raritan—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Sarah A Reed, HalloweU, New York—coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sen Susan, Grover, Pemaquid.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—J Β

Coyle.

Frank I' Lee. Lee, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Louisa Frances, Tliorndike, Rockland—
Iiensell & Tabor.
Sell

CORRESPONDENT.
SACO, April 27—Cld, sell Etna. York, PhilaFROM OUR

delphia.
April 28—Ar, sell Melissa Trask, Trask. from
Philadelphia; Addie Ε Snow, Alley, New York.

MERCHANTS' XHCHANGE.
Sid fill Cienfuegos 19th, barque Vidette, Sawyer
and Clias R Lewis, Montgomery, Delaware Breakwater; sell C H Fabens, Boston.
Ar at Cardenas 21st, sell Eva 15 Hall. Hall, from
Philadelphia; Falmouth. Clark, New York.
Ar at Matanzas
s1, brig Jennie Pliinney, Morton, Philadelphia.
Sid 22d, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Delaware
Breakwater; brigTariffa, Brown, do.
Ar at Havana 22d, sch Stephen G Hart, Pearson, New York
Sid 23d, sch Isaac Orbeton, for North of flatteras.
Sid fm Sagua 20th, barque Archer, Mitchell, for
FROM

destroyed. She is
igation.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 27th, ship Berlin, Wliitre, Queenstown.
Sid 2oth, ship Ocean King, Sawyer, Nanairao.
ASTOK1A, Ô— Sid prev to 18th, ships Henry
Villard. Perkins, and Cheesebrougb, Ericcson, for
United Kingdom.
GALVESTON—Sid 27th, sob San Damingo.Benn.itt. Richmond.
APALACHICOLA—Ar2Gth, sell Annie R Lewis
Lewis. New Orleans.
8T AUGUSTINE—Sid 24tli, sch Hope Haynes,
Gray, Jacksonville.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 2Gtli, sch Florida, Warren, New York.
FERN λ Ν 1)1 NA —Cld 27th. scli Effle J Simmons
Bulger. Giliara.
CHARLESTON—Ar 28tli, sch Victor l'uig.Harlis, Jamaica.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 25tli, sch Hattie l)unn
Poland. Galveston.
RICHMOND—Ar 2Gth,sch Morelight, Cranmer,
New York.
NORFOLK—Sid 23d, sch Nathan Esterbrook,
Vesper, eastward.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 20th, sch Fanny Whitmore. Whitmore, New York.
BALTIMORE—Below 27th,sch Mary Bradford,
Ryder, from Ponce.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th. sch John Bird,
Bird, New York.
Cld 26th, sch Maggie G Hart, Nickerson, Matanzas.
Cld 27th, sells Mima A Reed, Nash, Cardenas;
Win LRoberts, Bray. Portland; Ε H Harriinan,
Wood, Jacksonville ; Kit Carson, Smith, and C W
May, Davis, Saco.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 25tli, sch Susan Ρ
Tliurlow, Tabbut, Cardenas.
Ar 27th, brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Cardenas;
Kaluna, Coffin, Sagua.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tli, sells Nellie Woodbury,
Hodgkins, Barcaoa; Laura, St John, NB; Yankee
Maid, Rockland; R L Kenney, and Helen, do;
Hattie S Collins, Rockport ; Isabella Jewett, F'all
River; Benj Fabens, Havana; Ada Barker, Two
Rivers, NS; Clara Ε Rogers, do; Abbio Η Hodman, Sands River, NS; Diadem, Tlioinaston; SI F
Pike, Lubec; Aim Eliza, Rockland ; Lucy Ames,
and Emma L Gregory, do: 'Γ Benedict, Portland ;
Leonessa, and Corvo, Rockland ; Helen G Mosely,
Also ar 27tli, barque J 11 Rabel, Sawyer, Matauzas ; sehs Martie A Holmes, Ryan, Portland ; Gen
Bauks, St John, NB; Northern Light, do; TA
Stuart, Downing Cove; Izetta, Portland: Julia Ε
Pratt. Calais; Moses Eddy, and Carrie L llix, fin
Rockland; Speedwell, and Jennie A Jennie A
Cheney, do; Lizzie, Machiasport; L A Hodgdon,
Bootlibav.
Also ar 27th, schs A II Ilodgnian, Apple River,
NS; J s Case, DowningsCove; Η Τ Townseud,
St John. Nli; S J Watts, Addison.
Cld 27th, barque Isaac Hall, Stone, for Buenos
Avres.
Passed the Gate 28th, sch Mabel Hall, Bartlett. Amboy for Portland.
Ar 25th, sch Lackawana,
ΝEW LONDON
Smith, Philadelphia for Grotpti.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th. sell Avon, Closson,
Searsport.
Sid 27th, sells Caroline Knight, Ginn, Greenport, LI ; Mary Jane. Arev, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 25th, sells J C
Harradeu, and Adain Bowlby, New York for Boston; Mattie Holmes, So Amboy for Bangor; Jed
Fi ve, New York for Fall River.
Sid 27tli, sell Ring Dove, from Perth Amboy for
Portsmouth ; Ella M Purington, do for HalloweU ;
David Faust, liondout for do; Freddie Eaton,
Port Johnson for Salem; Viola May, Philadelphia
for Saco; Eddy Hait. Rockland for Providence.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26tli, brig lia boni,
from Elizabethport for Bangor; schsJCHarra
den, Weeliawkeu for Boston; Zampa. Hoboken
fordo; A Bowlby, liondout fordo; Ring Rove,
Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Freddie Eaton,
Aylward, do for Saco; Mattie Holmes, Amboy for
Bangor; Ella M Hawes, Amboy for Hallowell;
Helen Mar, Gardiner for Philadelphia; City of
Ellsworth, from Ellsworth for Providence.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Albert 11 Waite, McCuniber, Arroyo ; Helen Mana, Look, Elizabethport; Pusliaw, Wall, Weehawkeii; Relief, Blake,
Hoboken; Nellie K, Huntley, do; S H Ritchie,
Bartlett, Hoboken; Empress. Coffin, New York ;

And. Carbuncles result from a debilitated,
impoverished, or impure condition of the

blood. Ayer's Sarsaparilla prevents and
cures these eruptions and painful tumors,
by removing their cause; the only effectual way of treating them.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla has prevented the
usual course of Boils, which have pained
and distressed me every season for several years.— G. Scales, Plainville, Mich.
I was badly troubled with Pimples on
the face; also with a discoloration of the
skin, which showed itself in ugly dark
patches. No external treatment did
more than temporary good.
Ayer's Sar-

saparilla

effected

Cure,

A Perfect

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,
near corner of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES,

ieio

DR.

ugly Pimples and Blotches. Ayer's Sarsaparilla cured me. I consider it the be.st
blood purifier in the world.— Charles H.
Smith, North Craftsbury, Vt.

Consultation

8.

Etta Ε Tanner.
Malloch, Kastport; Clara Dlnsmore, (Jliase, LuDec
A L Mitchell. Cole, Maehias; D P. Strout, Millbridge ; Panama, Trundy, Ellsworth ; J Warren,
iirpenlaw Calais:

ι\v>>)wii>r

Sargent, Deer Isle; Pemaquid, Wheeler, Damariseotta; Alabama, Legard, Woolwich : Marmora,
Walker, Bangor; Brunette, West, Winterport;
Emma A Cutting, Howe, Bath ; Joseph Hall, Hall,
Portland.
Cld 27th, brig Carrie Ε Pickering, Marshall, for
Apalachicola ; schs Jas Β Jordan, Martin, Sydney
CB: J Kennedy, Warr, So West larbor.
Ar 28th. schs Nellie Eaton, Knowlton, Amboy ;
and Ximena. Pettigrew, Amboy; F Nlckerson,
do; Νulato, Sawyer, Iloboken; Silver Spray, Maloney, Eondout; Amirald, Clark, Calais ; Stella
Lee. Hamilton, Deer Isle.
Cld 28tii, barques Courier, (Br) Snelling, and
Ethel, Thompson, Portland.
Sid 28th, barque David Chapin; brigs Caroline
Sarah <Si Emma.
Gray. Minnie Aobie. schs
SALEM—Ar 27th,
Ximena, Pettigrew. and
Lygonia. Fullertou, Amboy; Carrie A Norton,
W
A
Ellis,
Fergtwea, Iloboken
Norfolk;
Hudson,
Sailed, schs .lames H Deputy, from Boston for
New York ; Elbrldge Gerry, Amboy for Kockland
Mlndoro, Calais for Narraganset ; Albert, do for
Nantucket.
GLOUCBSTEK-Ar 27th, schs S J Lindsay, fm
New York ; Starlight, Mt Desert.
NEWBUltYPOBX—Sid 26th, sell Jennie Lind,
Bacon. Calais.
POltTSMOUTH—At 26th. sell Ned Ρ Walker,
Dobbin New York for Dover.
Sailed, schs Fleetwood, Rockland for Boston ;
Wm 11 Archer. Belfast for New York; Mentor,
Kockland for do; Marmora, and J Ρ Merriman,
Bangor for Boston ; Fairdealer, and Panama. Ellsworth for do ; St Leon. Penobscot fordo; Flora
Grindle.Mt Desert for do; Brunette. Winterport
fordo; Il W Cushman. Eranklin for do ; Onward,
Bangor for Vineyard-Haven.
BANEOIt—Cld 27th, brig Jas Miller, Crocker,
«
St John, NF.
Foreien Ports.
At Adelaide Mch 29, barque Edw L Mayberry,
Knight, from Boston, ar 8th.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Mch 4th, barque Abbie
Carver, Pendleton, Sydney, (and sailed 13th for
Hong Kong.)
Slu Mcli 13, ship H S Sanford, Pendleton, for
Hong Kong.
Slu fm Lyttletou, NZ, Feb 21, barque S11 Bearse
Bernard, \ alparaiso.
Sid fm Shanghae Mch 10. ship Geo It Skolfleld,
Dunning, Nagasaki.
Passed Anjier Mch 16, barque Jennie Harkness
Amesbury, from Xloilo for Boston.
Ar at Port Glasgow Apl 25, ship Mt Pleasant,
Wallace, Mobile.
At Samana Apl 18, sch Nellie A Drury, Wilson,
for Port de Paix 7 days.
At Arroyo, Pit, Apl 19, sch Win Deming. Hodgkins, from Wilmington, NC, for New York about
8 days.
Sid fin Bermuda Apl 21, sch Edw Johnson,Warren, (from Cienfuegos) for Boston.
Ar at Louisburg, CB, Apl 22, brig Η Β Hussey,
Hodgdon, Portland for Sydney, CB.

tt
tako any other.
Prepared by Dr. J. O. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maes.
Prlco 81 ; six bottles, 85.

LOCKK & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
liave

Sneezing Catarrh.
The distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the ac
rid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causing choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headachcs,—liow familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who live In Ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Sanford's Kadical Cuke fob Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment in cases of simple Catarrh
gives but a faint Idea of what this remedy will do
in the chronic forms, where the breathing is obstructed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is thai the marvellous curative power of Sanford's Kadical Cuke manifests itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
lirst application. It Is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
San-ford's Kadical Cure consists of one bottle of the Kadical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, il.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

BACKS

ACHING

Backs, Pain, Weakness and Inflammation of the Kidneys, Shooting
fains through the Loins, Hip and Side
Fains, Lack of Strength and Activity
relieved in one ininnte and speedily cured by
the Ciilieura Anti-Pain Planter,a new, original, elegant and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation. At druggists, 25 c. ; five for $1.00 ; or
postage free of Potter Drag and Chemical
aprl5Th&M&w2\v
Co., ItoKtou.iTlaNd.

NEURALGIA

F. Q. FSERCE& CO.'S
THEIR SUPERIORITY

,CONCEDED
I
by

PRACTI-

CAL PAINTERS WHEREVERUSED
These Paints
composed of the beet Zinc and

âSNTS

are

Lead pigmente, ground in Pure Lin·
seed Oil to the consistency to use under
the brush.
Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be produced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.

If not for sale in your town send to
le

our

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! Ko dis·

appointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies

the ill effects of bad
d>es; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
sent postpaid in sealed

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by experts at BATCHEJjOR'S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th.St.,Ν.Y city.

eodiirnily

mayl6

New 1886 model Koyal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Urip-Fast
DeKim,—no cement,—new
Bar,—new
tachable Handle
invited
Wheelmen
Dust Shield.
to examine at my store. The
■Wheel of the year. In great demand.—A few old pattern Koyal Mails at reduced priées.

L.
I

nprii

BAILEY,

Middle Nlrftl.
dlwteodtf&w2w

THIS PAPERf:eu&nâœ^

Ira s. Locke.
dtf

Joseph A. Locke.
fel>27

HAWKES BROTHERS"
—

DEALEBSIN

—

Granite l'or liuiltliiiK, Cemetery,
and JTloiiuiuentuI Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.
MELVXN J. IlAWKES.
E. IlAWKES,
Work,
Special Attention given to Cemetery
dem
dec J 8
<τΚΟ.

Haskell & Jones,
—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

470 CONGRESS ST

1*16 Κ It Ι, Ε

Ol'I'fltilTK
uovl2

BOISE.
<16ib

Photographer,
514

Portland.
MKRESSJiT.,
work,

both in Plain and
AVe guarantee finest of
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and s ee our mammoth show of Large Plain

feblTdtf

Photographs.

Tlie Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who bave examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHAKD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Kates College
α+η+Λ

Âoortman

f Pi Λ in

'R3.

tfi

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS
lirmdly

m;irlO

NATURE'S
CURE FOR

TARRANT'S
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER
APERIENT.

Λ«.ι«τΐη.τιηι. an
elegant

efficacious, pleasPflNÇT Ρ/ΠΊΠΝ
(jUIiO I ΙΓη I lUll|.m aperient in the form of a
when dis-

powder, producing

*>

solved in water au Exhilarating. Effervescing Draught,
recommended by our best
Fliygicians as a reliable and
agreeable remedy. It cures
Constipation, cures Iudigestion, cures Dyspepsia, cures
cures
Heartburn,
l'iles,
cures Sick-Headaclie, cures
Liver Complaint, cures Sick
Stomach, and geutly urges

«

·■

ι

% fRttGL-RmKfla»
a*Gt5

FROM

WtST.

ι(φα y«y £ju)τα *u.thê
fry&HRS of VtoiD îmws
ÏHAtlto ltf&
•mu) x^msîmw&emw

ÎHÉft AtymÊiS 4tWWfi>
l'HÊ.Vn&WfcEp&t up iUiaTnC
îiiGw τ& ujSETHEliRsrgft**
Ta

ttrtftSYftrvG

we "Ivm U'«IVK

CUT RATES
To all

$5

points

Northwest,

West,

Southwest.
Secure B. & 0. Bates
before purchasing your
tickets,

AND GO

West

A. J. SIMMS,
211

issi

m

f

Sncictg nf Oecoratibr 3rt,

Λ WAS" 1,000 Self-Operating Washing Machines. If yen want one send us your name.
P. O. and express office at once. The National
apr6eod&wlm
Co., «I Dey St., Ν. Y.

SAVE

Ά

®

DiSPEPSIA%jje°ldby

Α

o£-

%

In every household
1XD
and carried by every trayelnunnrnnu
cvenj-

BIG OFFER

rfFt+fÊ

τα τή-É -cîi'r mncii fœ-tut

Sick-Headacne,^™
found

Agent,
Street,

Washington

BOSTON, MASS.

28 East 21βτ St., New York, Dec. 22,1885.
To The Jîrainerd <fc Armstrong Co.—Dear Sirs:
Having tested your embroidery silks, and finding them
In color and texture eminently satisfactory, the managers of the Society of Decorative Art believe that you
have found the secret of fast dyes. They believe It is
no longer necessary to the Society to be dependent npon
foreign manufactures. I have pleasure in telling you
that it has been decided by the board of management to
give you the silk thread business of the Society of Decorative Art. Congratulating you that yeur dyes stand
"
fast under the severest test, I am,
A. B. Blodgett,
Very truly yours,
President of the Society of Decorative Art.
Also endorsed and exclusively used
Artists of New York.

by the Associ-

ated

{T* Avoid imitations by taking only skeins bearing
If your storekeeper does
our name and guarantee tag.
not keep our goods in stock, or wMl not get tnem fôr
you, send us yoiir address on a postal card. AVaste
Einbroulex'y Silk, uasorted colors, 40c. per oz.
Send postal note to

The Brainerd & Armstrong Co.,
SPOOL SILK

Kingston

35

VIA

IHANUFACIJIRERS,

Street, Boston.
eodlm

apl3

Baltimore&OhioRl
eodlni

ap20

-PAINTS

BURDOO

cassât

Burdock Blood Bitters
Purify the Blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Sound. Refreshing Sleep.
Burdock Blood Bitters
WILL

For all purposes
And in any quantity.
Finest quality of .Mixed
House Paints,

Wlaite Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan.
Varnishes, Oils.
Brushes, Alabastine,

begets

for

Calsoin Finish,
Tube Colors.

That Tired.

Bronze Powders, &c.
are of the finest quality,
and will be sold at lowest
market prices»

H. H. HAY & SON,
Junction Middle and Free Streets,
PORTLAND, MAINE·

eodTliS&Tu2m

api-l

58 MAGIC
STARCH,
—

SVIAGIC

MADE

BY

FIFE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

CO.

STARCH

FINEST AND

BEST

IN THE WOBL».

NEEDS NO COOKING
Producing a rich, beautiful Gloss and Stilfuess.
yet introduced can be
pared with the MAGIC.

Oue Package will do the Work of Two
Pounds of Ordinary Starch.
Sold under guarantee of manufacturers.

MUTUAL SAFETY INS. CO.
OF PHILADELPHIA.
Toïal Ami·
Total liabilities

Oaitetaodiug Scrip

COUSENS & TOMLINSON,
WHOLESALE GROCERS, Agents,
POUTLAMD, MB.

The Delaware

com-

Stnrch

MARRETT,

Formerly ITIarretf, fit ai ley & Co.,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that lie lias associated himself

—

CO.,

NO. 21 FREE STREET,
wheru he wii be pleased to sec all who may be in
want of

Carpetings

of Any

Portland, March 29,188G.

Description.
marSO-dlm

STORJLGB.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
1vl4dtf

Ko.

S9S Coinmerciul fii.ee

gaa/Aand FIN l'l l.A treated with
tlie knife ory fi "out the use of
L ^ detenslon from business, also
mall other diseases of the Kecj
Ilium. Cure guaranted. WM.
■
■ MMWUEAD (M. D. Harvard 1842)
and ROBERT M. READ (SI. I). Harvard 1876),
Κνηηκ Iloune, No. 175 Tremout St., Howton.
References given. Consultation free. Sen I
for pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 Λ. M. to 4 P. M.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly
a
Etpfe Β 8
g ||
mJ El

NOTICE.

LET-Α pleasant su'te of rooms unfurMay be
nished, at 827 CONGRESS ST.
27-1
seen between the hours of 4 and 7 p. in.

$1,251,904.68

870,050.00

AI'PLICATIONSSRECEIVED BY

States for

7

ap6

having
ti'ie"District of"NewofHampshire,
all the
in

and
parties
A. 1).
interest thereto, at the May term thereof,
May, 1885, in
1885, to wit on the twelfth day of Trust
Mercantile
the
Company
which proceeding
the Portland &
et als., were complainants and
et als., were deOgdensburg Railroad Company
of foreclosure
decree
fendants, the following iinal
filed and entered
was entered bv said curt and
of record in said cause, to wit:
it is or"Upon consideration of the premises,
there has hedered, adjudged ami decreed, thatbonds
given
the
by
due
and
upon
come
payable
said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
said
from
company,
the
mortgage
and secured by
of our
dated the first day of November in the year
and by
Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-one. the said
out.
the other mortgages hereinafter set
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
and the same is
seven hundred forty-tour dollars,
Kailstill owing by said Portland & Ogdensburg
road Company, and is secured by said mortgages
the
to
pay
failure
the
and
that
and each of them,
of the
sum heretofore due as aforesaid is a breach
of
those
ami
aforesaid
of
the
conditions
mortgage
hereinafter more particularly set out ; so that unless said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company or persons or corporations claiming by,
through or under It, shall within the time herein
fixed, pay said sum of one million five hundred
ninety thousand seven hundred forty-four dollars
as aforesaid, and sucli other sums as may meanwhile come due upon the bonds aforesaid, said
Portland & Ogdensburg liailroad Company, and
all other persons or corporations claiming by,
through or under it, ought to be foreclosed and
forever barred from redeeming from said mortgages.
it is thereupon further ordered, adjudged and
decreed by the court, that said Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corunder it. may
porations claiming by, through or
within six months hereafter pay Into the registry
of this court said sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand, seven hundred forty-four
and payable as
dollars, being the amount overdue
aforesaid, to be distributed by this court to the
the same, and may
persons entitled to receive
likewise pay into the registry of said court ail
other sums coming due and payable within said
six months aforesaid, said latter sunn to be likewise distributed by said court to the persons entitled to receive the same; and that in default of
such payments by said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, or persons or corporations
claiming by, through or under it, whether of said
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
seven hundred forty-four dollars already due and
other
payable as hereinbefore set out, or of said
six
sums coming (lue and payable within said
months, said Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad
claimand corporations
Company and all persons
ing by, through or under it, shall be and are for
ever barred and foreclosed from redeeming irom
any of the mortgages following, to wit: The mortgages from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company to Samuel E. (Spring, Weston F. Milliken and George F. Emery, dated the first day of
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred aud seventy-one, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Weston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
first day of April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Weston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
fifteenth day of May in the year of ourLord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Nathan Webb and Weston F. Milliken, dated the
of our
twenty-fifth day of February, in the yearand
that
Lord eighteen hundred ànd eighty-four;
Webb
Nathan
F.
Milliken,
thereupon said Weston
iinii nnrsttin N. .lose, as trustees, saiu ,lose being
the successor under said mortgages ot samuei«is.
and
Spring, deceased, their survivors, successors
assigns shall and do become as such trustees absolutely the owners of all the railroad of said
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, lo
c ted and to be located in Portland, in tlie State
of Maine, and thence to its termination at the
western boundary line of the State of New Hampshire, and of all the stations and fixtures appurtenant thereto, and of all the rights acquired by
lease or contract In any railroads forming any
to Ogdenspart of the tnrough line from Portlandever
taken
burg, and of all lands and tenements
or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
of
and
Company for the purposes of its railroad,
all the franchises of said Portland & Ogdensburg
and
operate
Railroad Company to build, maintain
said railroad, granted by said States of Maine or
New Hampshire, and of all the cars, engines or
other movable furniture, machinery anil equipments of said railroad, and of all other personal
property appertaining to or connected with the
customary u«e aud working of said railroad aud
machinery thereof, and of all the privileges and
appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and
of all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended to be conveyed bv
said mortgages or any of them, subject to the
prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, dated the first day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which
have been or may be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, appointed in this cause receiver
of said railroad and its appurtenances, or by his
successor; but free from all claims and rights of
the said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by,
through or under it, to redeem the same or any
part thereof from said Webb, Milliken and Jose
as such trustees, their successors, survivors or assuit

signs."

And whereas, after the six months allowed as
period of redemption in the decree above recited had expired, at the October term of said
court, viz : on the fifteenth day of December, A.
D. 1885, it having been found by said court that
none of said sums had been paid either into the
registry of the court or otherwise, a further final
decree of foreclosure of said mortgages was
ordered by said court and was filed and entered
of record in said cause in the terms following :
"Thereupon this court dotli order that said
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroau Company, and
all persons and corporations claiming by, through
er under it, be aud are forever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from any of the mortgages
following, to wit: the said mortgage to said
Spring, Milliken and Emery, dated the first day of
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred seventy-one, and the said mortgages to
said Spring, Milliken and Webb, dated respectively the first day of April in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred eighty-two, the fifteenth day of
May in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
eighty-two, and the twenty-fifth uay of February
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred eightyfour ; aed that said Weston F. Milliken, Nathan
Wobb aud Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, have become, as such trustees, absolutely the owners of
all tile railroad of said Portland & Oedensburg
Railroad Company, located, and to be located in
Portland, in the State of Maine, and thence to its
termination at the western boundary line of the
State of New Hampshire, and of all lights acquired by lease or contract in any railroads forming
any part of the through line from Portland to OgdensDurg, and of all lands and tenements ever
taken or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company for the purposes of its railroadl
and of all the franchises of sa'd Portland & Og
densburg Railroad Company to build, maintain
and operate said railroad, granted by said States
of Maine and New Hampshire, and of all the
cars, engines, or other movable furniture, machinall
ery and equipments of said railroads, andorofconother personal property appertaining to,
nected with the customary use and working of
said railroad and machinery thereof, and of all
the privileges and appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and of all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended
to be conveyed by said four mortgages first hereinbefore described, or any of them, subject to
said prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, dated the first day of
November, in the year of our Lord, eighteen
hundred and seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which have been or may be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, aopointed in this
cause receiver of said railroad and its appurtenances or by lus successor, but free from all
claims and rights of the said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by, through or under it, to redeem
the same or any part thereof, from said Webb,
Milliken and Jose, as such trustees, their success
ors, survivors or assigns."
And whereas by said decrees the right of redeeming said mortgages has been finally barred
and foreclosed, and by force of the Statutes in
such case made and provided and by operation of
law, the bondholders under said mortgages, their
successors and assigns, are constituted a corporation as of the date of the foreclosure for all the
purposes and with all the rights and powers, duties and obligations of said original Portland &
Ogdensbnrg Railroad Company by its charter, and
with all the franchises, rights, powers, privileges
aud obligations conferred upon said bondholders
and upon said new corporation by Chapter 607 of
the Private and Special Laws of the State of Maine
for the year 1885, entitled "An act in relation to
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company"
and aDnroved March 5. 1885, and bv a Statute of
the

the State οί New

Hampshire

act

in

corporation.
City of Portland Bv

C. J. CHAPMAN.
WHITMAN SAWYER,
JOHN P. HOBBS,
Committee on the reduction of the City debt hereunto duly authorized by order of the City Council approved March 30, A. D. 1886.
J. S. RICKER.
DANIEL F. EMERY.
WILBUR F. LUNT.

ap22
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UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.
i.

Holy Children. ($1), by Stanford,^;l
Cantata of great power and brilliancy.

Riehter'» lXnrniouy,
Bichter's
(52) ;
Counterpoint, ($2) and Iiichtcr'ti Fugue,
($2), are three standard books on composition, by
an eminent German Harmonist.

SPECIALIST,

The best and most complete editions

Aidn, ($2); Hells of C'orneville ($1.50);
Boeeueio (Ç2) ; Carmen ($2); Fatinitz» ($2);
l.nkui*. ($2); ITIarilnnu ($2);
j?f ellitofele
(S2) ; Mignon ($2.50); Zenobin (§2); and

est

Send for lists.
JVIii.ic, in quantity.
Orchestral parts furnished when desired.

a

PARK

ROO.TIS

ply

WANTKD-Milk customers.
Keeping 21
τ τ
cows. 1 am prepared to furnish pure inllk
to
one cow's milk for Infants and inpatrons;
my a
valids
specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Is-

TO

land during summer months without extra charge
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
Peering, Me.
apr27-4

people of Portland and vlcinWANTED—The
ty to know that MRS. J. WESLEY JOHNthe celebrated Medical
Clair-

LET.

voyant. late of Boston, has

St.
good tenement at 40 Green ExΤ Enquire ofj.C.
WOODMAN, 10Û1/·!
28-1
change St.

daily.

to know that

Cadwell's Patent Adjustable Roof
WANTKD-Carpenters
trial
responsible parties. Recollect

Τ
gas
ΙΟ LET-Α nice tenement, seven rooms, gas
St.
TOand Sebago. G. SAWYER, 200 Middle
26-1

to
holes, no danger,
and see
Come
pitch.
Portland Me.

on

seven

or

exchange

496
etc., at the NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE,
27-1
Congress street. S. Schryver, Prop.

boarders for the summer;
location pleasant and healthy. Address
MRS. E. G. POWELL, Box 58, Cumberland Cenapr27-4
tre, Maine.

WANTED—Lady

LET-Α nice new summer cottage, pleasantly and conveniently situated on Long
Island, Casco Bay ; good steamer accommodations.
For particulars call atDEARING'S BAKERY, No.
22-1
399 Congress St.

TO

;

address immediately,
St., Portland, Me.

or

TO

and vest makers can
prices, at FRED.
S. SOCLE'S, Merchant Tailor. Freeport, Me. 27-1

Flageolet.

jan7

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston
»od&w2w
apr8

CKRHAN IS TUMI CI RE
liiAtuiitly relieve* the

mo*t violent attack*,
anil tfimuree comfort-.able uleep. Usod by
the
disease direct, relax-11
thus
reaching
inhalation,
Λ g Ι « α*
es the spasm, facilitates free
and EFFECTS V? U ί"ζ £»
expectoration,
A trial ronvincee the Bloat1
fail.
remedies
all
other
|where
effect.
skeptical of It» immédiat indirect and never-falling
Price 60c. and #1.00; of drugidHts or by mall. Trial
Ina.

I

ITInsou'a E'iunoTechnic. $2.50), are constantly increasing in favor, as most valuable aids
to practice. All teachers should use them.
Any book mailed for retail price.

ASTHMA

eodtf

apr9

d&wl4-3m

second hand tents about 13
Address
one 8 by 10.
27-2
Exchange

WANTED—Good
by 17, with fly and
St.
45

TO

BINDERY,

WANTED-By
SITUATION
mal· cook, does not
liquor
furnish the best of reference.

LET.

26-1
MIDDLE ST., City, Room 1,up stairs.
wanting lumber or any
kind of freight moved to any part of the
bay please call at 63 COMMERCIAL ST. 26-1

THE

WANTED—Parties*

to

ATLANTIC

HOTEL· PROPRIETORS- Having
(25) years, I offer

TOexperence of twenty-five
my

service» as

and 27 Park

Young's. 272 Middle
lor,

24 2

H.

coat and pants mak-

at M. M. NANSEN, Tai24-1
streets.

cor.

24-1

boy 16or 18
VITANTED-A strong reliable week.
Address
τ »
years old ; wages #3.60 per
24-1
Office.
Press
WORK,

27-1

married man, em-

a
any

young
kiua of honorable busiWANTED—By
ployment In
Address C.
years in last situation.

Furniture

ness

; was ten

22-1

P.. Près» Office.

YSTANTED—A carriage painter or a &good
CO.
τΤ
second hand at ouce. Apply GREEN
22-1
Carriage & Sign Painters, Woodfords Cor.

Barnes- foot power
35 Milk
27-1

BALE-Very
circular saw. C. B. THUK8TON,
FOR

who wants his

gentleman
cleansed to
suit repaired
old overcoat
WANTED—Every
reasonable price, to go to
at
look like
or

or

SALE—Land and buildings belonging
to the late Augustus C. Barker, In Cape Elizabeth. lVt story house, nearly new, 7 rooms, ell
and wood house connected with large stable, and
0
hennery; everything in splendid condition;
acres of land under high state of cultivation ;
abundance of strawberries, apples, pears, &c. ;
the
pleasant location, twenty minutes drive f'om
city. Also 5 acres of land. 200 rods from above,
Ill
BAKKËK.
PELEG
to
very desirable. Apply
26-1
State street.

a

new.

FOR

KKED W. GROS8TUCK,

17-2

Middle St.

26(i

know that MRS. DR.
PITTS, Medical Clairvoyant and Business
Medium gives sittings dally for a short time at No.
5C Free St. 60 cents for ladles and J1.00 for gen15-2
tlemen.

WANTED-People

to

person owning a piano to
know that all Instruments under my exclusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths. X
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner, P. 0. adat Horse R. R.
dress, Deering, Me. Order slate
apr3-4
Station, Portland, Me^
gentleman who has apiece
made
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be
at a reasinto a nice spring suit, overcoat or pants,
GROSSTUCK,
W.
to
FREO
onable price, to go
17-2
Tailor, 266 Middle St.

WANTED—Every

SALE—The Williams Cottage, stable
and one acre of land, at Pond Cove, one of
the most delightful situations on the Cape Ejizabeth Coast. Good fishing in the immediate vicinity. Pure spring water, and everything that the
heart can wish. Enquire of S. X). HALL, No.
26-3
105V2 Exchange street.

FOR

WANTED—Every

SALE OR TO LET-House and stable
t. D.
No. 27 Green St., formerly occupied
Small. Possession iriven May 1, 1886. Enquire
on premises or address C. D. SMALL, Cornish,
20-!
Me.

by

lady about to marry,
to
every lady or GENTLEMAN intending
themselves with a
a journey, to
Lined Leatheroid Trunk" and have their

WANTED-Emrprovide
go on
"Steel

SALE —Choice lots of land on Congress
Sherman and St. John
streets;
Express Wagon, Phaeton and HarC. P. WALDRON 40 Exchange St.
ness.

FOR
Cumberland, Grove,
also

Send for
mussing.
apparel taken safely without
LEATI1Κ KO ID
the
to
illustrated circular
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

Ènquire

FOR
workers.

St.

BOILERS WANTED—From 10

toR sale—one Black
Walnut Bedstead and French Dresser; one
Black
painted pine set; one single pine set; one
Walnut Hat Tree; one large Easy Chair; one Sofa.
27 1
736 CONGRESS STREET.

FOR

prices
by the

50

1ΛΟΚ

St.

ran

WINSLOW PACKING
horse power.
to
STEAM
CO., .31 '/3 Exchange St.. Portland.

SALE—Residence in Gorham Village,
consisting of 2V4 story house, with shed and
stable connected, allin perfect repair: 17 acres
land, orchard of 300 trees and variety small fruits ;
soil, fine scMiery. Address Box 111, G Or-

a

V·

order slate at D.

WANTED—Immediately,
ers; steady work,
North and Congress

second hand wood cook
stove in good order. Apply at 544Vi CON28-1
GRESS ST.,
a

low,

vupuuiv

to tune; special
care to pianos tuned

F.

year.

good
am, Me.

nao lotauii,

and particular
WANTED—Pianos
JONES,
CHAS.

apriodtf

FOR HALE

FOR

uier* ui

out of
lug full charge. No objection toIDgoing
Free street,
the state. Address, M. G. W.,
24-1
Portland.

tenements;
THREE
street; all in first-class order: rent $14 per
at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
month.

Inquire

do

general
capable girl
WANTED—A
housework ; good wages. Apply at No. 55
26-1
ST.

To Let.

No. 22 Exchange street.

tobacco

Inquire 228 Vi

can

second floor of Mechanics Buldlng corner
of Congress and Casco Sts. .comprising two
suites of ante-rooms with modern conveniences,
suitable for Dentists, Doctors. Lawyers, Dressmakers or other parties desiring good accommowith
dations; also a moderate sized nail, together
the Library Hall on the first floor for transcient
97
Emery
M.
A.
BLANCHARD,
of
use. Inquire
AMSt.; JOHN B. THORNDIKE, 71 Salem St.;
BROSE GIDDINGs, 2*0 Spring St.,or of FRANK
apr22d2w
1 BRETT, Supt.. 39 Casco St.

No9. 23, 25

first-class
and

a

or

use

_____

MALE—Cheap,

27-1

pant
WANTED—Coat,
Hud steady work, at good

at 114
17 3

LET—Joiuer's shop with three good benchIncircular saw.
es, mortise machine and
Commercial
quire of A. K. P. LE1GHT0N, 288
4tt

ASSOCIATION—TO

off Clothina

cast

buy $1,000
call
WANTED—To
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid
MR. S. LLVY, 97 Middle

LET—Summer Cottage; my summer cotHENRY. C. PEAtage on Peaks Island.
22-1
BODY. Cor. Congress and Exchange St.

M. C. M.

they

and silver, for which

TO

TOOXFORD ST.

nail
can be adjusted to any
them at KING & DEXTER'S,
apr27-4
110

gold
taken In
WANTED—Old
highest cash prices will be paid,
for watcnes, Jewelry, silverware, etc.,

LBT-The 1st of May, part of house No
108 Brackett St., containing eight rooms;
also large yard aud fruit garden attached; terms
be$21.00 per month ; Inquire on the premises
24-1
tween 9 a. m. and 12 in.

room

send

we

Brackets

I.ET—For the summer a nice l'iano. En28-1
qulre at lie WINTER ST.,

LET—A convenient furnished

Business
rooms at Mrs.
sittings
27-1

66 Free street, and will give
Farrell'f.
Ladies SO cts. ; (ients 75 cts.

»

street.

and
taken

SUM,

Ο LET-A

Ο

at

land street.

—

TO

ΡΛΙΝΤΚΗ
J. F. IIOVEY'S, No. 71 Fort28-1

pAKKUCK
at ouce

LET-A few unfurnished rooms
at
to be let, also a few furnished ones. Apply
Middle■—Jaand
the ST. JULIAN HOTEL·, Corner of
22-1
Plum Streets.
quiet
I.ET-In Boston. If you want a nice
for a <laj or
room when you come to Boston,
MORTON, Η
week, call on or address. MRS.
Avenue at
Briggs Place. South End, off Shawmut
1-4
242, Boston, Mass.
to

febl5-3in

Wanted.

SALE—Just arrived from Nova Scotia,

to do general housework. Call at 144
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

load of horses ; good dmers and
For sale by L. W. OYER, East Deering.

GIRL

one car

Wanted.
SALE—Three story brick house 206
Danforth St. ; thirteen rooms, gas and good
24-1
water. Enquire at the PREMISES.

GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 144 PINE STREET in the forenoon.

FOR

CAPABLE

SALE—Or to let; two cottageson Peak's
I sland, within five miuutes walk of Jones'
Landing. Enquire or address C. I. KIMBALL,
21-tf
112 Free St.

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.

great discount, a large,
sloop rigged lighter; tonnage, 35 77-100 net;
P. Μ. II., Richmond,
MRS.
age, 3 years. Address
ap21-4
Me., P. O. Box 125.

FOR

SALE—At

a

bargain; the

splendid
the late Israel True, situated
FOR
inthe town of Freeport, is
the
SALE—A

sale
village
This farm cousists of about 70 acres of excellent
land, more than half of which is bounded by the
ocean ; there is a good thrifty orchard, a never
failing well of water, a house of eight rooms anda
barn 40x50 feet. This farm will be sold at a
Bth of May.
great bargain if purchased beforetotheBENJAMIN
For further information apply
20-2
TRUE. City Building, Portland, Maine.

CITÏ ADVERTISEMENT».

CITY OF PORTLAND.

To Iniiholders and Yietnalers in the
City of Portland.

ΓΟR SALE—House on Lincoln St., Wood•Γ forrd's Corner. Deering, consisting of 9 pleasant rooms; marble mantles, Sebago water; also
on same street, 3 lois; also 6 of tne best house
lots in Deeering on Pearl St., situated on side of
the Hill, high and dry good drainage, Sebago
water, etc. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 480 Con20-2
gress St.
SALE—The standard machine for making the combined wire cable and picket fence ;
also the fence, which is becoming daily more and
Address H. W. CASWELL, Yarmure popular.
mouthville, sole agent for Cumberland County, Me.

the Licensing

hereby given
NOTICE
Board of the City of Portland will
the Aldermen's Room at City Building,
that

is

meet at

on Monday
third day of May next at 7.S0 o'clock p. m for
and
Inholucrs
to
the purpose of granting licenses
Vierualers.who may then and there apply therefor
reis
dollars
liuudred
A bond in the sum of three
quired in all cases.
Given under our hands, this twenty-third day of
April, A. D. 1886.
Charles J. Chapman, Mayor.
George W. Beale,
Virgil C. Wilson,
Horace H. Richer,
Thomas McMahone, Aldermen.
Whitman Sawyer,
William Μ. Marks.
Herbert G. Briggs,
Henry W. Hf.rsey, Cltv Treasurer,
Geo. C. Burgess. City Clerk,
Licensing Board of theCity of Portland. ap24td

the

FOR

SALE—A farm in the town of Gray,
containing 53 acres of excellent land, well
watered; iy2 story house containing nine rooms;
buildings in good repair; % of a mile from Gray
Corner ; will de sold at a bargain. For particulars
or W.
enquire on tht^premises of \V. C. DICKEY, 19-2
L. DICKEY, Woodfords Corner.

Î^OR

CITY OF

sale—A desirable house and land at
one mile
a
stable;
; story
about two acres of land in good state of cultivato
the
city; terms
tion; fruit trees; easy of access
F. V.
easy. For further particulars enquire οι
CHASE. Union Mutual Building, Portland, or of
MRS. JEROME OSGOOD, on the premises. 16-2

FOR
Bradley's Corner, Deering, within
and half house and
of Portland

PORTLAND.-

Office of the Board of Health, 1
April 17, 1886. f
Is hereby given to all house-holders,
that all applications for cleaning privyvaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
aprl7dtf

NOTICE

SALE—Rare chance, an old established
a thorcan
rally
bought forAd-a
for
cause
is
the
sickness
selling.
small sum ;
dress M. JUN10, 254 Main St., Charlestown,
16-2
Mass.

ÏjiOR
cigar and tobacco store, situated ou
be
cen
located;
oughfare,

SALE—At Gray Corner, Maine, twostory house, with one half acre of land, near
churches, schools and post office; excellent school
inprivileges. For further information please
15-2
quire ol G. W. NEWBEGIN. Gray, Me.

ironing sianion

FOR

on

dtf

feb4

farm of
from

one mHe
now for

SALE.—One mile from the city,

ap24dtf

WASTED.

FOR

18 M 86.

line

of horse cars, 5W acres Land ; 2 story House
FOR
Wood House, Carriage House and
11

rooms;
other out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.
10-4

GOV. MORRILL

SALE—The freighting sloop Island
Belle, with the good will of the business ;
been established for 5 years. CAPT. S. S. YORK,
30-4
Peaks Island, Me.

FOR

u

A V

17

Uonl nmnrl

Frrtiri

Jt1

$6.00 per cord ; delivered ;
C. W. YORK, 60 Commercial St.

hnhhina

Record 2.32Ά ; aire of Dr. Smith trial 2.281,4.
Gov. Morrill is a choice black, with star in face,
stands 1G hands high, and weighs 1150 lbs. was
foaled May 7, 1875, bred by A. I. Allen, Hebron.
Me., sire Knox Morrill son of Winthrop Morrill
(dam by Gen. Knox), Gov. M. dam by imported
Annfleld, 2d, dam S. T. B., Morgan descent, Annfield was selected by the speciaragent of the N.
S. Government and was brought from England to
N. 8. where he was purchased by Col. T. 8. Lang
and brought to Maine to improve our stock of
breeding mares; he was bred iu England and was
a successful ruuner, winning the Goodword and
Newmarket stakes, and second in the Eng. Derby.
Gov. Morrill's size, style, color, disposition, bottom and speed together with power to transmit
these good qualities to his offspring, makes lilni a
desirable horse to breed to.
He will make the season of 1880 at Presumpscot
Park, Deerlng, Maine.

fin 1V

telephone 66ti.
30-4

*1I,E-Peaks Island Batliing House,
with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
C.
will of the business. No. 60 Commercial St.
30-4
W. YORK.

FOR

Ν ΑΙ.Ε OK

TO Ι,ΚΤ-House No. 259
Inquire of JOHN

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton.
FOR
30 Market St.
P.

j-tf

HOBBS,

F

OK MALE—A lot of Steam
W A It REX'S, 244 Commercial

Coal at I). S.
22-1
St.

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.
the estate of the late Lemuel

part
Commercial, near India
Ί1ΠΑΤ
Dyer situated
feet of land and
about
of

ou

street, containing
10,000
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
Also lots on Tur
or a manufacturing business.
ner, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the Eastern Promenade. For particulars and terms of
AUG. P. PULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

STEAM

PRINTING

TERMS,

HOUSE

ImroKTED

a successful business
undersigned having
retire on account of his

and now wishing to
age oilers his splendid establishment for sale on
fair inventory. For particulars, address
1. C. FESTNER, Omaha, Nebraska.
d2w*
aprl7

WINES and LIQUORS

a

OF ALL· KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB SALS

A HEALTHY PLACE.

BT

R. STANLEY & SON,

Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Chebeaguc Island. d6mos

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

»

inarO

00

aprl0d3w*

FOR SALE.

THE

$25

the season, cash or approved note at time of
service. Mares not proving in foal can be returned next season free of charge. Mares kept at
stable at owner's risk for $3.00, or at pasture for
50 per week.
$1
*
For further particulars call upon ASBEK M.
SAVAGE, at the track, or address,
L. W. DYER. East Deerlng, Me.
fm*

Also General

HUHINE»» CHANCES.

importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

ManagersJor

New England for tfie

SUMMIT MUEKAL SPRING WATER,

MALE—One of the best country drug
in a live town of
competition; reut only
population ;
bus$150 a year; licensed, and doing an average
iness of $100 a week; owner obliged to sell: price
Apply to ADAMS' DRUGGISTS
$2000 cash.
31-4
AGENCY, 267 Washington St.. Boston.

FOR
stores in the State of Mass.,
small
5000

UAKUlaol*.

PHOM

n*|KE.

wive*,'that

stock salary and
other
WANTED—Agents
outfits
Address, stating

bererï
the subscriber has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
EDWARD R. BURNS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required tu exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment

ereuces.

to

A«5ENTS WANTED.
to
;
nursery
free.
M. V. B. CHASE,

LOUT

sell fruit trees and
expenses
names of ref
Augusta, Maine. 31-4

MARGARET A. BURNS, Adm'x.
aprl5dlawTli3w·
0, 1880.

Portlttd, April

Water.
Dirigo Mineral Dirigo
water

im

digestion
and
is always palatable, refreshing
refreshing
healthful. Delivered daily, coo! andwill
the
keep
cans
from the spring. Our improved
use of cans free
water cool from 86 to 48 hours ;
Iced water

;

rums

proves it:

AND POUND.

the following Hat Blocks, viz.
The Mikado, Rival, Celeste, Adoras, Rhea,
FOUND—That

water per

Kid High Button Boot for
ladies I have ever seen for $1.50 ; better than
usually sold for «2.50. Don't class this with comIt is true, or 1 should
mon snoe advertisements.
not say so. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress St.

10 cents.

11.'5 Fore

je23

D

best

2-1-1

gallon

UUNDLETT IJKOS., Proprietors,

(Turban) lone, Yum Y uni. Jaunty, Arragon and
30 others are the best.
Done over by S\V 1Î ETSIR, Ladies' Hat Presser, 544 Congress Btreet.

FOUND-The

i*

Notice

Rubier

Winner'* Idenl Methods, (each 75 cents),
are famous rind really good cheap Methods for
Violin, for Flute, for Accordéon, for Cornet, for
Banjo, for Guitar, for Fife, for Clarinet and for

choic-

BUTTER STOKE, 41 Free
3»2

or

Aei3NT8.-Addres» at
αΐΛΛΑ!ΙΑ1'Αιιντ<>
SlvUVonce, Pit. SCOTT'S ELECTRIC! UOOUS,
813 Broadway, New York. Tho Only Ueuulae.
eod3m
apri7

Librettos, full and complete, of 80 operas, for 25
cents each. Cheap editions, 15 cents each.

at

fresh country eggs
St.

one

or

paid;

many others.

know that McCobb

TO
flight, excellent bath room accommodations.
reliable and experenced salesAddress
This Is a good large room for two gentlemen
WANTED-A
woman In
fancy goods store.
without
28-1
and wife; will be let with
at 100
statjngexperience, etc. X. H. Press Office.
gentleman
oard. Kor further particulars, enquire 27-1
WANTED- ApSTREET, (Park St. Block.)

WILSON,

Treats complicated Diseases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
and Examination
frre
Conxultntion
in.
to
Si
m.
9n.
from
p.
janl5dtf

to

can

eodDm

Three

Opera».

An

relation to tlie bondholders of the Portland & Ogdeosbiirg Iîailroad Company" and approved July
IT, 1885:
Now therefore, the undersigned, severally holders of bonds secured by said mortgages, for and
In behalf of said bondholders and said uevv corporation, in pursuance of the provisions of the
chapter of the Revised Statutes of Maine
fifty-first
una of the eaid Special Act of the Legislature of
Maine relating to the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, approved March E. 1885, do
hereby give notice that the first meeting of said
new corporation will be holden in Portland in the
State of Maine at the office of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Compony at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of TUESDAY the eighth day of June, A.
D. 1880. for the following purposes:
(1)—To prepare or cause to be prepared a list
of the bondholders in attendance with the number
of bonds and overdue coupons represented.
(2)—To ascertain and verify all outstanding
bonds and overdue coupons and provide for exchanging the same for certificates of stock.
(3)—To organize said corporation and choose a
Clerk, Directors and other officers.
for the new corporation.
(4)—To adopt aa name
(5)—To adopt code of by-laws for the government of the new corporation.
(6)—To adopt measures to obtain a settlement
with the trust es under said mortgages, and suitable and sufficient conveyances from them of all
right, title and interest acquired by them as trustees by virtue of said mortgages and the foreclosure thereof.
(7)—To transact any other business that may be
necessary to perfect the legal organization of said

MUSIC BOOKS.
new

entitled

public

furnish them with the
WANTEV-The
and tord
Fine cheese and
creamery and dairy butter.

TO

LET—A front room, furnished, up

jurisdiction of said

WM. ALLEN, JR.

with

W. T. K9LBORN &

83,633.837.83
770,9113.14

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

dim

apr24

MR. JAMES S.

Gekts:—I have been subject to Sick
Ileadacbe for years, and have tried, in
vain, many advertised remedies and several physicians, but all to no purpose. At
last I tried your Β. B. Bitters—without
much faith, I admit—but to-day I can
truly say, that after taking the third bottle,
I have not suffered from it. I recommend
it to all my friends; several have been
cored by it. My little grandson was permanently cured of Biliousness and Sick
Headache, which wna so severe as to
cause convulsions.
They have all ceased
since he commenced the use of B.B.B.
'MRS. 15. CI. BOOLE,
Urange, .Luzerne uounty, ira.

—

Ρ1ΙΚΙ.,ΑΟΕ:ΐ.ΡΙΙΙΛ, PA.

E3?~IVo

Weary Feeling.

Sick flcadache.

goods

All

agents.

lÂTCHËLOR'SGELEERATÊD HAIR DYE

mer

LANCASTER BUILDING,

whoie-

H. II. IIA If & SON, Portland, I?Ie.
eod3m
mar20

MIDDLE
STREET,
office.
door» »ml of loi

180

HASKELL & JONES,

IWeak

Dli. C. W. BENSON, o( Baltimore, Md., has (iis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
iu the world and invariably cures
Wick Kflenrîachc, Ncrvosi* llcmlnchc, IVcuI'ulifin, Νri'Voii>·ιιKleeplriiMliesK,
l'ami,.!., Ml. Villi-.' Diiucf,
and all nervous troubles, as tliey act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist Γη the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—BOe a
box. "or (i boxes for $2.CO. Office 154 N. Howard
St.. Baltimore.
aprSdGmnrmcTli

removed to

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

TT&Sly

Sooken.
No date, off Sand Key, barque Levcnter, from
Matanzas for North of Hatteras.

aprleodlm*

free.

Ask for Ayer's
be persuaded to

tebl

CHASE,

metaphysician,

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
byall druggists.
Sarsaparilla, and do not

W.

C.

Threw

and I have not been troubled siftce.—
T. W. Boddy, Biver st., Lowell, Mass.
I was troubled with Boils, and my
I began
health was much impaired.
due
using Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and, in and
all
the
time,
disappeared,
eruptions
my health was completely restored.—
John B. Elkins, Editor Stanley Observer,
Albemarle, N. C.
I was troubled, for a long time, with a
humor which appeared on my face in

Is sold

Boone TO LET.

certain

Street,

Ifliddle

ISO

—

Memoranda.
Barque Clias Forbes, llucknam, from New York
anchored 111 the baysteering with tackle
over the stern, and appeared to have twisted rudBarque Carrie Heckle, Prince, at Latmceton from Boston, reperts, Dec 15, had a gale from
NNWand shipped a sea which stove stern rail
and filled cabin with water.
Barque Ibis, which was run into and sunk a few
mouths since by barque Heury Warner, is to be

Pimples, Boils,

Boston.

for Callao, put back 27th and
below New York. She was

der head.

nav-

01

Philadelphia.

Arat Uuautanamo 17tli, barque Evanell, Colcord. Barbadoes.
Ar at Liverpool Apl 26, steamer Parisian, from
Portland.
Ar at Rosario Mcli 18, sch Nalium Ciiapin, Arey
Boston.
Sid Feb 4, barque Fred Ε Richards, Tliorndike,
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Hong Kong Mch|17, barques Escort, Waterli use. and Fred 1* Litchfield, Bartlett, Newcastle. NSW; 22d, ship Josephus, Rogers, do.
Sid fill Glbara Apl 20th, barque Agate, Powers,
New York.
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of the noted specfalyears. Treated by moat
ists of the day with no benefit, ennui /nmtetf
then
hundreds of othand
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in three months,
A plain, simple and sucers by same process.
Address
T. 8. PAGE, 128
cessful home treatment.
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AMUSEMENTS.
Si Portland Theatre—May Blossom.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Metaphysical and Mental Healing.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kid Glove Sale—Hines Brothers.
Wanted—Tenement.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
For Sale·-House.
Interesting—Owen, Moore & Co.

Wanted—Agents.

Mutual Relie! Society.
Wanted—Waitress.
Maine Real Estate and Business Agency—3.
For Sale—Phaeton.
I)r«ss Buttons—Rines Brothers.
Wanted Girl.
To Let—New Cottage.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

Citizen's

to Buyers of Hats.
Perry has all of the latest styles.
Perry has just what you want for spring and

Important

•uminer ware.

For children's
Perry's.
g·
Take a look at Perry's goods.
245 Middle Street.
hats

to

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hear
y eating is relieved at once by taking one of Car
ter'» Little Liver Pills Immediately after dinner.
Don't forget this.
d&wlw
apr27

Cowdrey's Salad Cream is not designed as a sub
stltute for cheap mustard and vinegar. ap27eodtf
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

Wbdnesday.—Nathaniel Morrison, appellant,
vs. John Morrison, executor. The jury found that
the testator, James Morrison, was of sound mind
at the time of the making, signing and executing
of the will in question ; that he was not unduly influenced thereto ; that the contestants were understood by him; that the making or signiug of the
Instrument in question was not procured by
fraud ; and that the Instrument was made in conformity with his express wish and desire.
Mattocks, Coombs & Neal for appellants.

Weston Thompson for proponents.
Charles Goodridge vs. Robert M. l'orsman et
aïs. Action for breach of contract for the purchase of timber on plaintiff's land in Wisconsin.
The testimony was taken out before the Court,
without jury, and the ease is to go to the Law
Court on report of evidence.
A. A. Strout, C. W. Goddard.

Symonds Si Llbby.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL·.
[Reported for the Press.!

Bajîgor, April 27th.
Ellsha Shaw et als. vs. George Waterhouse.
Verdict for the defendant.
D. F. Davis and Powers & Sanborn for plaintiffs.
Humphrey & Appleton and J. Vamey for defendant.
Penobscot Railroad Company vs. James Page.
An action to recover upon

a

judgment

EAR INFIRMARY.

List of the Donations to That
stitution.

In-

LINCOLN COUNTY S. J. COURT.

(Reported for the Press.)
Wise asset, April 28th.
Freeman H. Davis vs. Mary A. Davis. Real ac-

tion.

The heirs of Samuel Davis claim real estate
now occupied by defendant. Defendant claims
under the will. This case is the first, and now on
trial.
Hilton and Huston for plaintiff.
Gilbert and Fisher for defendant.
The Grand Jury arose this morning, aud after
having been complimented by Judge Foster on
the dispatch made while pursuing their duty
of
there
is
a
small
number
although
indictments found, they were dismissed, their
term of service having expired.
The result of
the Gran& Jurors' work Is to be made known tomorrow.

MUNICIPAL COUKT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday.—John McShay. Assault; fined
(5 and costs.
John McShay. Assault; 30 days in county Jail.
DisCharles Dickinson. Search and seizure.

charged.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The teachers in the public schools will be paid

today.
At the regular monthly meeting of tho Citizens'
Belief tomorrow evening several important matter» will be acted upon. See advertisement.
Eev. L. H. Hallock will conduct the Bible class
at the Y. M. C. A. rooms Friday afternoon at 4.30
o'clock. Subject, "Jesus at the Well"—John iv,
6-26.
Clark & Chaplin of this city have purchased an
Interest in Marston & Durgin's ice houses at
Biddeford.
The Samaritan Association will meet this afternoon with Mrs. Ç. M. Plummer, No. Ill Middle
•treet.
The Democratic county committee has elected
A. W. Bradburjf, chairman, V. C. Wilson, secretary, and Kimball Eastman, treasurer.
The report that the yard men at the Boiling
Mills had struck for higher wages proves upon
Investigation to be without foundation.
At a meeting of the Board of Health, held yesterday afternoon, the contract for removing city
offal was awarded to Joshua L. Taylor for $1200
for the year.
The Portland School for the Deaf aud the
Female Orphan Asylum have accepted Invitations
from the ladles of Bosworth Belief Corps to
attend the May Day Carnival.
A number of Hungarian emigrants who arrived
here Tuesday have been ordered back to Europe,
being entirely without money or means of sup-

port.
Lieutenant Penny of the Augusta Corps of the
Salvation Army has been promoted to captain,
and will take charge of the corps in Portland. A
new
lieutenant will be assigned to duty in
Augusta.
Senator Frye presented in the Senate yesterday
a petition signed by Thompson & Hall, Howard E.
Boule, and forty other wholesale dealers of Portland,
urging the passage of a bill taxing
imitation butter. He also presented a petition of
the North Yarmouth Grange for the same object.
Commencing wi h the first of May, the signal
service station in this city will be prepared to
exhibit the new wind direction and velocity signals. They will be used to foretell the direction
of expected winds blowing at a rate dangerous to
vessels.
The National Board of Fire Underwriters have
offered a reward of $500 for the detection, conviction and punishment of any person or persons
who may on trial be found guilty of firing the
premises on Free street occupied by W. H. Sanborn & Co., on the 28th of March. The offer will
remain open for one year.
A subscription is being circulated in Biddeford
lor the purchase of a ntw flag for i'ost Sheridan,
G. A. K. The old flag, which was the property of
the Portland Light Infantry before the war and
was the first flag to be sent Into the service from
this State, Is so badly torn that It Is unfit for use.
The new flag will be procured for use Decoration

day.
An invention for heating cars by steam from the
been ou trial on the Maine Central for
some time past. General Manager Tucker is fully
satisfied with the results. A company will be
organized here next week, of which Hon. Bion
Bradbury will be president, and the manufacture
of machines on a large scale will be at once commenced.
United States Marshal Harmon was in Buckfield Tuesday, and arrested J. E. Fuller of Hebron
for traffic in liquor without a United States
Several of the witnesses "skipped"
license.
when they learned what was up, but the Marshal
He quietly left with his
was too much for them.
prisoner for Portland, leaving behind a commission for a deputy marshal for the occasion ; and
George H. Bridgham, being sworn In, took the
papers and secured enough of them for all practi-

engine has

cal purposes.
First Free Baptist Fair.
The ladles of the First Free Baptist society
took possession of Y. M. C. A. liall yesterday, and
when their fair was opened in the afternoon, the
tables bore a display of fancy and useful articles
which bore evidence to both the skill and energy
of the makers.
The rug and quilt departments
were especially fine and received much attention
from the visitors who crowded the hall during the
afternoon and evening.
The reception room of the Y. M. C. A. lias been
fitted up as a_New England kitchen of the olden
time in so truthful a manner that nothing was
lacking to make the picture complete. The log
fire blazed In the open fire place, the kettle
above it suspended from the crane, and the chimney shelf ornamented with pieces of rare old china. The doughnuts and other good things prepared by the thrifty housewives, were set out for
the visitors, while in their old-fashioned dresses
and caps, ithe women were engaged in carding
and spinning, and then making on the swifts single and twisted yarn from the products of the
spinning wheel. The flax wheel also had its
place as in every old-time kitchen.
The fair will contiuue through this afternoon
and evening. In the evening there will be an en
tertalnment.

Willis Chautauqua Circle.
The Willis C. L. S. C. met Monday evening

and rooms fitted up and furnished in admirable
taste and style for the Eye and Ear Infirmary.
The rooms were opened for the reception of patients last Thursday, the 22nd inst., from 11 to 12
a. m.
Although the Infirmary is a new institution
and its objects but little known, there has been
The rooms will be open for
a large attendance.
the inspection of mtnibers of the corporation and
the public generally today, from 2 to 8 p. m.
A
glance at them shows a good combination of colors, the walls well hung with pictures and portraits. Messrs. Jost & Morton gave materials and
labor for frescoing the ceiling; Messrs. It. Rollings & Co., Boston, donated the chandelier and
universal wall bracket for the dark room; Mr.
John It. Horr, donated in painting the floors and
walls ; Messrs. W. λν. Whipple & Co., paint ; Messrs. Burgess, Fobee & Co..
turpentine; Messrs.
Loring, Short & Harmon, blank book and frieze
for the walls ; Mr. Joel Whitney, on
carpcutering ;
Geo C. Frye, list of his elegant preparations of
medicines; P. Feeney, plastering; George Brock,
sign board and changing instrument ease ; A. 1).
Smith, sign board; Messrs. B. A Atkinson & Co.,
elegant parlor stove;Messrs. Oren Hooper, Son, &
Leigliton, four settees: Messrs. Walter Corey &
Co.. operating chair ; Messrs. T. F. Foss & Sons,
12 hardwood chairs ; Chas. 1·'. Morse, case for instrument· ; W. T. Kllborn & Co., curtains; Chas.
Jensen, mouldings ·, Geo. H. Cloudman, painting
signs; I. D. Merrill, plumbing; L. M. Lovejoy,
carpentering; F. B. Clark, blauk books, paper and
envelopes; Chas. Paine, printing paper and enE. L. Foss, atomizer; A. S. Hinds, tray of
velopes,
24 kinds of medicines; J. W. Perkins & Co., six
bottles of medicine ; A. P. Bush, six bottles bovine; H. P. S. Gould, glass tubing, droppers, spirit lamp, alum and copper
points ; Burbank, Doug
lass & Co., tumblers, pitchers, soup dish and
basket; C. W. York, Vz ton coal, Va cord wood and
kindlings ; H. C. Noyes, coalliod, shovel and pan ;
C. M. llice, cardboard ; J. S. Staples, printing cards!
John M. Adams, printing petitioners" notice; W.
I,. Blake, cosmolene paraffin wax, beeswax; Hall
Kubber Company, two rubber bags and tubing;
Owen, Moore & Co., two waste baskets, safety
pins ; Rines Bros.,5 dozen towels ; C. E. Jose & Co.
German study lamp; K. S. Hand, fibre pail cuspadors and basin; Wni, Milliken & Co., brooms and
brushes; J. L. Brackett & Co., trunk paste board;
G.H.Davis, mounting charts and letters; E. L.
Davis & Co., table; C. H. Lamson, 8 day clock ;
W. L. Wilson, kerosene and can and soap; Ν. M.
Perkins, hammer, screw driver, &c. ; F. F. Holland & Co., tyrian atomizer; John H. Kussell, map
of Maine, chart of Portland; J. C. Larrabee, steel
engraving and frame; Houghton Mifflin & Co.,
portrait of Oliver Wendell Holmes; J. T. Stubbs,
framing picture ; Hoyt, Fogg & Donhain, engraving, Longfellow in his Library ; C. F. Davis framing picture; J. IL Lamson, portrait of officers; H.
W. Hunter, charts ; G. W. Schumacher, repairing
battery ; Wni. Wood & Co.,pictures ; G. H. Knight,
picture cord and framing portrait ; J. S. White,
brushes ; J. W. Queen & Co., test types and
astigmatic charts ; J. Wyetli & Brother, G quart
bottles Elixir assorted, 500 pills assorted, hypodermic tablets, suppositories, five
pint bottles
fluid
extracts
assorted,
pound qulnquinia;
Dr. H. P. Merrill,ether and sponges; Seabury &
Johnson, absorbent cotton, medicated absorbent
cotton, lint, medicated gauze, assorted plasters.
This represents in value about four hundred
dollars. If omissions have been made they will
be corrected in the announcement about to be
issued in which will be duly credited all proposed
donations not yet received.
The medical officers and consulting surgeons
are S, H. Weeks, M. D., 8. C.
Gordon, M. D., Ε. E.
Holt, M. D., surgeon, Λν. Β. Moulton, assistant
surgeon ; Miss Julia A. Pettengill, matron.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
BENNETT

& MOULTON.

Portland people seem to be well pleased with
the performances of the Bennett & Moulton opera
company, and so many have availed themselves
of the opportunity of obtaining good renditions
Of the popular comic operas that crowded houses
are the rule.
The performance of Gilbert & Sullivan's opera,
"The Pirates of Penzance," in the afternoon, was
among the best of the troupe's representations,
the leading parts being taken in a manner to occasion abundant applause and the choruses being
given with accuracy and effect. The policemen's
chorus was especially good, and Mr. Clayton as
the Sergeant made the most of his part.
Mr.
Carl Alberto as Frederick, Mr. Miller as the pirate chief, and Mr. Lang as Samuel, the lieutenant, are deserving of mention. Miss Madigan as
Kuth gave a finished performance and sang acceptably. Misses Keed, Murphy and Fullerton,
as the three sisters, were very acceptable.
The _plot of "The Queen's Lace Handkerchief,"
given in the evening, is unique although difficult
to follow. The part of the prime minister was
taken acceptably by Mr. Gilbert Clayton, who
merits praise for his attention to its detail. Ben
Lodge, as Don Lanchis, acted in a very creditable
manner, but it was not a character in wlilch he
shows his powers as a comedian at their best.
Miss Irene Murphy made a pretty queen. Her
costumes were becoming, and lier songs just the
ones to reveal the fine qualities of her voice. Miss
Fairbaim acted in lier usual excellent manner.
She played the part of Donna Irene and, although
her colu still troubles her, sang in her characteristic style.
Tonight the company appears in "The Chimes
of Normandy," of which tlje Bangor papers of last
week spoke very highly.
>

THE MAY DAY CARNIVAL.

The May Day carnival gotten up by the ladles
of Bosworth Belief Corps No. 1, will draw large
audiences to City Hall Saturday afternoon and
Frank L. Collins is the musical
evening.
director. The programme includes the juvenile
operetta, "May Morning," the dramas entitled
"The Sliver LiniDg" and "True Philosophy," a
solo selection by Harry M. Nickerson, reading by
Miss Maud Hawkins and ten beautiful tableaux.
Chandler's orchestra will furnish the music.
Reserved seats for the evening's performance
may be obtained at Stockbridge's.

PERSONAL.
J. S. Hodgdon of this city is filling the position
of local reporter on the Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Hon. A. W. Wyman of Omaha, Neb., ex-United
States Treasurer, is in the city, stopping at the
Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Joel Black of West Falmouth, who was
thrown from his team and severely injured Tuesday afternoon, was doing well yesterday, being
much improved.
The many friends of Mrs. Deehan, mother of
T. H. Deehan, the cigar manufacturer, will be
pained to learn of lier death last evening, of paralysis of the brain, at the age of G8 years.
E. D. Braillard, Albany, New York; E. A. Barlow, Detroit, Midi. ; M. Young, Chicago ; B. F.
Brown, Concord, N. H. ; C. A. Roberts, Dover; W.
M. Duff, New York ; Robert Gray, Boston; G. S,
Adams, Brooklyn, and G. L. Beal, Norway, were
at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
The funeral of T. E. Stuart took place at liis
late residence in West Newton, Mass., yesterday
forenoon, Rev. C. C. Grafton of the Advent
Church of Boston officiating.
Tli^re was a large
attendance and many elegant floral tributes. The
remains were brought to this city for interment.
Mr. A. E. llines, State secretary of the Young
Men's Christian Associations of Maine, spent a
few hours iu this city yesterday, in conference
with resident members of the State executive
committee. He leaves for Biddeford this morning, and will soon visit Foxcroft, Houlton,
Augusta, Rockland and other points. His work
since lie entered the field last March, lias been

eminently satisfactory.
The Use of Oil on the Water.
The following report of Capt. J. P. Williams, of
the barkentine Matthew Baird, will be read with
interest:
On February 20th, iu Iat. 28.30 N., Ion. 79.30
W„ I encountered a severe gale from the NW.,
which after blowing for about twenty hours
hauled into the NNÉ. There was a heavy cross
sea running which broke in large quantities over
the vessel's deck, until I got a bag filled with
crude oil over the weather cathead which kept
the seas from breaking until the 21st when the
weather moderated.
Again on the 25th, 70 miles ESE. from the
Capes of Delaware, the barometer fell to 29° and
I prepared for a gale. It came on from the S£.
with heavy rain and sleet, and after a little lull
suddenly sprung out from the NW. in a treuien
dous squall. I had bags of oil on each cathead,
witli a hawser over the port bow. The oil spread
rapidly and not a sea broke wherever it spread.
1 was compelled to run before the gale till
March 6th, when I hauled to in lat. 30.40 N.,
Ion. 67 W. On the 9th had another severe gale
from WNW., lasting about sixteen hours. On
the 11th we had a strong gale which continued
with heavy seas till the 13tli, during which time
I kept the oil in use.
The oil was placed on board by my agent, Capt.
B. 3. Wlllard, for the purpose for which it was
used, and I cannot too highly recommend its use;
but it is my opinion that fish oil would be better
than crude. I never saw such weather, and if it
had not been for the forethought of Capt. Wlllard
I doubt if I would have got the bark safely to
port.
Foreign Missions.
On Thursday, June 3d, the Woman's Foreign
Missionary Societies of Portlaud will unite in a
series of meetings at High Street Church, due
notice of which will bo hereafter given. Reports
of mission work of the several local societies and
addresses from returned missionaries will be
special features of these meetings. Arrangements
are being perfected for an attractive order. of exercises which cannot fall to interest all workers
in this important part of church work.
Beecher's Lecture.
Tickets will be sold at Stockbridgo's music
store this morning for Henry Ward Beecher's
lecture oil "The Belgn of the Common People," to
be delivered in City Hall on the evening of Tues"
day, May 11. The lecture treats of the labor
question. Special arrangements have been made
with the Maine Central, Portland and Ogdensburg and Grand Trunk railroads for the accommodation of people living out of town.
The New Church Fair.
The fair and dramatic entertainment under
the auspices of the Ladies Association of the
New Church, to be given in City Hall next Mona numday, will be made especially attractive by
ber of novel attractions, among them being a
Kale Greenaway five o'clock tea, and a Gypsey
tent. The production of the Shakespeare Water
the Dramatic Club in the evening will inCure
sure

by
a large attendance.

in the Past."
Mr. Goold's historical work with the a^ove title
will be ready for delivery Saturday, May 1st.
Subscribers are requested to receive their copies
at William Senter & Co.'s, 51 Exchange street.
The book will also be for sale at F. R. Partington's, 208 Middle street, under the Falmouth
Hotel.

"Portland

with

Miss Annie Klncade at 87 Winter street. The
first part of the programme was devoted to
Shakespeare in accordance with the "Shakeson "Trees" was
peare Day." Mrs. Cheney's paper
the vivid description of a traveler in the East Indies among the native trees. Mr. Watcrhouse
presented an able and instructive paper on "The
History of Currency." The readings of Saxes'
"Where There's a Will There's a Way," ami
Bryant's "Return of the Birds," added to the enJoymeut of the evening. All present took part in
the conundrum exercise, and also the pronunciation match, both of which proved a source of entertainment and Instruction.

Their

The building at 110 Federal street, corner ot
Franklin, facing Lincoln Park, has been secured

of the S. J.

Court Issued June 7,1855, for the sum of $105.40
and $25.05 costs, amounting In all ito $190.45.
Defense, payment. On trial.
N. Wilson and Davis & Bailey for plaintiff.
Barker, Vose & Barker for Defendant.

PLUMBING AN Ο !S Ε WE RAG Ε.

Woman's Relief Corps.
President Mrs. Λ. M. Sawyer, Past President
Mr«. Whitman Sawyer, Mrs. II. 1'. Ingalls and a
large number of ladies of the State Relief Corps
from Portlaud and Lewiston, instituted a new
subordinate Corps at Gray last evening.
A petition has been received for a Corps at
Farmington.

Intimate
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State Board of Health.
1£. C. Jordan, C. E., Memof the Board.]

[Taper prepared by
ber

Taking into consideration the amount tliat has
been written and said, and the appalling evil results arising from carelessness and blunders, it is
astonishing that even the general public should
fail to comprehend the leading fundamental principles necessary in properly plumbing and drain"
ii>g a house.
Most cities recognize these principles and ordinances and plumbing regulations protect the public in such localities from the result of the errors
that Ignorance and negligence combine to bring
Without discussing the merits of the
about.
various traps or bars against the escape of sewer
gas, or the necessity of avoiding syphonage, i. e.,

preventing the water seal from being removed in
the use of the same or adjacent fixtures draining
into the same outfall, I will begin at the very base
of the case—the soli pipe that serves to carry the
sewage beyond the walls of the habitation. It is

HBMTIBK.

NCW advertisements.

¥. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Β. A. Atkinson

fundamental in sanitation that it shall be of coated or enameled cast iron, with joints gas and
water tight, and start from a point, at least, five
feet beyond the house wall and extend full size
through and out of the top of the house, with the
various fixtures properly trapped, entering on the
slant in the direction of its fall. It does not permit the use of galvanized iron pipe above the
highest water closet, a method more or less common in the few extensions through the roof in our
state. It does not permit the use of a chimney
flue, separate or conjointly, heated or cold, except
that the same cast iron pipe is continued through
the flue and out the top, and, even this, under
numerous estrictions. In the largest city of our
State, Portland, in how many houses is even this
first principle carried out? 1 doubt If there are
ten. It Is one of the essentials, and the neglect of
it is indictable in thoso cities where they have
adopted the modern plumbing regulations. The

10 o'clock

ill. at
April 30tli, at
FRIDAY,slieil
No. 1, Grand Trunk Wliarf, we
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The new lot of Embroidered Dresses which
have just been opened at prices ranging
iron· $3.25 to $13.00.
Very handsome and

methods above indicated:

remarkably cheap.

per

top.

following diagram illustrates the principles and
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Phaeton.
Harness.
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showing in the
Department up-stairs.
we are

new

Cumberland Mt., by

oia

Auction.

WEDNESDAY, Mav, 5, at 3 p. m., we shall
sell the homestead of the late Capt. E. D.
Choate, No. 191 Cumberland St. The house Is
well built of brick, contains 15 rooms, and has the
modern conveniences. Terms at sale.
For particulars, inquire of (ΉΑΚ LES Β. MEliRILL, or
F. O. HA 1 LEY & Co.. Auct's.
apr29dlw

ON

ForCashorLiberal Credit.

at 8 cents per yard.
The large assortment of Curtain Material

a

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

APRIL 20 TO MAY 1.

Fifteen styles Printed Madras for Curtains

a

Corning Top Buggies.
Open Buggies.

Valuable Property

$1.25.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Drapery

Cor. Pearl and Midi Streets.

The handsome Silks for Sash Curtains and
Drapery, v/hicli are being sold very cheap in
the Neeillework Department.
The new genuine French hand made C. P.
Satine Corset which we are selling at $1.75.
The handsome styles in new Embroidered
Suede and Kid Cloves which we fit to the
hand and guarantee.
It will be interesting to look round our
store, for you needn't buy anything unless
you want to, and we always like to have

people

2 new
3 new
1 new
8 new

SATURDAY

Tooth Brushes at 14 cents.
Nail Brushes at 17 cents.
Hair Brushes at 38, 48 and 75 cents.
Lace Curtains in room up-stairs at

which

TO

Carriage

ιιιιιΙ
IIora«
lO.'tOn. in.

m
ni

ITIart,

MONDAY morning

yard.

BAILEV Λ. C O., AUCTIONEER*.

One Horse I'haetoo, Harness, &c., the team of
gentleman who is selling out.
2 Horses.
2d-hand Extension Top Carryall.
2(l-hand Coming Surrey Carryall.
2d-hand Jump Seat.
-(Miami Open Buggy.
2d-hand Phaeton.
2 Harness, 3 Robes, &e. The carriages of
party leaving the state.

we arc

of a trap on the house sewer against the
street sewer is somewhat mooted, but the opinion
largely prevails in Its favor, supplemented with a
fresh air inlet that serves to make a fairly constant current into the soil pipe near the foot wall
of the house and through and out of the
The

ap28d3t

steampslilp "Dominion."

IVext Naturdny,

For This Week.
'flic lot of hand-made Wool Laces which
selling at 5, 8,13 1-3, 35 and 48 cents

may concern,

Damaged Tin,

85 Boxes
ex

F. O.

INTERESTING.

».

ocean

& CO'S

question

J 3b

AUCTION «ΑΙ.Κ».

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.
mar 14

Asli Chamber Sets, complete. ?18, $20, $25, $28,
$30, $35, $38, $40 to $50.
Walnut Chamber Sets, complete, best Italian
Tops. $40, $45, $48, $55, $60 and up to $250.
Solid Cherry Chamber Sets complete, best Italian Marble Tops, $40, $45, $50, $75 and up to
$150.
Solid Mahogany Chamber Sets, best Italian
Marble Tops, $G5 and upward. Imitation Mahogany, $28 and upward.
Pine Chamber Sets, complete, $10, $18 and $20.
These chamber Sets are all set up on the largest
and lightest floors in this country.
We warrant
Enormous
them clean, perfect well made goods.
assortment to select from. Take elevator to third
floor.

look.

C. W. AI.LEH
dtf
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Flat Springs
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
Saturday, Apr. 17, 'SO,
Woven Wire Springs 3.00, 4.00, 5.00
—AT—

It was but a few weeks ago that considerable
excitement existed in regard to the prevalence of
diphtheria on Munjoy ΗιΓΙ, Portland,Maine. It was,
and I think fairly, attributed to the bad sanitary
condition of the school-house there located. The
city closed the school and ordered the house put
in good condition, and the expense, evidently,
was not counted. A mason, and a good mason, was
employed, and charged to do the work well, and it
was thoroughly done according to the beat of his
knowledge. Tills is the result : A six or eight-inch
stoneware running trap was set into or under the
foundation wall ofthe building, without an arch
over it, (the former trouble, I was told by the mason was largely traceable to abroken (settled)
trap
under one of the school sinks). Well jointed, firstclass iron soil pipe with fresh air inlet brought
through the wall, runs from the trap for a distance
of sixty feet under the floor, receiving the various
trapped fixtures right and left, and ends in the
central flue of a three-flue chimney.
To prevent
the forcing of the main trap under the wall by
sewer gas ascending the liill, the street sewer
was vented by connecting with it an iron
pipe
starting just outside the wall of the house, passing
through the wall and across the cellar about
twenty feet, aud ending in the central flue of
another chimney. The flues either side of the one
in which this pipe was entered, are pierced with
ventilating holes for the various school-rooms
through which the chimneys pass. This is the
scheme that the public were invited by card in
the newspapers to admire.
The work perhaps
improved the former condition of the building,
but Γ wish to explain what would and should have
been avoided by submitting such plans to a board
of Inspectors acquainted with even the primers of
sanitary literature.
In the first place, the earthen-ware or cement
trap is liable to be broken by the slightest settling
of the building, aud should be differently placed ;
aud secondly, the ventilating of the street sewers
of that vicinity (a very good thing to do by carrying the pipe on the outside of the house to Its top)
into a leaky chimney flue with adjacent flues open
to the school-rooms is a proceeding fraught with
danger. The use of a chimney flue, even if heated, which those spokeu of are not. has so often
proved bad and been condemned, that it is surprising that it should find approval in our midst.
The fact that chimney flues, evqii when uew are
far from gas tight, and the by-no-means infrequent
occasion of a downward draught, has made, and
will continue to make, such a scheme wholly disastrous. I have cited the above case, because it
is recent, and because it belongs to the public. I
could cite cases of defective plumbing where the
illness and death brought about iu consequence
would make hanging seem a just punishment for
the men who botched the work.
To give a less serious instance.
Iu 1873, A.
moved into a house that had just been plumbed
with the then modern conveniences.
Gradually
it dawned upon him that the illness in his household might have a cause in his own kitchen.
He
traced tlie concealed 4-inch soil pipe to a point
below the kitchen floor (there was no cellar under the L), where he found it entered a 6-inch cement pipe standing on top of a 12-Inch brick drain
leading to the street sewer. There was no trap
on the drain, and its gas was
pouring out through
the space between the 4 and 6-inch pipes at a rate
sufficient to saturate the kitchen at times.
The
plumber said it was the mason's duty to make the
cement joint, and the mason blamed the plumber.
A plumbing law. with inspector's services, would
have prevented such an atrocity. Abut 10 years
ago, tlie city of Croyden, England, was sewered
in the most perfect manner, as was at the time
supposed. An outbreak of diphtheria and other
zymotic diseases follow ed, and to the surprise of
every one it was confined to the houses of the
wealthier classes,
in
the highest
and
finest parts
of
the city.
found
It was
that the pressure ol the sewer gas was greater
there, and that in times of rain-fall the gas would
be forced to the higher levels, and through the individual house traps. Kelief immediately followed the placing of ventilating pipes upon the outside of a sufficient number of buildings to relieve
the gas pressure. The case may not be inapplicable to the late trouble upon Munjoy Hill,Portland.
In a city without regulations, plumbers come in
for too large a share of blame for imperfect work.
A contractor puts up a house, runs from the
street sewer (or cess-pool in tl.e country) a line ot
stoue-ware or cement pipe and In most cases
across the house under tlie cement floor to its
rear.
At this stage tlie various plumbers are interviewed, and as there Is no legal standard of
lowest bidders get the job, and it is fair
the
work,
to assume that it is made to yield a profit.
It is
this class of work that desolates our homes.
The
requires tlie work of boiler makers to
e inspected, to see if the boilers can safely do the
work assigned tlieni.
It should be the same with
that of plumbers.
No city in Maine is large
enough to support tlie plumber, who, in competition, figures tlie cost of work upon the standard
now demanded in cities where regulations exist.
Tlie landlord should be required to furnish his
tenant with a plan and certificate of inspection.

government

THE

STATE.

Many not unimportant details arrive cacli year
at a greater degree of excellence, which makes it

somewhat difficult to fix upon a standard, but the
advance made by requiring fundamental matters
to be passed upon by a properly constituted board
is too great to be neglected on the ground that
certain details have not been fully perfected.
Experience is bringing to light so many defects
in various sewerage systems, and the discussion
of them is so constantly placed before our eyes
at this date through the great medium oftliepress,
that it occasions a certain degree of skepticism
about sanitary reform in the minds of not a few
people" who neglect to apply the rule of progress
to sanitation, where they readily accord it to other sciences ; and from such people little aid is to
be derived in the prosecution of sanitary work.
In fact it is rare that pressingly needed public
work escapes their direct opposition.
The demonstration of certain facts is becoming so easy
by the accumulation of statistics bearing upon
the experiences of cities and towns in our own
midst, that it seems incredible that opposition to
the economy and money value of certain rules in
sewerage can exist much longer.
A graphic illustration of how
closely the death
rate in our cities corresponds to the method of
drainage and sewerage peculiar to each street
and section may be represented as follows: A
plan of the city showing all its houses is used on
which the location is plotted where occurs each
death that results from what is known as a preventable disease, such as typhoid and scarlet
fevers, diphtheria, &c., &c., which are given, let
us say, on the map, the colors of
red, olue and
green. These colors are dotted upon the buildings where such diseases have prevailed. It requires but a few years of these records to place
the danger signals on the places where thev belong. Upon a map so kept in New York city a
line of danger signals was noted folowing a somewhat erratic curving course, crossthe
streets
ing
mostly at right angles, and extending for some distance through the better part
of the city. The reasons for it were not apparent,
but a little research upon ancient maps developed
the fact that through this vicinity, now graded end
filled to uniform surface, a narrow ravine once
existed where a brook fed by numerous springs
had meandered. The underground water course
still existed more or less interrupted and dammed
back by the streets, and more or less polluted by
the leaky sewers that crossed it.
Such a polluted source of damp foundations to
the residences along this line was an ample
of
the
explanation
and
ease,
points
out the necessity of a city's never
neglecting in
its growth to provide for the free and certain escape of spring water in similar localities. Such a
map in the city of Rochester was even more specific. The danger signals or their absences there
indicated the very variety and style of the sewer
used. It showed the excellence of the
tightlyiointed pipe sewer, and the necessity on nearly
level areas of having them not only tight, but
carefully proportioned to bring about the greatest
velocity possible in the carriage of the sewage, as
a preventive to the formation of
gases. It pointed
out the streets in which the open-jointed stone or
brick sewers existed, the streets through which
old water courses ran, now walled up and turned
into sewers; the house improperly connected with
the sewer, the skin plumbing, the teeehing
privy
vault. All theee tilings such a
map will do. In
Maine it would point out the polluted wells and
water supply in our country towns and
villages,
the sink spouts whose contents are discharged
close to the foundation of the house, and indirectly, the poorly ventilated school houses and
public halls. By the aid of such a map we
should perceive the neeesslty of an intercepting sewer at Portland, Maine, and the venting
against the sewer gas on Munjoy Hill, in the same
city ; just as In the case of the trunk sewer at Toronto, Canada, and the venting of sewers on Croyden Hill, England.
One might at first think that
ii would make a picture of a land unfit to live upon, or raise the question of why do we try to live at
all? But no, a second look will show, as 1 have
stated before, that there is a direct ratio between
the death rate and the degree of excellence of a
system of sewerage and enforcement of plumbing
ordinances.
Chicago's sanitary reforms and public works
have lowered'lier death rate 43 per cent, i. e. from
37.91 deaths per thousand to 21.4, and I have before me at present writing, a list of over a dozen
towns where the inauguration of systems of sewerage reduced the former average of death over
21 per cent·
To change the picture from its unsightliness requires the skilled hand of a master, but as in early
times the Jesuit Fathers held before the eyes of
the Aborigines, pictures of the torments of Hell
inetted out to the unconverted, so would I have
every town keep a graphic representation of its
(11th, so that if it must learn the lesson by bitter
experience, it may know where the first dollars in
remedy may best be expended.
The ounce of prevention seems the veriest mite
when we compare it with the cost of the pound
that cures the epidemic.

The house and outbuildings of Mr. Alonzo Parin Sherman, were totally consumed by Are in
the afternoon of Monday, April 26th. A portion
of the c«ntents of the house was saved, as also
the stock from the barn.
ker

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

George Rockwell, aged 35 îyears. belonging at
Southampton, Ν. B., was drowned in Rangeley
Lake, Monday, by breaking through the ice. Hie
body has not been recovered, tie leaves a wife
and child.

and, $1,500.

KNOX COUNTY.

Three years ago a married couple obtained a di- :
Bridgton—George W. Taylor et al. to Forest
Mills Co., land, $6,012.50.
in the Belfast courts. Since then they have
lived together in Rockland, until a recent day, I
Naples—Abigail P. Hoyt to Charles Y. Lord,
when they were again married.
and, $40.
1
Harrison—John C. Andrews to Isaac Jackson,
Mr. H. M. Lord, late of the Rockland CourierGazette, left that city for Waterville. Monday, j and, $1,500.
He will at once enter upon his duties as editor of
VI. Sproul, land and buildings, $059.
the Sentinel.
vorce

KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

Editor Morrill, of the Gardiner Home Journal,
walking down stairs Monday,when he slipped
and fell, badly spraining his ankle.
Another pistol shot accident was added to the
list in Readfied a few days ago. A young man by
the name of Libby, while attempting to load a
small pistol, received the ball through tlie palm of
the hand. He is now doing well.
Mr. B. F. Gaslin has resigned as Master WorkK. of L., and Mr.
man of the Augusta Assembly,
Thomas F. Murphy has been chosen to fill the
vacancy.
News has been received of the death of Capt. S.
S. Colburn of Philadelphia, who died last Monday
of pneumonia. He formerly resided in Pittstou,
and was postmaster there for some time. For the
past five or six yeurs, lie has had the management
of the Philadelphia & Reading line of steamers,
which sail from the former port.
There was a meeting of the Somerset and Kennebec Ministerial Association of the Congregational church at Rev. Mr, Skeele's in Augusta,
Tuesday. Among the pastors present were Revs.
Jacob Iiorton of South Gardiner, A. J. Racklift,
of Skowhegan, Beni. Tappan, Norridgewock; W.
C. Curtis, Richmond, and I). E. French, Vassalboro. The meeting was a very interesting and

MARRIAGES.

was

profitable

one.

Considering its size, Gardiner is a pretty good
school town. The Home Journal says : The number of scholars in the city between the ages of 4
and 21, as found by the census of April, 1886. is
1376, ail increase of about 25 over last year. The
largest number registered In attendance at the
schools during the year was 824.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY'.
Mr. John Ross and other operators, with crews
of river drivers, have been crossing Moosehead
Lake in a novel way during the past two or three
days. Tlie lake is open ill many places, and boats
The start is made from Greenhave to be used.
ville with batteaus loaded upon handsleds and
drawn by the men.
When the open places are
reached, the batteaus are launched, and the order
of loading reversed. Constant changes from water to ice are made, but long distances are covered. Mr. Ross and his crew made 40 miles the
other day, and carried quite an amount of sup-

This is the Season
(Vhen a good medicine is a necessity. The impure state of the blood, the deranged digestion,
md the weak condition of the body, all call for
he purifying, regulating, and strengthing influents so happily and effectively combined in Hood's
iarsaparilla. It overcomes that tired feeling,
:ures headache and dyspepsia, and expels every
aint of scrofula from the blood.
"My daughter had been ailing some time with
;eeeral debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
•ecommended to us. After she liad taken three
lotties she was completely cured and built up.
:t is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood's
Sarsaparilla." Ben M. Mirrielees, Supt. Cinlinnati & Louisvlll Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.

plies.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Two more of the siclc cattle owned by Mr. L, H.
Bunker of East Bangor, died Tuesday morning,
from the effects of their feed of dried grass and
stubble. This leaves but two of the cows living.
Tlmy are not so badly affected, and will probably
recover.

All of tlie lumber operators have started their
drives on the Penobsco t, and reports from tliem
thus far are very favorable ; but unless there are
heavy rains soon the driving will be very hard,
and it is doubtful whether or not all of the logs
will be secured.
Daniel Mclsaac, a switchman in the Maine Central yard in Bangor, met with a very bad accident
Tuesday. He was holding one of the cartridges
used ill blasting operations in tlie yard, when it
suddenly exploded, blowing the thumb and three
lingers from one of his hands, and the ends of the
fingers from the other. Both hands were terribly

mangled.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY'.

The Sagadahoc County Grange met at Bowdoinliam, Wednesday. Gov. Robie was In attendance.

Hon. Guy C. Goss has
Bath Times says:
just arrived home from South America, and is as
brown as an Indian. He wants to see iron vessels
built here for the government, or for any other
party, and is sanguine that the day is not distant
when such work shall be done In Bath. Moneyed
citizens are ready to invest at the proper time,and
the clang of the "hammer may soon add its busy
note to the stirring bum of Industry along our
river front. Such an establishment will be an aid
to our general prosperity and importance.
The
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Do not forget, but be sure and
ber tbe new store of

Come and see the bargains for yourselves, in all
Wool, Cotton and Wool, Tapestry Brussels, Body
Brussels, Velvets, &c. We believe no finer line
can be found in New England. Selected with
great care, guaranteed as first quality and lower
than the lowest in price.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE

STOVES

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

--AMD

W.!0C. WARE,

Manager.

RANGES.

M.S. FISHER & CO.,
no. 179 middle street,

We shall continue to sell Ranges at our reduced
a quarter of the amount down
balance by the week or month. Come and
see what we have, and please remember that you
run no risk in buying from us, as w e
guarantee
every stove to be a baker and all right in every

FOSTERS

and the

particular.

KID GLOVE SALE !
they are
or lady.

LINEN AND TURKEY RED DAMASK
25 cents per
39 cents per

7 cents each.
from 25 cents pr yd. up.

-----

Dress Satines,
Shirred Seersuckers
Scotch Ginghams
Fair Style Printed Lawns

121-2
121-2
25
4 1-2

-----

cents.
cents.
cents.
cents.

Carpets beaten at all seasons of the
year and in all kinds of weather.
U2w
apr2o

FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS,
Secretary.

I, Ρ Κ KNOX Μ wishing to sell their hotels,
boarding and lodging houses, drug, clothing,

AI,
dry goods,

millinery, gents' furnishing stores,
markets, dining rooms and variety
stores or business of any kind. We make business
chances a specialty also. We have the best means
of disposing of them and make no charges unless
Our terms are easy. People wishing to
we sell.
buy not having sufficient means will be aided financially If wished. MAINE REAL ESTATE and
29-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
groceries,

FOR

HAI.E—45 rooms all fur-

profit
$3,300 for furniture

only

nished complete with nice piano, will pay
HOTEL·
of $200 month, very low rent,

net

a

and good wilLunusual chance,
part down, balance easy. MAINE REAL ESTATE and BUSINESS AGENCY, 4Γ> Exchange
29-1
Street.

SALE—Desirable house, No. 271 Spring
street, contains 12 good rooms, bath room,
modern convenience, good cellar, good drainage,
furnace, good sunny yard, piazza, with fruit trees,
Will be shown by calling on
on horse car line.
29-1
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.

WANTED—To canvass for our
new book "Some noted princes, authors ami
statesmen of our time," a real bonanza endorsed
by press and public. Call 011 or address GEO. M.
D. BARNES. Merchants' Exchange Hotel.
29-1

AOENTS

AGENTS, 825 PER
WANTED-GENERAL
week salary and expenses,
50 cents
or

on

the dollar, to wholesale my goods. A rare chance.
Address F. II. WEAVER, with stamp, Willi29-4
lnantic, Conn.
LET—A nice new cottage of nine rooms,
all furnished, at l'eak's Island: moderate
terms. Address No. 114 OXFORD ST.
29-1

One dollar and two cents complets, that is, one
pair Lace Curtains and one 5 foot pole all trimmed,
ready to put up for $1.02. Orders through the
mail for these goods must be accompanied with
cash, and one pair can be ordered at once or fifty
pairs. Wc stand ready to fill evers order.

All sizes and

kinds, at less than
list prices. Come and sec the line
while they last.

REFRIGERATORS.

Baby Carriages
Marked down, down, down for
We will sell any carthis week.
riage we have for from $3 to $5
and the balance #1 per
down
week,or for cash.

TO

OK MALE—A sound back phaeton, but little used; clean and good.
KUFUS CUSHMAN, 88 Winter St.
29-2

F

NEW HOME

at 74

SPRING ST.

29-1

bright, active young
experience as a
29-1

errand girl immediately, at
MISS FLOOD'S, 35 Deering St.
29-13

WANTED—An

for 426. $30, S35 and $40. cash

or

store

instalments,

at

ΛΟΤΚ—C°NFECTIONER\,

Fruit and

stock on band. MAINE REAL ESTATE and
29-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 40 Exchange St.

SEALED

apl0.12,13,14,29&30

WM.
—

Major

of

Eugineers.

BEST,

DEALER IN

^TO. 24 PLUM ST.
apr27
deow3w
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French Dress Goods!
We hare the best assortment we have

shown.

ever

and combi-

plain

A great many styles that cannot be

bought elsewhere.
Ettomine, Sacaraisans,

and all the

The ladies say they are the handsomest iu the city and entirely different
from the goods iu other stores. We invite all to come in and see them, whether they wish to buy or not.

J. M. Dyer & Co.

FOR

« t t Cigar Store, paper route connected,
neat tidy store, good place for a lady, one of the
best chauces on our list for little money, good

Co.,

Novelties in Black Goods.

a
some

waitress,

PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE

nation.

or

WANTED—Waitress;
girl who lias had

We beg to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Paiements, which
we
make in three colors, and to our Garden
Borders. If yon intend to lay new
walks or re-lay old ones yon should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if;desired.

All the Novelties in

tenement
unfurnished
WANTED—Small
roomsîfor light housekeeping.
Address

TENEMENT, This Office.

P.C.P.&S.CO.

We sell and deliver anywhere one pair of Nottingham, Lace Curtains, 3 yards long, one imitation Walnut, Ebony or Cheriy pole, two brass
ends, ten brass rings and two brass brackets for

cfc Stone

dit

THE

ap29d2t

LACE CURTAINS.

BROTHERS.

Citizens1 Mutual Relief Society.
regular monthly meeting will be held at
Reception Hall, City Building, FRIDAY
The proEVENING. April 30th, at7y2 o'clock.
posed amendments to the By-Laws and the report
of committee appointed to see whether or not a
satisfactory settlement can be made with the late
secretary, wi'l nqdoubt induce a large attendance.

—

Carpet Beating Rooms,
No. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.

The Celebrated New Perfection. Don't be satisfied with what you hear, but come aud see our
line. See the only warranted charcoal filled Refrigerator in the market.

Sale all this Week.

RINES

AND

AND

Smyrna Hugs:

6 cents each.

Napkins
Half case Linen Napkins, fringed

borders
Linen Damask

yard.
yard.

7 cents each.

Size

—

$1.02.

To be sold this week.
I case Turkey Red Damask
I case Extra Good Red Damask
I case Turkey Red and Cardinal
Napkins at
I case Turkey Red and Medium

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

WINDOW SHADES

59 cents.
65 cents.

Both above will be offered this morning and
worthy the examination of any gentleman

Near Pont Office.

There is no article in a household that
collects more unhealthy dirt than a Carpet. After a Carpet has been in use for
some time, sweeping1 takes off only a
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest
settles down into the tibrc. So ordinary
beating will remove it. Hand beating
is ineffective, and the common beating
machine process bnt little better.
Our
method is a thorough and effective one,
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
Mapromoting health and comfort.
chine and attachments patented and in
operation at

prices, and take

Ladies' 5 button Gloves
Cents' 2 button $1.25 Cloves

remem-

CARPET CARPET TEÂÏÏNG
NOTICE.
DEPARTMENT.

These arc the best bargains we have been
able to offer for a long while, and will be offered at the above price until all are sold.
Our stock of
BOYS' and CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING is larger than usual at this season and the prices are uncommonly low.

United States Engineer Office, l
!
Portland, Me., April 1 υ. 1886.
PROPOSALS, lu duplicate, will be received at this office until 12 o'clock noon on
the 1st day of May, 1886, for dredging in Portland
Harbor, Maine.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the
dredging are requested to apply to the undersigned, at his office, 453Vi Congress street, for specifications, the requisite blanks, and such further
information as may be desired concerning the
JARED A. SM1TH,
same.

100 Doses One Dollar.

urturi Tire

Ill) ILL IILO ΙΠ

Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, $35, $40, $45 and up to
$75.
These suits all consist of Sofa Lounge, Gents'
Chair, Ladies' Patent Rocker and four Parlor
Chairs. Come early and you will secure better attention.
Our line of Lounges, Easy Chairs and Rockers,
Rattan Chairs, &c., is complete, and prices this
week shall rule very low.

$3.00 PER SUIT.

Proposals for Dredging.

! lold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5.
Prepared
ly C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

FINEST H17ALITT,

from the ill-fated steamer Oregon, and
can sell them for one-quarter their actual value; also all the new

aplod2\v

To Purify Your Blood.

Sarsaparilla

Hemstitched Embroidered Handkerchiefs

Suits, $39, §42, $45, $47.50, $50,

$53, $G0, $65 and

We offer to-day as special drive a large lot
of these all wool Suits.for Boys 4 to 14 years
of age at the'low pri
of

"Two months ago I commenced taking Hood's
I Sarsaparilla as an experiment, as I had no appe, ite or strength, and felt tired all the time.
I
ittributed my condition to scrofulous humor,
! lad tried several different kinds of medicine,
vithout receiving any benefit. But as soon as I
! lad taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
! uy appetite was restored,
and my stomach felt
1 letter.
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
[ md I never was so well in my life." Mrs. Jessie
Dolbeare, Pascoag, R. I.
"Having been afflicted with a complication of
! lisorders, the result of impure blood, I took
lood's Sarsaparilla, and the result was perfectly
1 atisfactory."
Mits. J. Barton, New Haven, Ct.

Hood's

may be higher.
Plush Parlor

Rough and Tumble Suits!

ap29

April 28, Mrs. Charlotte W. Baker,
vidow of the late Alfred Baker, aged 08 years
; months.
[The funeral service of the late Charlotte W.
îaker will take place this Thursday atternoon
it 2 o'clock.from lier late residence, No. 133 Martet street. Burial at convenience of the family.
[The funeral service of the late Mary A. liar·
ett will take place this Thursday afternoon at 2
j'clock, from lier late residence, No. 20 Tate St.
[The luneral service of the late Timothy Daiiey will take place this Thursday afternoon at 2.30
j'clock from his late residence, No. 20 School
itreet.

LADIES' AND CENTS'

Please remember, because next week the price

April

! monnlis.
In this city,

full and complete line of Hats,
Caps, Gloves and Gents' Fine
Furnishing Goods.

Having just returned from >*ew York,
where we made our selections of all the
Latest Novelties, we are now prepared to
show the finest line of goods East of Boston. Prices lower than were ever offered before. We have also purchased
400 dozen

Now is tlie Time, This
Week.

BOYS'

STREET,

a

OF THE

l.oren J. Dole of Liinmgton and Miss Etta I. Mar,iu of West Buxton.

Ιλ this city, April 28, Mrs. Margaret, wife of
?atrick Deehan.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Cape Elizabeth, April 20, Mrs. Eliza, widow
>f the late Joseph It. Foster, aged 08 years and

with

Parlor Suits!

In Freeport, April 27, by Kev. Γ. B. Wing, EdViil A. Maxini ol Winthrop and Miss Mary O. Dilingham ol Freeport.
In West Buxton,
7, by Kev. J. Q. Adams,

DEATHS.

NO. 179 MIDDLE

Mattresses, all Sizes, Kinds and
Qualities, at Rock Bottom Prices.

firomineut

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds :
Westbrook—Emma L. and Eugenia Haskell to
John C. Knight, land, 81,600.
Emeline Johnson et. al. to John C. Knight,
land. $40.
William \V. Lamb to John H. Wasliburne, land,
J175.
Windham—Leroy IS. Nason to William H.
Libby, land, $000.
Baldwin—Oliver S. Staples to James H. Ayer,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Come and see the regular, warranted pure, unadulterated Bushnell Spring Bed ; this is the most
popular Spring Bed in the market, but owing to
the hitherto high cost has not been sold largely.
We shall «Her them now for this week at $5.75.
Don't forget to look at the Best & Bushnell Spring
Bed.

511 CONGRESS STREET.

NOVELTIES
—IN—

Gents' Week
Dress
and

Wear,
Driving

Gloves,
Percale and
White Shirts,
Cutis
and
Collars,

Fancy

BRANCH

AT

BARGAINS.

of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnish*
iug Store, 827 Washington St., Boston.

S 1-2 cent Prints for
δ cent Prints for

B. A. Atkinson

<>

"

"

Best Prints for
Arnold's Indigo Blue for

Fancy

Mohair
"

In

—

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

J. G. HAYES 4 CO,

Manager.

<;

«

7

"

7
8
14
25

"
"

Best in the ITIarket.

Plain

10. 7 MARKET SQUARE.

3 cents
4 "
g «

"

Cretonne Prints for
Albatross Suitings for

& Co.

Hosiery,
—

eodtf

aplO

Suitings
"

"
"

Li{;ht Nhndw·

Red and Blue Check Mohairs

Kirber Figured Suitings

25
15

*'

"

—

MEATS. VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED
GOODS. MEATS A SPECIALTY.
CORNER, ME.
WOODFORD'S
TELEPHONE UNTO. 3703.
<3oo«l* Delivered Free.
apl3d

ape

dtf

STORE OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL 9.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

ap2ti

C. P. CLAPP,
Manager,
41)1) Congress

dtf

apv20

St., Corner

Brown.
dtt

